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1

Introduction

�
N this information era people are living in a society in which processing, flow and ex-
change of information is vital for their existence. Two major issues in such society,

which are related to flow and exchange of information, are connectivity and mobility. On
one hand, computers and Internet provide connectivity and allow communication as well
as fast access to large amounts of information. On the other hand, wireless technologies
bring mobility. People can move and still be able to communicate and to have access
to various kind of information. Therefore, the functioning of an information society is
unthinkable without the use of computers, Internet and wireless technologies. The ex-
pectations are that in the future they will merge into a unique system for communication,
access to information as well as their exchange and processing.

The era of wireless communications started in 1901, when Guglielmo Marconi suc-
cessfully transmitted radio signals across the Atlantic Ocean. From that moment up
to now wireless communications experienced explosive growth and became the fastest
growing field in the engineering world. Pushed by customer requirements, new wireless
technologies have been emerging very fast. Each new generation of wireless technolo-
gies have brought new features and more complexity. Pushed by market forces to reduce
costs, the semiconductor industry has provided new technologies for solid-state circuits
implementation. Fortunately at the same time with the cost reduction, performance of
new technologies has been improving. Hence, a perfect combination between emerging
wireless technologies and the semiconductor industry is the reason for such unbelievable
progress in the field of wireless communications.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Today, existing solutions for wireless communications have amazing features. Be-
sides reliable voice communication, it is possible to have video communication, to ex-
change digital pictures and to access Internet with a possibility for fast download of mu-
sic, video clips and news. Also, wireless computer networks that support high data rates
are now available. Actually, the results of different market surveys related to the field of
wireless communications are overwhelming . For example, it was estimated that more
than 1 in 7 people on the planet use Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) 1.
Further, the market of Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) is growing very fast. The
expectation is that WLAN chip-sets will hit 150 millions units in 20072. The situation
related to other services in the field of wireless communications is similar. This suggests
a promising future for the field of wireless communications.

In order to meet customer needs and to take as large market share as possible, com-
panies try to provide new services. They are supported by new standards and by high
performance electronic devices. So far, the research was mainly directed to obtain cost-
effective single standard solutions. Today the situation is changing. When new standards
emerge fast, customers would like to have access to different services but using only one
electronic device for that. It won’t take too long, before people can use one handset to
talk (in-door or out-door), to watch TV and to access the Internet. Therefore, today, a
major part of the research activity is related to multi-standard solutions for wireless com-
munications. In line with this trend this work investigates issues related to the design and
implementation of multi-band Radio Frequencies (RF) front-ends. In order to obtain cost-
effective multi-band RF front-ends, special attention in the research is paid on adaptivity,
reusability and reconfigurability.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 1.1 the state of the art in the field of
multi-standard wireless RF transceivers is discussed. Major trends and existing solutions
are described. In this way, the foundation for the thesis is laid. Next, in section 1.2, the
motivation for this thesis is explained. The objectives of the thesis are discussed in section
1.3. Section 1.4 defines the scope of the thesis, while section 1.5 presents the outline of
the thesis.

1.1 The state-of-the-art in multi-standard RF transceivers

Each electronic device that allows wireless communication incorporates a building block
which is called RF transceiver. Other building blocks are basically digital circuits which
perform Digital Signal Processing (DSP), control and monitoring. They are often called
base-band circuits. A Printed Circuit Board (PCB) for a Digital European Cordless Tele-
phone (DECT) phone, which incorporates RF transceiver and base-band (BB) chips, is
presented in Fig. 1.13. An RF transceiver consist of a receiver and a transmitter. The
basic function of a receiver is to condition low level signals, to down-convert these high
frequency signals to a lower Intermediate Frequency (IF), to convert them into the digital

1Source: http://www.ericsson.com
2Source: http://www.mobile.commerce.net
3Source:http://www.national.com
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Figure 1.1 PCB and circuits of a DECT transceiver

domain and to demodulate them. The transmitter basic function is quite opposite. First,
it performs modulation. Then, it converts digital base-band signals into the analog do-
main, up-converts them to high frequencies and amplifies them before sending. An RF
transceiver is the most challenging mixed signal block to design and implement in an elec-
tronic device for wireless communications. There are a number of reasons for that. First,
the analog part of an RF transceiver processes high frequency signals. Second, the choice
of technology for an analog part and the interface between an analog and digital part influ-
ence RF transceiver performance to a great extent. Considering multi-standard operation
4 of such an electronic device, the RF transceiver is a potential bottleneck. Digital cir-
cuits are not a problem because programmability can be very easily implemented. This is
the reason why feasibility of multi-standard electronic devices is strongly dependent on
feasibility of multi-standard RF transceivers.

A multi-standard RF transceiver has to process signals in accordance with specifica-
tions of different standards for wireless communications. Therefore, in order to present
the state-of-the-art related to multi-standard wireless RF transceivers, standards for wire-
less communications must be discussed first.

4Multi-standard operation: processing of signals in accordance with specifications of two or more standards
for wireless communications.
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1.1.1 Standards for wireless communications

Wireless transmission of information is now more than a century old. As explained in
the previous section, the field of wireless communications has experienced fast growth.
Companies try to meet customers needs and also they strive for as large market share as
possible. As a result, a great number of applications, which are supported by different
standards, have been developed. They use Radio Frequencies (RF) to transmit and re-
ceive information through the air and therefore they are called RF applications. In the
spectrum, the frequencies from 10 kHz up to 30 GHz and above are considered as radio
frequencies5. Fig. 1.2 presents a classification of RF applications. All RF applications

FM/AM radio

VHF/UHF TV

Ku satelite TV

Cellular telephony

Wireless local area network (WLAN)

Wireless personal area network (WPAN)            

Cordless telephony

Global positionig system (GPS)

Broadcast Wireless communications

RF applications

(bi−directional)(uni−directional)

Figure 1.2 Classification of RF applications

can be divided into broadcast applications and applications related to wireless commu-
nications. In broadcast applications, users can only receive information. In applications
belonging to wireless communications, users can receive information or they can have
access to information, but in addition they can send information and communicate. This
thesis deals with wireless communications. Broadcast applications are outside its scope.

The applications related to wireless communications are supported by many stan-
dards. For example, the GSM standard dominates in the area of the cellular telephony.
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) applications provide high data rates (up to 54
Mbit/s). With such data rates, it is possible to have fast access to the Internet and to have
fast computer networks without conductive media. They are supported by various IEEE
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) standards (IEEE 802.11a/b/g). Wire-
less Personal Area Network (WPAN) applications offer the possibility to interconnect,
without wires, various devices centered around an individual workspace. Bluetooth is the
dominant standard in WPAN area. DECT is the most popular standard for the cordless
telephony. As mentioned in the previous section, mobility and connectivity are two im-
portant issues in the field of wireless communications. Cellular telephony applications
provide mobility for the users, while WLAN and WPAN applications are responsible for

5Source:http://www.jneuhaus.com
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connectivity. The applications in the area of cordless telephony are used for voice or
data transmission over short distances (up to a few hundred meters). In Tables 1.1, 1.2,
1.3, 1.4, basic properties of the most popular standards for wireless communications are
presented.

Digital cellular telephony (voice/data)
Standard GSM cdmaOne
Frequency GSM850: DL(869-894)-UL(824-849)

range (MHz) DL(869-894)-UL(824-849) DL(1930-1990)-UL(1850-1910)
GSM900:

DL(935-960)-UL(890-915)
GSM1800

DL(1805-1880)-UL(1710-1785)
GSM1900:

DL(1930-1990)-UL(1850-1910
Modulation GMSK QPSK/OQPSK

8-PSK (EDGE only)
Multiple access TDMA/FDMA CDMA/FDMA
Duplex (UL/DL) FDD FDD

Channel bandwidth 200 KHz 1.25 MHz
Peak data rate 14.4 kbit/s 14.4 kbit/s

53.6 kbit/s (GPRS) (IS-95-A)
384 kbit/s (EDGE) 115.2 kbit/s

(IS-95-B)

Table 1.1 The most popular standards for wireless communications (part I)

The first generation of mobile phone systems was based on analog modulation schemes.
It had a quite modest success. This is the reason why standards for analog mobile phone
systems are omitted in Table 1.1. The second generation of mobile phone systems (also
called 2G) used digital modulation schemes. It appeared with the introduction of the
GSM system in 1982. Actually, the wide use of mobile phones started with the GSM
system and today, GSM is the world’s most popular system for mobile communications.
Four frequency bands are assigned to the GSM system (see Table 1.1). Based on that,
subscribers of the GSM cellular network can use four systems: GSM850, GSM900,
GSM1800 and GSM1900. Very often GSM1800 is called Digital Cellular System (DCS)
1800. In 1989, the U.K. Department of Trade and Industry defined Personal Commu-
nications Network (PCN). Operating in the 1.8 GHz band, the core of this system was
GSM based. (DCS18006). GSM1900 is also called PCS1900 and it represents the GSM
network in North America7. The drawback of the GSM system is a low data rate. It is
only 14.4 kbit/s. In order to overcome this disadvantage, General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) was invented. It allows a data transfer over the GSM mobile network at speeds up

6Source:http://www.leapforum.org
7Source:http://www.wirelessdataforum.org.nz
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Digital cellular telephony (voice/data)
Standard cdma2000 WCDMA WCDMA

3GPP/FDD 3GPP/TDD
Frequency 450; 700 DL(2110-2170);UL(1920-1990) 2010-2025

range 800; 900 DL(1930-1990);UL(1850-1910) 1900-1920
(MHz) 1700; 1800 DL(1805-1880);UL(1710-1785) 1930-1990

1900: 2100 1850-1910
1910-1930

Modulation QPSK, OQPSK UL:Dual BPSK UL+DL:QPSK
HPSK DL:QPSK, 16QAM DL:8PSK

(HSDPA only) (HSDPA only)
Multiple CDMA CDMA/FDMA CDMA/TDMA
access
Duplex FDD FDD TDD
Channel 1.25 MHz 5 MHz 5 MHZ

bandwidth
Peak 307.7 kbit/s 2 Mbit/s 2 Mbit/s
data (CDMA2000 1x) 10 Mbit/s 10 Mbit/s
rate 2.4 Mbit/s (HSDPA) (HSDPA)

(CDMA2000 3x)

Table 1.2 The most popular standards for wireless communications (part II)

to four times greater than the conventional GSM system (data rates are up to 53.6 kbit/s,
see Table 1.1). GRPS system is also called 2.5G system. In order to make a step toward
even higher data rates within the GSM network, a new system was invented. The name of
this system is Enhanced Data rates for Global Evolution (EDGE). EDGE is 3G technol-
ogy and it allows data rates several times higher than GPRS system (up to 384 kbit/s, see
Table 1.1) as well as access to the Internet. With such data rates it is possible to send and
receive digital images and photos as well as web pages. Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) One (see Table 1.1)technology offers some benefits with respect to GSM sys-
tem. The most important are increased capacity (4 to 5 times) and improved call quality.
Next, CDMA2000 system (see Table 1.2) has appeared. It offers higher data rates as well
as access to the Internet and multimedia services. Finally, Wideband Code Division Mul-
tiple Access (WCDMA) (see Table 1.2) system was designed. Now, this is the leading 3G
technology. It allows commercial video telephony and in general its capacity allows full
multimedia communications as well as fast access to the Internet.

The number of people that have access to the Internet increases very fast. This pop-
ularity of the Internet pushed companies to work on standards for WLAN applications.
The goal is to have a wireless technology that is cheap and that can provide high data
rates on short distances or on so-called “hot-spots”. The “hot-spots” can be located on
various places. Usually there are at airports, railway and bus stations or shopping malls.
At the moment, there are few various WLAN standards (see Table 1.3). They allow bit
rates up to 54 Mbit/s. Bluetooth is a standard that provides connectivity on very short
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Digital cordless
telephony WPAN WLAN and broadband access

(voice/data)
Standard DECT Bluetooth IEEE IEEE

802.11a 802.11b
Frequency 1.88-1.9 2.402-2.48 5.15-5.35 2.4-2.4835

range (Europe) (USA) (North
(GHz) 1.88-1.99 5.725-5.825 America,

(World-) (USA) Europe)
wide)

Modulation GFSK GFSK BPSK, BPSK,
QPSK, DQPSK,

16QAM, (CCK,
OFDM, PBCC)
64QAM

Multiple access FDMA/TDMA FHSS CSMA/CA TDD
Duplex TDD TDD TDD TDD
Channel 1.728 1 20 1

bandwidth MHz MHz MHz MHz
Peak data 1152 723.2 54 11

rate kbit/s kbit/s Mbit/s Mbit/s

Table 1.3 The most popular standards for wireless communications (part III)

range and for applications which requires data rates up to 1 Mbit/s. It is used e.g. for
wireless head-set, wireless mouse and keyboard. Zigbee (see Table 1.4) is a standard for
very cheap radios that allow very short range communication with very low bit rate. The
purpose is home and building automation, industrial monitoring and control as well as
intelligent toys8.

In the future the integration of different standards in the field of wireless commu-
nication into one unique communication system can be expected. This system should
integrate WLAN, Bluetooth, cellular networks, radio and TV broadcasting and satellite
communications. Such system, so called 4G technology, will provide full mobility and
connectivity for users. The key point in this system is the free roaming from standard to
standard or from service to service.

1.1.2 Multi-standard RF transceivers

As mentioned, in the past, most of the research in the area of wireless communications
was directed to obtain cost-effective RF transceivers dedicated to one standard. Now the
situation changes due to the fact that more and more services are available for customers.
Looking from the application point of view it is natural and beneficial to combine some

8http://www.chipcon.com
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WLAN and broadband access
Standard IEEE IEEE IEEE

802.11g 802.15.3a 802.15.4
(UWB) (ZIGBEE)

Frequency 2.4-2.4835 2.4-2.4835 2.4-2.4835 (World)
range 0.902-0.928 (America)
(GHz) 0.8683 (Europe)

Modulation BPSK, QPSK, 16 QPSK
QPSK, DQPSK,

16-64QAM, 16QAM,
OFDM 32QAM

(CCK,PBCC) 64QAM
Multiple CSMA/ - CSMA/
access CA CA
Duplex TDD - -
Channel 20 4.125 5

bandwidth MHz MHz MHz
Peak data 54 55 20 kbit/s (868 MHz)

rate Mbit/s Mbit/s 40 kbit/s (915 MHz)
250 kbit/s (2.4 GHz)

Table 1.4 The most popular standards for wireless communications (part IV)

standards from Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4, and to design multi-standard RF transceivers.
The main advantages of this approach are the following: customers can use only one
electronic device and have access to different services, set-makers are more flexible and
the functionality of hardware is increased. The key point in the design of multi-standard
transceivers is hardware reuse. By taking care to reuse hardware as much as possible
while keeping performance satisfactory, the costs (chip area, mask costs, testing) can be
significantly reduced compared to the case when more single-standard transceivers are
combined in order to get multi-standard solution.

In the literature, there are examples of already implemented multi-standard transceivers.
Multi-standard transceivers related to the GSM system have been realized. From a user
point of view it is beneficial to have a phone that can be used for all bands occupied by
the GSM system. An implemented GSM/EGSM/DCS/PCS receiver is described in [5].
There is a possibility to send and receive data with a cell phone using the GPRS system.
A ubiquitous cell phone can be designed by adding GPRS mode to the cell phone which
covers all GSM bands. A single chip quad-band (850/900/1800/1900 MHz) GSM/GPRS
transceiver for such a phone is presented in [6].

Multi-standard transceivers for WLAN standards are more and more common. There
are currently three standards for wireless LAN (see Tables 1.3 and 1.3). The 802.11b
standard appeared on the market for the first time in 1999. After that the standard 802.11a
was launched. Standard 802.11g appeared the last. From a user point of view it is handy
to have a transceiver that works for all three WLAN standards. A dual band 5.15-5.35
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GHz, 2.4-2.5 GHz CMOS transceiver for 802.11a/b/g wireless LAN is presented in [7].
Next, in [3], a dual mode 802.11b/Bluetooth radio in 0�35 µm technology is described.
This radio is used in laptops, which uses Bluetooth wireless mouse and have a WLAN
(802.11b) connection.

Furthermore, the combination of WLAN and GSM standards is very attractive. It
allows a seamless roaming between wide-area cellular and short-range WLAN networks.
In this way users can use high speed WLAN (802.11/b/g) connections, when they are
available. In the case that a high speed WLAN connection is not available, the GPRS
network with a lower speed can be used. A WLAN/GPRS receiver is presented in [4].
It is even possible to have a transceiver that can be used to access all GSM services and
bands, and which can also operate on WLAN standards. In [8], a single chip transceiver
for quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE and WLAN is described. The combination of Wireless
Wide Area Networks (WWAN) and WLAN brings connectivity and mobility together and
it paves the way toward 4G wireless technology.

In terms of users’ flexibility, a combination of GSM and WCDMA standards is very
important. Nokia has made a phone (model 6650) that can support dual-mode GSM/WCDMA
operation and seamless hand-over between GSM and WCDMA systems in a dual-mode
network9.

In Table 1.5, discussed multi-standard transceivers are listed with their references.

Multi-standard Advantage Reference
transceiver for:

GSM/EGSM/DCS/PCS Flexibility within [5]
GSM system

Quad-band (850/900/1800/1900 MHz) Flexibility within [6]
GSM/GPRS GSM system

WLAN 802.11a/b/g Flexibility within [7]
WLAN systems

WLAN/GPRS Seamless roaming [4]
between GSM and WLAN

Quad-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE/WLAN Seamless roaming [8]
between GSM and WLAN

GSM/WCDMA Seamless roaming [9]
between GSM and WCDMA

Table 1.5 Some multi-standard transceivers reported in literature

The requirements from an application point of view determine which standards can be
combined in a multi-standard transceivers. So far, multi-standard transceivers are made
(see Table 1.5) to work for different standards within a cellular system, WLAN systems
but also combinations like GSM/WLAN and GSM/WCDMA are realized. The combina-
tion between DECT and Bluetooth is also interesting. The first straightforward application
is a DECT cordless phone that has wireless connection with a Bluetooth headset. Next,

9http://www.3g.co.uk/PR/June2003/5493.htm
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this combination is very attractive for applications related to home and building automa-
tion, industrial monitoring and control, sensor networks and automotive networks. Its
advantage is that it covers different bit rates and different distances. Therefore, it can be
applied in many scenarios.

1.1.3 Trends in IC technology and packaging

As mentioned in the previous sections, a dominant trend in the field of wireless commu-
nications is that new standards are emerging very fast. In order to provide corresponding
services to customers it is necessary to design hardware. Concerning hardware, two issues
are important: Integrated Circuit (IC) technology and packaging. Basically, it is possi-
ble to implement hardware for wireless communications with discrete components. The
disadvantages of this approach are: high price and large form factors. Integrated circuits
bring cost reduction and miniaturization. When integrated circuits are produced, they
have to be packaged in order to be protected and to be connected to other sub-systems.

Considering packaging, there are two important trends. The first one is System on
a Chip (SoC). In this trend the challenge is to try to achieve as high level of integration
as possible. The second is System in Package (SiP). The main idea of SiP is to design
and integrate different parts of a system in different technologies, but to put them in the
same package. Considering the trends related to the IC technology, the most important
trend concerns Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) technology. CMOS
technologies scale down toward deep submicron processes. Trends in packaging and IC
technology influence each other. Therefore, they will be discussed jointly.

Electronic devices that are used for wireless communication have become very com-
plex. They support different applications and they offer advanced features. For example,
mobile phones can support voice communication, high speed data transfer, multi-media
applications and GPS. As a consequence, electronic circuits built in such devices have
become complex too. Nevertheless, the RF component count reduces over the years. This
can be seen in Fig. 1.3 [10] for the GSM mobile phones. Reducing of the RF component
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Figure 1.3 RF component count in GSM phones over the years, 1994-2002
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count is a result of the SoC approach. Over the past years, SoC was a buzz-word in the
wireless communications and semiconductor industry [11].

Base-band circuits are fully digital. Moreover, in many RF transceiver the area oc-
cupied by the digital circuits dominates compared to the area occupied by the analog
part. On one hand, CMOS technology is an appropriate technology to implement digital
circuits because it results in minimal costs. On the other hand, partitioning between the
analog and digital domain, the interface between them and the choice of the IC technology
for analog part influence RF transceivers performance a lot. It is clear that the final goal
is to obtain high performance RF transceivers with low costs. The problem is that it is
difficult to predict performance and to find cost functions in terms of power consumption,
chip area, time to market on a system level because of a huge number of parameters that
have to be taken into account. Therefore, engineers opinions are different. According to
the SoC approach, small form factors and cost reduction can be achieved applying as high
level of integration as possible. An example of form factor reduction due to the high level
of integration can be seen in Fig. 1.410. Additional form factor reduction implies that the

Figure 1.4 PCB for a DECT phone: form factor reduction due to high level of
integration in the case

10Source:http://www.national.com/
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base-band (BB) and the RF transceiver should be integrated on one single chip. Hence,
the analog part of a RF transceiver also has to be designed and implemented in CMOS
technology. In this way the whole RF transceiver, is designed and implemented in CMOS
technology and it is integrated on one die.

Although, the SoC approach has resulted in cheap CMOS RF transceivers with small
form factors, it has some disadvantages. The main disadvantage of the SoC approach is
performance of an analog part of RF transceiver. In CMOS technology it is difficult to
integrate passives with high performance. For example, it is not possible to design in-
ductors with high quality factors. This fact has a great influence on performance of RF
transceivers. Also the scaling of CMOS technologies in combination with SoC approach
causes problems. For digital circuits, CMOS technology scaling yields an improvement
in power consumption, speed and the number of transistors per unit area. While CMOS
technology scaling is quite beneficial for digital circuits, it is not the case for RF analog
circuits and the design or redesign of RF analog circuits in a new CMOS technology is
rather difficult. The most severe consequence of the technology scaling, that affects the
required RF analog design effort significantly, is a reduction of the voltage supply. Insuf-
ficient voltage headroom causes that some circuit topologies can not satisfy the required
specifications or even they fail to operate. Hence, as an alternative to SoC, some engineers
suggest System in Package (SiP) approach. The idea of the SiP approach is to optimize
system performance by choosing the best technology for different part of a system. So,
an optimized technology mixture can result in a high performance system. Different parts
of a system, which are designed in different technologies can be placed on a substrate and
connected with interconnects. Considering the substrate, there are a few options. Some
of them are: Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) substrate [12], low cost lami-
nate (LAMP) [11] or thin-film passive integration IC technology [11]. When the whole
system is mounted on a substrate, it can be packaged in one package. The disadvantage
of this approach is the modeling and the characterization of interconnects. Also, there
is no Computer Aided Design (CAD) tool in which the whole design can be made. It is
necessary to use many different tools facing a lot of interfacing problems.

It is not possible to say which approach will be dominant in the future: probably both.
If the satisfactory system performance can be achieved with CMOS technology, then SoC
is the best solution. Likely, that is the case with RF transceivers for Zigbee, Bluetooth
or even DECT. They have low to moderate system specifications and they have to be
cheap. In the case that it is not possible to satisfy the system specifications with CMOS
technology, SiP approach will remain the preferred solution.

1.2 Motivation

The trends in the field of wireless communications, IC technology and packaging are
thoroughly discussed in the previous sections, and they are summarized in Table 1.6.

The consequences of these trends are the following:

� It is difficult to predict the behavior of the market and choose one standard as a
target in order to go further with a design, implementation and production. The
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Field Main trends
Wireless Communications New standards for wireless communications

are emerging very fast
IC technologies CMOS technologies scale down

to deep submicron processes
Packaging 1. System on a chip (SoC)

2. System in package (SiP)

Table 1.6 Overview of the main trends in the field of wireless communica-
tions, IC technology and packaging

market as well as potential applications change very fast and without a rule. Now,
some standards with their applications are very popular. Tomorrow some of them
will be even more popular, while some of them will completely disappear.

� Users always try to avoid complexity and they choose for simple solutions. There-
fore, they would like to have one electronic device that is capable to provide access
to different services supported by various standards.

� The radio environment is congestive. Many devices that work for different stan-
dards can be active at the same time creating very congestive radio environment
with a high level of interference.

� The radio environment is not constant. It can happen that at a certain moment a lot
of devices are active, while a moment latter only a few are still working. Hence, the
level of interference changes and design for the worst case scenario is not optimal
design.

� The most severe consequence of the scaling of CMOS technologies is the supply
voltage reduction. Insufficient voltage headroom causes that some circuit topolo-
gies can not satisfy the required specifications or even they fail to operate.

Given these consequences, RF designers have to work on multi-standard adaptive RF
transceivers, which are robust with respect to interference, and on low-voltage low-power
circuit topologies.

The advantages of multi-standard RF transceivers are increased functionality and flex-
ibility. The functionality is increased because the same hardware satisfies specifications
for different standards. For set-makers it is useful to have a multi-standard RF transceiver,
which can change the mode of operation with respect to different standards by setting a
few control bits. This gives a great flexibility on the market. The main issues related to
multi-standard RF transceivers are hardware reusability, reconfigurability, programmabil-
ity, flexibility and cost. Both analog and digital part of a multi-standard RF transceiver
have to deal with these issues. Unfortunately, in the literature these issue are immediately
related to the digital part of a multi-standard RF transceiver while the analog part stays
unaddressed.
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The situation with adaptivity is the same. Usually, the analog part of multi-standard
RF transceivers is designed for the worst case or for the most stringent system specifi-
cations. Taking into account the variable radio environment and different specifications
related to various standards for which multi-standard RF transceiver is intended to work,
these solutions are not optimal in terms of power consumption.

Considering selectivity it is very difficult to determine optimal partitioning between
the analog and digital domain in terms of power consumption and chip area. The difficulty
comes from the fact that the cost functions depend on a huge number of parameters and
it is not possible to obtain cost functions in a form that suggests the way of partitioning.

Low-voltage circuit topologies are extremely important. They can alleviate problems
when front-ends have to be redesigned in a new scaled CMOS technology. Although, in
the literature there are published solutions related to low voltage circuit topologies, any
improvement in the performance of these circuits is highly appreciable.

Low power consumption is omni-present requirement in the field of wireless com-
munications. One way to reduce the power consumption is to use low power circuit
topologies, while an other way is to apply optimization. RF transceivers are not yet fully
optimized in terms of power consumption and there are many options for further opti-
mization.

1.3 Objectives

Based on the motivation, the primary goal of this thesis is to investigate solutions, limi-
tations and costs related to multi-standard operation of the analog part of RF transceivers
focusing on maximal hardware reuse and programmability. The second goal is to investi-
gate solutions, limitations, benefits and costs related to adaptivity in the analog part of RF
transceivers. Considering CMOS as a cheap technology suitable for design and imple-
mentation of digital circuits, the costs can be minimized by choosing the SoC approach.
Based on that, the third goal is to optimize the analog part of CMOS RF transceiver in a
way that maximal performance is obtained with certain power budget while targeting full
integration. The fourth goal is to systematically investigate possibilities for low-voltage
low-power circuit topologies in CMOS technology. The fifth and final goal is to vali-
date the obtained results by Integrated Circuit (IC) implementations in deep sub-micron
CMOS technology. A DECT(1.9 GHz, 2.4 GHz)/Bluetooth multi-standard RF transceiver
is chosen as a demonstrator for this purpose. The motivation for choosing this set of stan-
dards is the following:

� From an application point of view it is useful to have a DECT/Bluetooth multi-
standard RF transceiver. It can be used for voice applications as cordless phone, in
applications related to the Bluetooth connectivity or in combined application where
a DECT cordless phone is equipped with a Bluetooth headset. If in connectivity
applications larger distances have to be covered or higher data rates are required,
then instead of Bluetooth, DECT can be used. Next, DECT and Bluetooth can be
used in automotive applications, control applications and for monitoring.
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� DECT and Bluetooth frequencies are close and DECT and Bluetooth specifications
are similar (they use the same modulation and the same multiple access technique),
although DECT specifications are higher (sensitivity, for example). This is the
reason why full hardware reuse is a feasible and sensible goal.

1.4 Scope

As mentioned in section 1.1.2, the feasibility of a multi-standard RF transceiver is sig-
nificantly influenced by the feasibility of the RF part in this transceiver. In Fig. 1.5, the
block diagram of an RF transceiver is presented. The receive path begins with an RF
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Figure 1.5 Block diagram of an RF transceiver

front-end. It has to suppress interferers, to amplify received high frequency analog sig-
nals and to down-convert them to a low IF. The IF strip has to provide an additional
filtering and amplification. At the end of the front-end, an Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC) converts the low frequency analog signals into the digital domain. In general, a
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) block performs all or some of the following operations:
demodulation, equalization, de-interleaving, decoding and voice decompression [2]. In
the literature, the analog part of a receiver is called front-end. Actually the ADC is an
interface between the analog and the digital part of an RF transceiver. ADC specifications
have a strong influence on specifications of building blocks in the analog part of an RF
transceiver. Therefore, the ADC is taken to be the last block in a front-end. A transmit
path begins with a DSP block. It performs all or some of the following operations: voice
compression, coding, interleaving and pulse shaping [2]. Next, signals are converted to
the analog domain using a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC). At the end, signals are
up-converted to a high frequency and they are amplified by a power amplifier.
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RF circuit design is a delicate process involving many time consuming steps. In in-
dustry whole design teams work on one radio. Therefore, it is important to limit the
scope. Actually, some of the most challenging and key RF blocks can be found in the
receiver RF front-end. The block diagram of an RF front-end is presented in Fig. 1.6.
A Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) amplifies the received signals, while adding as less noise

IFLNA Mixing

Tuning
System

FilteringRF in out

RF FRONT−END

Figure 1.6 Block diagram of RF front-end

as possible. Interferers are suppressed by filtering and the mixing block in combination
with tuning system down-converts high frequency signals to a low IF. This RF front-end
is investigated in the frame of this thesis. The focus of this thesis and the core of research
is related to multi-standard RF front-ends. In particular multi-band LNAs, multi-band RF
filters and mixers are subject of investigation.

1.5 Thesis outline

This thesis is outlined according to the multi-standard front-end design flow, which is pre-
sented in Fig. 1.7. It illustrates the steps within the multi-standard front-end design flow.
The first step is standard selection. After that, the type of a multi-standard front-end has to
be chosen. There are two possibilities: concurrent or non-concurrent multi-standard front-
end. Concurrent multi-standard front-ends can simultaneously process signals that be-
long to different standards, while non-concurrent can not. Non-concurrent multi-standard
front-ends are also called multi-band front-ends. Next, constrains have to be identified.
They mainly come from the fact that the same hardware has to satisfy specifications for
different standards. A front-end design consists of a system level design and circuit level
design. If an electrical design is ready, then implementation, IC processing and verifica-
tion have to be done. Due to system complexity and large number of parameters it is very
difficult to consider all relevant issues associated with each of mentioned steps. There-
fore, in practice these steps form an iterative process. The iterations are expensive and
they have to be reduced as much as possible. This iterative process stops when specifica-
tions are met in the verification phase. A successful design is followed by the production.

Considering standard selection, DECT and Bluetooth standards have been chosen.
The motivation for such selection has been discussed in section 1.3. It has been decided
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Figure 1.7 Multi-standard front-end design flow

to design and implement a programmable non-concurrent DECT/Bluetooth RF front-
end aiming maximal hardware reuse. Combining two programmable non-concurrent
DECT/Bluetooth RF front-ends, a concurrent one can be obtained. According to the
multi-standard front-end design flow, system level design is the next step.

Architecture selection is discussed in chapter 2. The performance of the selected
low-IF architecture are significantly influenced by the performance of polyphase filters.
The capability of polyphase filters to provide a required performance in a wide fre-
quency range is very important for a multi-standard RF front-end. Therefore, broad-band
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polyphase filters are investigated in chapter 3. The low-IF architecture is analyzed in chap-
ter 4. The presented analysis consists of considerations related to the noise, voltage gain
and linearity. Using the results from the analysis of low-IF architecture, building block
specifications are calculated in chapter 5. The circuit level design begins with chapter
6, in which the design and implementation of a low-voltage low-power folded-switching
mixer is presented. A reconfigurable multi-band complex mixer is the core of a recon-
figurable multi-band RF front-end. The design and implementation of a reconfigurable
multi-band complex mixer is discussed in chapter 7. In chapter 8, concept and design of a
reconfigurable multi-bend LNA are presented. Performance as well as cost effectiveness
of a reconfigurable multi-band RF front-end are discussed in chapter 9. Chapter 10 is
reserved for a conclusion.



2

Front-end architecture selection

The selection of a front-end architecture is one of the key steps in the multi-standard
front-end design flow (see Fig. 1.7). By selecting a suitable front-end architecture for a
particular application, some severe problems in the front-end design and implementation
(DC-offsets, flicker noise, high power consumption, large chip area, large form factors)
can be avoided. Also, the number of iterations in the front-end design flow can be reduced.

In order to select a front-end architecture for a particular application, it is necessary to
deal with properties and problems associated with each building block in a front-end. This
action involves a great number of parameters. Practically, it is difficult to take them all
into account. For this reason the selection of a suitable front-end architecture is a complex
and challenging task. Nevertheless, by applying a systematic approach it is possible to
come up with interesting results and considerations that will structure the architecture
selection process for designers.

In the process of a front-end architecture selection two questions are found to be
important: how to form a set of particular front-end architectures and what are selection
criteria. Starting from functions that a front-end has to provide it is possible to synthesize
a generic front-end architecture. Next, from a generic front-end architecture it is possible
to derive particular front-end architectures. Selection criteria are based on application
specific constrains. The front-end architecture selection flow is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.1, a generic front-end architecture is
systematically synthesized. Particular front-end architectures are derived in section 2.2.
The selection criteria are discussed in section 2.3, while a suitable front-end architecture
for DECT/Bluetooth multi-band front-end is selected in section 2.4. Finally, a summary
of this chapter is given in section 2.5.

19
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Set of front−end functions

Set of front−end architectures

Generic front−end
architecture

selection criteria
Aplication specific

Front−end architecture
choice

Figure 2.1 Front-end architecture selection flow

2.1 A generic front-end architecture

Fig. 2.2 shows the steps that are followed in order to synthesize a generic front-end archi-
tecture. As mentioned, the first step in the synthesis of a generic front-end architecture is

Front−end functions

Generic front−end
architecture

Set of buiding blocks

Figure 2.2 Steps in the synthesis of generic front-end architecture

to find a set of functions, which front-end has to perform. Next, it is important to assign a
building block to each front-end function. In this way a set of building blocks is obtained.
A generic front-end architecture can be synthesized by connecting these building blocks
in a specific order.
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2.1.1 Basic front-end functions

For digital circuits, CMOS technology scaling yields an improvement in power consump-
tion, speed and the number of transistors per unit area (see section 1.1.3). Therefore,
today there is a clear tendency to implement as many receiver functions as possible in the
digital domain. For example, in so-called digital RF systems, demodulation, equalization,
de-interleaving and decoding are performed in the digital domain [2]. Hence, one of the
basic front-end function is digitization. An Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) is the
building block that performs this function.

The most simple front-end in terms of minimal number of used building blocks is
obtained by connecting an ADC to an antenna. Unfortunately, there are many imple-
mentation problems that prevent realization of this front-end. A major problem is a high
power consumption of this ADC. There are two reasons for such a high power consump-
tion. The first is a high frequency of the received analog signal. In the case of standards
for wireless communications (see Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4), the operating frequency is
higher than 900 MHz. The second is the large dynamic range of the received signal. In
order to have an estimate for a required dynamic range that has to be handled by the ADC,
the DECT system is taken as an example. The DECT standard specifies front-end sensi-
tivity of Psens ��86 dBm [24] (see appendix A). Taking into account a margin of 4 dB,
a receiver sensitivity of -90 dBm is set as a target. The level of the strongest out-of band
interferer (Pmax�int ) is -13 dBm [24]. The dynamic range that a front-end has to handle is
defined as:

DRf e � Pmax�int �Psens (2.1)

Hence, for the DECT system the DR is 77 dB. The dynamic range that the ADC in a
front-end has to handle is defined as:

DRadc � Pmax�int �Pqn (2.2)

Pqn is the level of the ADC quantization noise. Pqn has to be sufficiently low in order to
prevent deterioration of SNR at the ADC output. When a signal with a level equal to the
sensitivity level is processed by a front-end, Pqn has to be 20 dB lower than Psens [43].
This gives a total DRadc of 97 dB. The required number of bits (nb) that corresponds to a
certain dynamic range can be calculated using the following formula [19]:

DRadc � 6�02 �nb�1�25�10log

�
fsam

fsig

�
(2.3)

fsam is the sampling frequency, while f sig is the carrier frequency. If the carrier frequency
is much larger than the signal bandwidth and assuming that f sam � 2 fsig, DRadc can be
approximated as:

DRadc � 6�02nb�1�76 (2.4)

For a dynamic range of 97 dB, a resolution of 16 bits is required. Considering the state
of the art in analog to digital converters, currently it is not possible to design an ADC
that can handle analog signals with such a large DR and at RF frequencies with a power
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consumption comparable to the power consumption of RF transceivers. For example,
in [14] an 8-bit 2-Gsamples/s ADC in SiGe technology is presented. It has a power
consumption of 3.5 W. Furthermore, in [15] an 8-bit 1-Gsamples/s ADC with a power
consumption of 2.5 W is presented. These values are huge compared to a practical power
consumption of a RF transceiver that is usually less then a few hundreds of mW [16–18].
According to a survey presented in [20], for this resolution a higher power consumption
than the power consumption stated in [14] and [15] is required. Therefore, more analog
signal processing has to be performed in order to obtain an analog signal with properties
that can be handled by an ADC with reasonable power consumption (few tens of mW).

If a signal at the front-end input, with a level equal to the sensitivity (Psens), is directly
converted into the digital domain, then Psens can be expressed as a function of the ADC
full-scale voltage (Vf s) and nb [13]:

Psens � 10log��
Vf s �23

2 �2nb
�2 1

2 �50Ω �1mW
� (2.5)

Taking Psens to be -90 dBm and assuming that nb � 8, Vf s is calculated to be 0.6 mV. This
is a rather low value for ADC full-scale voltage. As a consequence, the absolute levels of
the quantization as well as the thermal noise are also very low. This is a great difficulty
in the design and implementation of an ADC [43]. Practically, V f s is around 1 V [13].
Obviously, the signal at the front-end input, with a level equal to the sensitivity, has to be
amplified before conversion to the digital domain. Hence, the next front-end function is
amplification.

A front-end has to process the wanted signal, but also interferers that will be most
likely received together with the wanted signal. Levels of the interfering signals are spec-
ified by interference and blocking performance in system specifications (see appendix A).
Interferers increase the dynamic range that ADC has to handle (see (2.2)). Also, they can
cause gain desensitization [2]. If a weak wanted signal is in a vicinity of a strong inter-
ferer, the voltage gain of an amplifier drops significantly. In this case, the wanted signal
is not amplified. It is blocked. The way to prevent increase of the ADC dynamic range
and gain desensitization is to suppress interferers before they reach the ADC and before
they are amplified. Therefore, filtering is another front-end function.

In order to be converted into the digital domain by an ADC that has an acceptable
power consumption (a few tens of mW), the frequency of an analog signal has to be
sufficiently low. This means that an RF signal, which is received, has to be first down-
converted to a lower Intermediate Frequency (IF). Obviously, the fourth front-end func-
tion is frequency down-conversion. This function is realized by a mixer. The mixer is
a building block with three ports: RF input, Local Oscillator (LO) input and IF output.
LO provides a periodic waveform with a certain frequency. The frequency of the down-
converted signal at the IF output (ω i f ) can be expressed as:

ωi f � ωr f �ωlo (2.6)

ωr f and ωlo are the frequencies of the signals at RF and LO input, respectively.
In Table 2.1, four basic front-end functions are represented together with their cor-

responding building blocks. The front-end functions presented in Table 2.1 are well ex-
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No Front-end function Building block Symbol

1 Digitization ADC
ADCIN OUT 

2 Amplification Amplifier
IN OUT 

3 Filtering Filter
IN OUT 

4 Frequency down-conversion Mixer

IN OUT  

LO

Table 2.1 Front-End functions and their corresponding building blocks

plained except the frequency down-conversion function. The frequency down-conversion
function can be performed in different ways (e.g. real and complex) and suffers from the
image problem. Therefore it has to be further clarified in a separate subsection.

2.1.2 The frequency down-conversion function

The clarification of the frequency down-conversion function starts with the clarification
of the image problem. In order to simplify the analysis of the image problem it is assumed
that the received RF signal consist of only a wanted sinusoidal signal with frequency ω w

and an unwanted sinusoidal signal with frequency ω i. Hence, in the time domain this RF
signal can be represented as:

xr f �t� � 2Aw cos�ωwt��2Ai cos�ωit� (2.7)

Aw and Ai are half of the amplitudes of the wanted and unwanted signal, respectively. The
sinusoidal LO signal can be expressed as:

xlo�t� � 2Alo cos�ωlot� (2.8)

The signal at the mixer output (x�t�) is obtained by multiplying the signals x r f �t� and
xlo�t�:

x�t� � xr f � xlo (2.9)
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Substituting (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.9), x�t� can be expressed as:

x�t� � 2�AwAlo cos��ωw �ωlo�t��AwAlo cos��ωw�ωlo�t���

2��AiAlo cos��ωi �ωlo�t��AiAlo cos��ωi�ωlo�t�� (2.10)

The high frequency components that are located at the frequencies ω w �ωlo and ωi �ωlo

have to be filtered out. After the filtering, the down-converted signal becomes:

xi f �t� � 2Awd cos��ωw�ωlo�t��2Aid cos��ωi�ωlo�t� (2.11)

Awd (Awd �AwAlo) and Aid (Aid �AiAlo) are half of the amplitudes of the down-converted
wanted and unwanted signals, respectively. In the case that

ωi � ωlo � ωw (2.12)

and
ωlo�ωi � ωw�ωlo (2.13)

the unwanted signal is down-converted to the same IF as the wanted signal. Actually,
it falls in the band of the wanted signal and in this way it degrades SNR. When (2.13)
is satisfied than the unwanted signal is called the image signal. The frequency down-
conversion introduces always the image problem.

It is very instructive to study the frequency down-conversion function not only in the
time domain, but also in the frequency domain. The amplitude spectra of the signals x r f �t�
and xlo�t� are denoted with Xr f �ω� and Xlo�ω�, respectively. They are presented in Fig.
2.3(a) and Fig. 2.3(b). In order to simplify the analysis, the amplitude spectra are used,
while the phase spectra are omitted. The use of only amplitude spectra is sufficient to
explain the main properties of the frequency down-conversion function. In the analysis of
the image problem it is important to distinguish between the spectra located at the positive
frequencies and the spectra located at the negative frequencies. Xw�, Xi� and Xlo� are
the spectra of the wanted, image and the local oscillator signal located at the positive
frequencies, while Xw�, Xi� and Xlo� are the spectra of the same signals located at the
negative frequencies. The amplitude spectrum of the down-converted signal is denoted
with Xi f �ω� and it is presented in Fig. 2.3(c). Xi f �ω� is the result of the convolution
between Xr f �ω� and Xlo�ω�:

Xi f �ω� � Xr f �ω��Xlo�ω� (2.14)

Looking separately at the amplitude spectra located at positive and at negative frequen-
cies, the convolution expressed by (2.14) can be decomposed into the following set of
equations:

Xwd��ω� � Xw��ω��Xlo��ω� (2.15)

Xwd��ω� � Xw��ω��Xlo��ω� (2.16)

Xid��ω� � Xi��ω��Xlo��ω� (2.17)

Xid��ω� � Xi��ω��Xlo��ω� (2.18)
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Figure 2.3 Frequency down-conversion function in the frequency domain

Xwd��ω� and Xwd��ω� are the spectra of the down-converted wanted signal located at
positive and negative frequencies, respectively. The same is valid for the spectra X id��ω�
and Xid��ω� of the down-converted image signal. Assuming that the wanted and im-
age signals are sinusoidal signals, then based on (2.15), ..., (2.18), the following set of
equations can be written:

Awd�@ωlo�ωw � Aw �Alo (2.19)

Awd�@ωw�ωlo
� Aw �Alo (2.20)

Aid�@ωi�ωlo
� Ai �Alo (2.21)

Aid�@ωlo�ωi
� Ai �Alo (2.22)

From (2.19), ..., (2.22) and assuming that conditions expressed by (2.12) and (2.13)
are full-filled, it is clear that the amplitude spectrum of the down-converted image sig-
nal (Xid�ω�) is on top of the amplitude spectrum of the down-converted wanted signal
(Xwd�ω�). This is shown in Fig. 2.3(c).
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2.1.3 Image rejection

As mentioned, the image problem in front-ends is very serious. Therefore, solutions for
image signal rejection are very important. Two possibilities exist.

� To reject the image signal before the frequency down-conversion: A i � 0. The ideal
filtering of the image signal is presented in Fig. 2.4. Xr f �ω� and Xr f f �ω� are the
amplitude spectra of the RF signal before and after the filtering, respectively.

ωw−ωw ω i

−ωw ωw

Aw Aw

Awf Awf

A i A i

of an ideal filter
transfer function

X (ω)rf

Xrff (ω)

ω

0

0

i−ω i ω
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4 Ideal filtering of an image signal before frequency down-
conversion

� To suppress the component of the LO signal at positive or at negative frequency:
Alo�@�ωlo

� 0 or Alo�@ωlo
� 0. Then the image signal can be rejected after the fre-

quency down-conversion. The amplitude spectra of the LO signals with suppressed
component at the positive or at negative frequency are presented in Fig. 2.5.

−ω lo

(ω)Xlo

ω ωω lo

(ω)Xlo

(a)

0

Alo

0

(b)

Alo

Figure 2.5 Amplitude spectra of the LO signal when the component at the pos-
itive frequency (ωlo) is suppressed (a) and when the component at
the negative frequency (�ω lo) is suppressed (b)
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Image rejection before frequency down-conversion

Image rejection before the frequency down-conversion can be realized by filtering. If
ideal filtering is applied, then the image signal is totally suppressed (see Fig. 2.4). In
practice such ideal filtering can not be realized. A more realistic case of image rejection
is presented in Fig. 2.6(a) and Fig. 2.6(b). Xr f �ω� and Xr f f �ω� are the amplitude spectra

ωw−ωw ω iω i ω

X (ω)rf

ωw−ωw ω iω i ω

wf wf
X (ω)rff

0

A
A A

Aw

i

w

i

(a)

of a non−ideal filter
transfer function

0

A
AA

A
if if

(b)

Figure 2.6 Non-ideal filtering of an image signal before frequency down-
conversion

of the signals before and after filtering. Since the attenuation at the frequency of the image
signal is finite, the image suppression is finite too.

Image rejection after frequency down-conversion

In order to explain image rejection after the frequency down-conversion, it is instructive to
introduce complex signals. In general, a complex signal represents a pair of two signals,
which may be totally independent [21]. As an example, a pair of voltage waveforms
on the nodes A and B in Fig. 2.7 forms a complex signal. The signal representing a
voltage waveform on one of the nodes is called a real signal. Although many different
representations exist, the representation of a complex signal with a real and imaginary
part is the most convenient. This means that the voltage at one of the nodes is assigned
to the real part while the voltage at the other node is assigned to the imaginary part of the
complex signal. The complex signal in Fig. 2.7 can be expressed as:

xc�t� � xr�t�� jxi�t� (2.23)
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Figure 2.7 Complex signal

Signal xr�t� is the real part and signal xi�t� is the imaginary part of the complex signal
xc�t�. The Fourier transformation of the signal xc�t� is given by [21]:

Xc�ω� � Xr�ω�� jXi�ω� (2.24)

Xr�ω� and Xi�ω� are the Fourier transformations of the signals xr�t� and xi�t�, respec-
tively. If xr�t� � Asin�ωt� and xi�t� � Acos�ωt�, then signal xc�t� becomes:

xc�t� � Asin�ωt�� jAcos�ωt� (2.25)

Xc�ω� is given by:
Xc�ω� �� jAe� jωt (2.26)

The amplitude spectrum of the complex signal xc�t� is presented in Fig. 2.8. The signal

A
(ω)Xc

0− ω ω

Figure 2.8 Amplitude spectrum of the complex signal xc�t�

component at the positive frequency in the spectrum does not exist. Therefore, in or-
der to have LO signal with such amplitude spectrum, it is necessary from the LO signal
described by (2.8) to generate two signals that have the same amplitude and a phase dif-
ference of 90Æ. Such signals are called quadrature signals and consequently, LO is called
Quadrature LO (QLO). They are also called I/Q signals, where I denotes an in-phase
component and Q denotes a quadrature component.

Based on these considerations it is possible to synthesize the down-converter that can
perform the frequency down-conversion function and that can allow image rejection after
the frequency down-conversion. This system is presented in Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 Down-converter that allows image rejection after frequency down-
conversion

An ideal QLO generates I and Q signals, which have exactly the same amplitude and
the phase difference of 90Æ. In the case of an ideal QLO, the frequency down-conversion
function in the frequency domain is presented in Fig. 2.10. X lo�ω�, Xi f �ω� and Xi f f �ω�
are the amplitude spectra of the complex signals. Since the component of the LO signal at
the positive frequency is equal to zero, the set of convolution equations (2.15), ..., (2.18)
now reduces to two equations:

Xwd�ω� � Xw�@ωw�ω��Xlo�ω� (2.27)

Xid�ω� � Xi�@ωi
�ω��Xlo�ω� (2.28)

If the signals are sinusoidal, then based on (2.27) and (2.28) it is possible to write:

Awd�@ωw�ωlo
� Aw �Alo (2.29)

Aid�@ωi�ωlo
� Ai �Alo (2.30)

In Fig. 2.10(c) the amplitude spectrum of the down-converted signal X i f �ω� is pre-
sented. Due to the fact that the component of the LO signal at the positive frequency is
equal to zero, the down-converted image signal (Xid�ω�) and wanted signal (Xwd�ω�) are
separated in the frequency domain (see (2.29) and (2.30)). X wd�ω� is located at ωi f , while
Xid�ω� is located at �ωi f . Still, it is necessary to reject the image signal Xid�ω�. In order
to reject the image signal completely, it is necessary to apply additional filtering. The fil-
ter that can discriminate positive and negative frequencies is called a complex filter [21].
The transfer function of an ideal complex filter is given in Fig. 2.10(c). So, in order to
reject the image signal completely, the ideal complex filter must be added in cascade with
the system in Fig. 2.9. Finally, the spectrum of the filtered IF signal (Xi f f �ω�) is presented
in Fig. 2.10(d).

Unfortunately, an ideal QLO as well as an ideal complex filter do not exist in practice.
Component variations, mismatch between components and parasitics make it impossible
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to generate ideal quadrature signals [21]. A more realistic scenario is presented in Fig.
2.11. Due to the non-ideal QLO, a weak component of the LO signal (X lop�ω�) appears at
positive frequency in the spectrum (see Fig. 2.11(b)). Now, all four convolution equations
(2.15), ..., (2.18) are valid again. The most interesting is equation (2.18). It can be written
in the following way:

Xip�ω� � Xi�@�ωi
�ω��Xlop�ω� (2.31)

If sinusoidal signals are used, then based on this equation Aip can be calculated:

Aip � Ai�@�ωi
�Alop (2.32)
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Figure 2.11 Frequency down-conversion function in the frequency domain with
a non-ideal QLO

Hence, due to the convolution between the signals Xi�ω�, which is located at the
frequency�ωi, and Xlop�ω�, a part of the image signal, which is denoted with Xip�ω�, is
down-converted in the band of the wanted signal (see Fig. 2.11(a), (b) and (c)). Because of
that, signal Xip�ω� imposes a limit on achievable maximal image rejection ratio (IRR max).
From Fig. 2.11(b), it is clear that IRRmax is limited by the accuracy of I/Q generation.
Also, due to the fact that the complex filter provides a finite attenuation in the stop band, a
part of the down-converted image signal, which is denoted with X id f , remains un-rejected
(see Fig. 2.11(d)). This signal deteriorates IRRmax. Therefore, the total image rejection
ratio (IRRtot ), which takes into account finite attenuation of the complex filter, is always
lower than IRRmax.
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Complex filter

The block diagram of a complex filter is given in Fig. 2.12 [21]. H�ω� is the complex
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Figure 2.12 Block diagram of a complex filter

transfer function of the filter presented in Fig. 2.12. It is defined as:

H�ω� � Hr�ω�� jHi�ω� (2.33)

If X�ω� is the complex signal at the input, then the complex signal at the output (Y �ω�)
can be expressed as:

Y �ω� � H�ω� �X�ω� (2.34)

Both X�ω� and Y �ω� can be written as:

X�ω� � Xr�ω�� jXi�ω� (2.35)

Y �ω� � Yr�ω�� jYi�ω� (2.36)

Xr�ω�, Yr�ω� and Xi�ω�, Yi�ω� represent the real and the imaginary part of the complex
signals X�ω� and Y �ω�, respectively. Based on Fig. 2.12 it can be seen that filtering
of a real signal that is done by the transfer function Hr�ω� or Hi�ω� (also called real
filtering) is a specific case of the complex filtering performed by the transfer function
H�ω�. Therefore, in general, a complex filter is a building block that performs a filtering
function. According to this, new properties of the filtering function are presented in Table
2.2.

2.1.4 Improvement in maximal achievable IRR

As mentioned, the maximal image rejection ratio (IRRmax) is limited by the accuracy
of I/Q generation. The question is how to increase IRRmax. A solution can be found
analyzing equation (2.18). As explained, due to the convolution between the signals X i

(located at the frequency�ω i) and Xlop, a part of the image signal (Xip) is down-converted
in the band of the wanted signal (Xwd) (see Fig. 2.11). Since Aip � Ai �Alop (see (2.31)
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No Front-end function Building block Symbol

3 Filtering complex filter
OUTIN

IN OUT
r r
i i

Table 2.2 Updated properties of filtering function

and (2.32)), and assuming that Alop can not be reduced (due to the limited accuracy of I/Q
generation), there are two possibilities to improve IRRmax.

� To suppress the component of the image signal that is down-converted in the band
of wanted signal (Xip�ω�) (see Fig. 2.11 (c)). Most often, image rejection improve-
ment in this way is performed in the digital domain.

� To suppress the component of the image signal (Xi�ω�) that is located at negative
frequency (�ωi) in the spectrum of the RF signal (Xr f �ω�) (see Fig. 2.11 (a)).

IRRmax improvement in digital domain

One possibility to reduce or even to completely eliminate the image component X ip�ω�
(see Fig. 2.11) in the DSP is to use an adaptive interference cancellation method [22].
This method uses the idea of subtracting the Xip�ω� component from the signal Xi f f �ω�.
The Xip�ω� component can be estimated using an adaptive filter, which exploits the fact
that the signals Xip�ω� and Xid are correlated. Calibration is an another method that
can be applied. In this method errors and required corrections are estimated in the digital
domain and based on them tuning is performed in the analog domain [23]. Image rejection
improvement in the digital domain is out of the scope of this thesis. The only impact on a
front-end architecture is that a complex signal must be provided to the DSP. This means
that two ADC-s must be used.

IRRmax improvement at RF

The amplitude spectrum Xr f �ω� is presented in Fig. 2.11(a). The convolution between
the signal Xi�ω�, which is located at the frequency�ω i and the signal Xlop�ω� produces
the signal Xip�ω�. The convolution between the signal Xw�ω� which is located at the
frequency ωw and Xlo�ω� produces the signal Xwd�ω�. Therefore, in order to reduce
the component Xip�ω�, the signals at the negative frequencies in the amplitude spectrum
Xr f �ω� have to be suppressed. In this way the signal Xi�ω�, which is located at the fre-
quency�ωi, is reduced and consequently the signal Xip�ω� too. In Fig. 2.13 the filtering
of the negative side of the amplitude spectrum Xr f �ω� is presented.

Comparing Fig. 2.13(b) and Fig. 2.11(c), it is clear that they are very similar. Based on
that, the action of suppressing the signal Xi�@�ωi

�ω� can be realized by applying complex
filtering. Hence, in order to improve IRRmax it is necessary to apply complex filtering on
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Figure 2.13 Suppression of the components at negative frequencies in the am-
plitude spectrum Xr f �ω�

the signal xr f �t� and then to apply the frequency down-conversion function. The system
that can perform frequency down-conversion function with an improved IRR max is de-
picted in Fig. 2.14. The set of four mixers in Fig. 2.14 can be considered as one building
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complex mixer
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Figure 2.14 Down-converter with improved IRRmax

block. It is called a complex mixer. A set of two mixers and a single mixer represent spe-
cial cases of a complex mixer. Based on that, the properties of frequency down-conversion
function are updated. The new properties are given in Table 2.3. It is important to notice
that the application of complex filtering before frequency down-conversion (as presented
in Fig. 2.14) results in generation of RF I/Q signals (see Fig. 2.8).
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No Front-end function Building block Symbol

4 Frequency down-conversion Complex mixer

I Q

QLO

OUT
OUT

INi
INq

i
q

Table 2.3 Updated properties of frequency down-conversion function

2.1.5 Synthesis of a generic front-end architecture

The front-end functions, with updated properties, are presented in Table 2.4. Since the

No Front-end function Building block Symbol

1 Digitization ADC
ADCIN OUT 

2 Amplification Amplifier
IN OUT 

3 Filtering Complex filter
OUTIN

IN OUT
r r
i i

5 Frequency down-conversion Complex mixer

I Q

QLO

OUT
OUT

INi
INq

i
q

Table 2.4 Front-end functions with their properties

set of front-end building blocks is available, the last issue that has to be consider before
synthesis of a generic front-end architecture is their order. The following discussion high-
lights this issue. As mentioned in section 2.1.1, the received wanted signal is most likely
accompanied by strong interferers. In order to prevent gain desensitization in the follow-
ing building blocks, it is recommendable to apply filtering immediately after the antenna.
Strong interferers have to be suppressed on the positive as well as on the negative frequen-
cies in the RF signal spectrum. Therefore, for that purpose a real filtering has to be used.
If a high sensitivity is required, then a front-end must have a low NF (see (A.5)). In this
case, according to the Friis formula (see (A.6)) an amplifier should be the next building
block in the front-end. This amplifier must also have a low NF . Therefore, it is called
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Low Noise Amplifier (LNA). This is a right place in a front-end to introduce amplification,
while adding as less noise as possible. Amplification reduces the noise contribution from
the following building blocks (see (A.6)). A low NF is important because once a SNR is
degraded, it is almost impossible to improve it later. If a high IRR max is of interest, then
complex filter should be used as a next building block in a front-end. It rejects positive or
negative frequencies in the RF signal spectrum. After that, the signal frequency should be
reduced applying frequency down-conversion. It is performed by a complex mixer. The
complex mixer is followed by a complex filter and an amplifier. The complex filter rejects
image signal and reduces the dynamic range that the ADC has to handle, while amplifier
sets a proper level of a down-converted signal before it reaches the ADC. The generic
front-end architecture is presented in Fig. 2.15. It is a full complex, two path front-end

to DSP   

to DSP   ADC

ADC

I Q

QLO

I Q

QLO

repeated n times

Figure 2.15 Generic front-end architecture

architecture. In general, signals are down-converted, filtered and amplified n times before
they are converted into the digital domain. The number n depends on the required final in-
termediate frequency, dynamic range that has to be handled by the ADC-s and a level that
signal must have before it reaches the ADC. After the first down-conversion, the filtering
function and the amplification function can exchange their places. If interfering signals
are so strong that they can block the following building blocks in a front-end, then the
filtering function has to be done first. If interfering signals are enough suppressed and the
wanted signal is weak, then the amplification function has to be done first. There is also
possibility to use one building block that can provide filtering and amplification function
at the same time. If the wanted signal can not be limited (e.g. information is stored in the
amplitude), then the amplification should be variable in order to map the wanted signal
in the ADC dynamic range. Since a complex signal is converted into the digital domain
by using two ADCs, additional image rejection improvement can be done in the digital
domain.

2.2 A set of front-end architectures

After the synthesis of the generic front-end architecture, the next step in the front-end
architecture selection flow (see Fig. 2.1) is to derive a set of particular front-end architec-
tures. The question is what should be the strategy. One possibility is to try to minimize
the number of building blocks in a front-end and at the same time to monitor their spec-
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ifications. To minimize the number of building blocks in a front-end might seem a good
way to reduce overall cost (e.g. chip area, time to market, design effort). Unfortunately, in
this way it is possible to obtain building block specifications that are very demanding. It
is difficult to design and implement such building blocks and certainly in this way overall
cost will not be acceptable. Therefore, when minimizing the number of building blocks
in a front-end it is necessary to monitor their specifications.

From the generic front-end architecture (see Fig. 2.15) two major classes of front-end
architectures can be derived. Single path architectures form one class, while two path
architectures comprise the other.

2.2.1 Single path front-end architectures

As explained in section 2.1.1 connecting an ADC to an antenna does not result in a fea-
sible front-end solution. A high frequency and a large dynamic range of received signals
cause a high power consumption of the ADC (around few W) [14], [15]. This power
consumption is too high compared to a power consumption of a common RF transceiver,
which is is around few hundreds of mW [16–18]. Hence, in order to reduce the power
consumption of the ADC, the dynamic range and the frequency of the analog signals
that have to be converted into the digital domain must be reduced. A superheterodyne
front-end architecture is the most simple architecture in which this is done.

Superheterodyne front-end architecture

A superheterodyne front-end architecture is presented in Fig. 2.16 [25]. In the super-

LNA VGA to DSP   

LO

ADC

RFIRF IFFRFF

Figure 2.16 Superheterodyne front-end architecture

heterodyne front-end architecture, the frequency down-conversion function is performed
by a mixer. In this particular case, the generic front-end architecture from two path re-
duces to a single path front-end architecture. Hence, the filtering function is performed
by the real filters and only one ADC is used.

The received RF signal is first processed by the RF Filter (RFF). This is a band-pass
filter and his purpose is to suppress out of band interferers. The operating frequency of
the RFF is high (higher than 900 MHz, see Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4). The quality factor
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of a band-pass filter is defined as:
Q � fc�B (2.37)

fc is the filter center frequency and B is the filter bandwidth. In order to have an esti-
mation for the Q of the RFF, it is calculated for the DECT system. Based on the DECT
blocking performance [24], B of the RFF has to be around 30 MHz in order to suppress
the strongest out-of-band interferers. The center frequency ( f c) is 1.9 GHz. From (2.37),
it follows that Q of the RFF is around 60. An RFF with such a Q and f c can not be in-
tegrated and discrete solutions have to be used [26] (for example Surface Acoustic Wave
filters (SAW)1). Image rejection is performed before the frequency down-conversion by
an RF Image Reject Filter (RFIRF). At IF, filtering is performed by an IF Filter (IFF). It
rejects high frequency signals, which are the result of the frequency down-conversion and
reduces DR by suppressing interferers. Actually, the IFF provides channel selectivity. The
RFIRF and IFF are realized as band-pass filters. The amplification function is performed
by the LNA and by the Variable Gain Amplifier (VGA).

Based on (2.13), the frequency of the wanted signal (ω w) can be expressed as a func-
tion of the frequency of the image signal (ω i) and intermediate frequency (ω i f ):

ωw � ωi�2ωi f (2.38)

For IF sampling architecture, the frequency down-conversion function in the frequency
domain is presented in Fig. 2.17. Image rejection ratio (IRR) is defined as:

IRR �

Awd
Aid
Aw
Ai

(2.39)

Based on (2.19), ..., (2.22), it is possible to write:

Awd � Aw f �Alo (2.40)

Aid � Ai f �Alo (2.41)

(2.42)

Assuming that Aw � Aw f and substituting (2.40) and (2.41) into (2.39), IRR can be ex-
pressed as:

IRR �
Ai

Ai f
(2.43)

It is clear that IRR depends only on the attenuation provided by the RFIRF.
The suppression of an image signal by the RFIRF is presented in Fig. 2.18. The spec-

ifications of RFIRF (filter order (n) and Q) are inversely proportional to IF. By increasing
IF, n or Q (or both, depending on the design) become lower while the achieved IRR stays
unchanged. Although a higher IF relaxes specifications of the RFIRF, it requires a higher
ADC sampling frequency. Therefore, in the design of a front-end that employs the IF
sampling architecture the trade-off between the ADC specifications and specifications of

1Source:http://www.epcos.com
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Figure 2.18 Image rejection by RFIRF

the RFIRF is very important. In order to estimate the specifications of the RFIRF, they
are calculated for the DECT system. For the DECT system f c � 1�9 GHz. Assuming
that 50 MHz � B � 200 MHz and using (2.37), Q can be calculated. It is between 38
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and 9�5. There are two reasons for choosing this range for B. First, for B � 50 MHz, Q
becomes too high. Second, for B � 200 MHz, IF must be higher than 100 MHz. Such an
IF has negative influence on the ADC power consumption. It can be even higher than 100
mW [28, 29]. The filter order is determined based on the required IRR. It is assumed that
the image signal must be 20 dB below the wanted signal in order to avoid SNR degrada-
tion. Assuming that the RFIRF is a Butterworth filter with B � 100 MHz, the required
filter order (n) as a function of IF is depicted in Fig. 2.19(a) and (b).
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Figure 2.19 The RFIRF order as a function of IF

As it can be seen, the specifications of the RFIRF ( fc, n and Q) are demanding and
such a filter can not be integrated because it would occupy too large chip area or it would
consume too much power [30]. Discrete solutions must be used (e.g. SAW filters 2).
They are rather expensive [26]. These filters are designed for a certain frequency and the
possibility to implement tunability is very low. Therefore, flexibility of the IF sampling
front-end architecture to accommodate requirements of different standards is low.

Superheterodyne double-conversion front-end architecture

The sampling frequency of the ADC, which can be relatively high in the superhetero-
dyne front-end architecture, can be reduced applying the frequency down-conversion ones
more. In this way an superheterodyne double-conversion front-end architecture is ob-
tained. It is presented in Fig. 2.20 [2]. Since the frequency down-conversion function
is applied twice, there are two image signals that have to be rejected. The first image
signal is suppressed by the RFIRF and the second by the IF Image Reject Filter (IFIRF).
Also, this filter suppresses high frequency signals produced by the first frequency down-
conversion.

2Source:http://www.epcos.com
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Figure 2.20 Superheterodyne double-conversion front-end architecture

In the superheterodyne double-conversion front-end architecture the sampling fre-
quency of the ADC is significantly reduced (final IF can be as low as 10 MHz). Also,
the specifications of RFIRF are relaxed because the first IF can be chosen to be rela-
tively high. Nevertheless, in this case the specifications of IFIRF gets more demanding.
They can be calculated for the DECT system in the same way as they are calculated for
RFIRF in the superheterodyne architecture. They are a bit relaxed but still high for the
integrated solutions. Basically the properties of the superheterodyne double-conversion
front-end architecture are almost the same as the properties of the superheterodyne archi-
tecture. It has low level of integration and low flexibility for different standards. Only the
ADC sampling frequency can be lower compared to one in the superheterodyne front-end
architecture.

2.2.2 Two path front-end architectures

In the single path front-end architectures image rejection is done before the frequency
down-conversion and it is performed by band-pass filters. It has been shown that the
specifications of these filters are rather demanding. The filtering requirements can be
relaxed if image rejection is performed after the frequency down-conversion. Two path
front-end architectures allow image rejection after the frequency down-conversion.

Quadrature low-IF front-end architecture

The most common two path front-end architecture is the quadrature low-IF architecture
[26]. It is presented in Fig. 2.21. The RFF and LNA have the same function as in the
single path architectures. The frequency down-conversion function is performed by a pair
of mixers. The QLO has to provide I/Q signals. There are may ways to generate I/Q
signals [27]. A common way is to use a passive RC polyphase filter [21] that is driven by
a sinusoidal LO [2]. The received RF signal is down-converted to a very low IF. Typical
values for the IF are between few hundreds of KHz and few MHz. Image rejection is
performed by a IF Complex Filter (IFCF). In the literature it is also called IF polyphase
filter. It can be active [31] or passive [33]. Most often, an active IFCF is used.

In order to estimate the order of IFCF, it is calculated for the DECT system. The
image signal suppression by the IFCF filter is illustrated in Fig. 2.22. From this figure it
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Figure 2.21 Quadrature low-IF front-end architecture
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can be seen that the center frequency of the IFCF (ω c) is equal to the IF (ωi f ). Assuming
that the IFCF is a Butterworth filter, the order of the IFCF (n) can be expressed as [13]:

n � log�10
x

10 �1���2log�
ωx

Bπ
�� (2.44)

B is the bandwidth of the IFCF and it is equal to the DECT channel bandwidth (B �
1�7 MHz) and ωx is the frequency distance between the wanted and image signal. Based
on (2.38), ωx can be expressed as:

ωx � 2ωi f (2.45)

n is calculated for few different values of ω i f (ωi f � 2π fi f ) and for different interferer
levels (Iintr). In the DECT system specifications [24] the interferer levels depend on the
frequency distance between the wanted signal and interferer. As a consequence, the level
of the image signal depends on ω i f (see (2.45)). The calculated values for n are given
in Table 2.2.2. IRRc f is the required image rejection assuming that the suppressed image
signal is 20 dB lower than the wanted signal. In this case a SNR deterioration is negligible.
An IFCF with these orders and operating frequencies can be integrated [18], [34].
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Iintr (dBm) �56 �33 �27 �13

fi f (MHz) 0�864 1�7 2�564 50
IRRc f (dB) 37 60 66 87

n 6 5 5 3

Table 2.5 Filter order for different interferer levels

Since IFCF in the quadrature low-IF front-end architecture can be integrated, a high
level of integration can be achieved and rather expensive discrete band-pass filters are
avoided. RF signals are down-converted to a low IF (up to few MHz) and problems like
high level of the flicker noise and DC-offsets are also avoided. The ADC sampling fre-
quency is significantly reduced compared to the ADC sampling frequencies in the single
path architectures. Any change in the carrier frequency can be accommodated by using an
another LO frequency. This means that RF signals with different carrier frequencies can
be down-converted to the same IF. This is very important because the operating frequency
of the IF strip stays constant. Only the bandwidth has to be tunable for different standards.
This property makes the quadrature low-IF architecture more flexible for different stan-
dards than single path front-end architectures. IRRmax is determined by the accuracy of
I/Q generation (see Fig. 2.11). Therefore, matching plays an important role in a quadra-
ture low-IF front-end architecture. Considering IRR max improvement, it can be done in
the digital domain because a complex analog signal is converted into the digital domain.
Also, if necessary the image signal can be additionally suppressed in the digital domain.
Therefore, in terms of a domain where image rejection is done, this architecture represent
a generic solution. From a quadrature low-IF architecture other two architectures can be
derived. In the first one image rejection is completely done in the analog domain, while
in the second one image rejection is performed in the digital domain.

Quadrature low-IF front-end architecture with complete image rejection realized in
the analog domain

If the total image rejection ratio (IRRtot ) that is achieved in the analog domain is satis-
factory, then the quadrature low-IF front-end architecture can be simplified. Simplified
quadrature low-IF architecture in which complete image rejection is realized in the ana-
log domain is presented in Fig. 2.23. Since there is no need for IRR max improvement or
additional suppression of the image signal in the digital domain, one VGA and one ADC
are used. This saves power and reduces chip area. After the IFCF both I and Q signals are
available. A higher voltage gain is obtained by adding them.

If improved voltage gain (3 dB improvement) obtained by adding the signals from
I and Q paths is not needed and area and power consumption reduction are preferable,
the front-end architecture presented in Fig. 2.23 can be further simplified. The obtained
front-end architecture is presented in Fig. 2.24. The simplification is based on the block
diagram of a complex filter (see Fig. 2.12). If Hr � 1 and Hi ��sgn�ω� (corresponds to
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Figure 2.23 Quadrature low-IF front-end architecture with complete image re-
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Figure 2.24 Simplified quadrature low-IF front-end architecture with complete
image rejection realized in the analog domain

phase shift of 90Æ) and if low-pass filtering is applied in each branch immediately after the
mixer, then a very well known Hartley image-reject front-end architecture is obtained [2].
Low-pass filtering is necessary in order to suppress high frequency components after the
frequency down-conversion.

Quadrature low-IF front-end architecture with complete image rejection realized in
the digital domain

A highly digitized quadrature low-IF front-end architecture is presented in Fig. 2.25. The
IF Filter (IFF) suppresses high frequency components after frequency down-conversion
and reduces DR that has to be handled by the ADC. Depending on the IF, the IFF can
be realized as a low-pass or band-pass filter. The high level of digitization is an advan-
tage with respect to flexibility, which is required in order to accommodate requirements
of different standards [35]. For digital circuits, CMOS technology scaling yields an im-
provement in power consumption, speed and the number of transistors per unit area (see
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Figure 2.25 Quadrature low-IF with complete image rejection realized in the
digital domain

section 1.1.3). Therefore, the fact that a front-end is highly digitized alleviates the re-
design in deep sub-micron CMOS processes.

Double-quadrature low-IF front-end architecture

If the goal is to improve IRRmax in the analog domain in order to avoid complex DSP
algorithms for IRRmax improvement in the digital domain [39], then a complex filtering
should be applied before the frequency down-conversion (see section 2.1.4). Starting from
this fact and using the generic front-end architecture (see Fig. 2.15) as a basis, a double-
quadrature low-IF front-end architecture is obtained [21]. It is presented in Fig. 2.26.
The RF Complex Filter (RFCF) is realized as a passive Resistor-Capacitor Polyphase
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Figure 2.26 Double-quadrature low-IF front-end architecture

Filter (RCPF) [21]. When RCPF is used in the systems for wireless communications, his
operating frequency is around few GHz (see section 1.1.1). In this case, values of the
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capacitors and resistors in RCPF allow his integration. Therefore, the double-quadrature
low-IF front-end architecture has a high level of integration. Considering flexibility with
respect to different standards the major limitations are imposed by the bandwidth of the
RCPF and the frequency range in which QLO provides I/Q signals. In order to be used
in a multi-standard front-end they have to be broadband. Losses introduced by the RCPF
deteriorate overall NF and voltage gain of the double-quadrature low-IF front-end (see
(A.6)). Power consumption is increased compared to the quadrature low-IF front-end
architecture due to additional pair of mixers.

In order to alleviate the NF and voltage gain deterioration due to the RCPF, the idea is
to remove RCPF from the signal path and to find other way to generate I/Q signals before
the frequency down-conversion.

Double-quadrature double-conversion low-IF front-end architecture

Fig. 2.27 shows the double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF front-end architecture
[53]. As shown in Fig. 2.27, the RCPF is not present any more in the signal path. Instead
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Figure 2.27 Double-quadrature double-conversion low-IF front-end architec-
ture

of the RCPF two mixers are placed in the signal path. These two mixers together with
QLO1 produce I/Q signals at their outputs. In terms of IIRmax improvement, the effect
is the same as if a RCPF is used. In order to prevent NF and voltage gain deterioration
these two mixers have to be active. This will further increase the power consumption
compared to the double-quadrature low-IF architecture. Also, care should be taken to
design the second four mixers to be enough linear in order to prevent degradation of the
overall front-end linearity (see (A.7)). The properties related to flexibility with respect to
different standards are the same as in the double-quadrature low-IF front-end architecture.
The major limitations are imposed by the frequency range in which the QLO1 and QLO2
provide I/Q signals.
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Zero IF front-end architecture

A special case of the quadrature low-IF architecture is a front-end architecture with an
IF equal to zero. The zero-IF front-end architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.28 [2]. This
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Figure 2.28 Zero-IF architecture

front-end architecture has some specific properties. Therefore, it is analyzed in a separate
section.

The frequency down-conversion function in the frequency domain is illustrated in
Fig. 2.29. For zero-IF architecture the set of equations (2.15), ..., (2.18) reduces to two
equations:

Xwd�ω� � Xw��ω��Xlo�ω� (2.46)

Xwdp�ω� � Xw��ω��Xlop�ω� (2.47)

(2.48)

Since the IF is equal to zero (ωw � ωlo), both amplitude spectra Xwd�ω� and Xwdp�ω�
are located around DC. Due to the finite accuracy of I/Q generation in the QLO, there
is a weak component in the spectrum Xlo�ω� that is located at the frequency ωlo. This
component is denoted with Xlop�ω�. Because of Xlop�ω� the amplitude spectra Xwdp�ω�
and Xwd�ω� are overlapping. This is unwanted effect because the signal Xwdp�ω� degrades
the SNR. In practice, this does not have to be a problem because the accuracy of I/Q
generation is usually sufficient.

Since the amplitude spectra Xwd�ω� and Xwdp�ω� are overlapping and located around
DC, the IFCF (see Fig. 2.21) is not needed. Instead of the IFCF two Low-Pass Filters
(LPF) are used. They suppress high frequency components after the frequency down-
conversion and reduce DR that has to be handled by the ADCs. Using two LPFs instead of
an IFCF is advantageous. In general, they should occupy less chip area and consume less
power than an IFCF. A high level of integration and digitization are properties typical for
the zero-IF architecture. A high level of digitization makes zero-IF architecture suitable
for application in multi-standard front-end and for implementation in deep-submicron
CMOS processes. The same as in the quadrature low-IF architecture, the flexibility with
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Figure 2.29 Frequency down-conversion function in the frequency domain for
the zero-IF front-end architecture

respect to different standards is influenced by the frequency range in which QLO provide
I/Q signals.

Although the zero-IF front-end architecture has some advantages, it also has draw-
backs. DC-offsets are a severe problem in the zero-IF architecture. They overlap with
the down-converted wanted signal and degrade the SNR. DC-offsets are the result of the
phenomenon called self-mixing [2]. The isolation between the LO port and the inputs
of the mixer and the LNA is finite. Therefore, the LO signal can appear at the inputs of
the mixer and the LNA. This effect is called LO leakage. It depends on capacitive and
substrate coupling. Also, the antenna can pick up the signal radiated by the LO. These
two effects are presented in Fig. 2.30. In both cases (LO leakage, LO radiation) an un-
wanted signal will be present at the RF port of the mixer. It is mixed with the LO signal
producing DC component. DC-offsets can be time-varying. The LO signal that reaches
the antenna is radiated. It may reflect from nearby objects and be ”re-received”. Since
a mobile terminal moves, the reflection is quite random and consequently time-varying
DC-offsets occur.

It is very difficult to predict, model and characterize DC-offsets because it is not pos-
sible to take into account and to characterize all capacitive and substrate couplings that
are present in an integrated circuit. The method for the DC offsets cancellation depends
on the standard for which a front-end is applied. AC-coupling can not be applied in the
systems with the modulation schemes having the highest energy at the central frequency
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in their spectrum. Even if AC-coupling is applied, the capacitors must be very big in order
to filter out as less signal energy as possible. Such big capacitors will occupy too large
chip area. Another possibility is to do DC-offsets cancellation in the digital domain [26].
In this case additional power and chip area must be used for the DSP that has to perform
DC-offsets cancellation.

If a front-end based on the zero-IF architecture is designed and implemented in CMOS
technology, then the flicker noise presents an another drawback. In order to see the effect
of flicker noise on the mixer NF , the simulations are done with a standard mixer topology
(Gilbert cell) [2]. The Gilbert cell mixer is designed in 0.18 µm CMOS technology.
The flicker noise is present at lower frequencies while at higher frequencies it decreases
and the thermal noise dominates. Therefore, at lower frequencies the NF of the Gilbert
cell mixer is severely deteriorated by the flicker noise (see Fig.2.31). The flicker noise
component at the output of the Gilbert cell mixer is inversely proportional to the area
(W �L) of the switching transistors [32]:

V 2
out� f n �

1
W �L (2.49)

Therefore, the level of the flicker noise can be reduced by increasing the size of the
switching transistors. The drawback of this solution is that the parasitic capacitances
are increased and consequently the signal losses. In order to compensate for signal losses,
power consumption must be increased.
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Figure 2.31 Influence of flicker noise on the NF of a Gilbert cell mixer

2.3 Selection criteria

In general, selection criteria for a front-end architecture depend on goals and performance
that have to be achieved with particular front-end design and implementation. Therefore,
in this case the selection criteria are based on the objectives of this thesis, which have
been thoroughly discussed in section 1.3.

The first goal of the thesis is to investigate solutions, limitations and costs related to
a multi-standard operation. Hence, the first selection criterion is flexibility of a front-end
architecture for different wireless standards. A selected front-end architecture must have
enough flexibility to accommodate the requirements of selected standards.

Next, considering CMOS as a cheap technology suitable for design and implemen-
tation of digital circuits, the overall costs can be minimized by choosing SoC approach
(see section 1.1.3). This means that if a front-end is designed and implemented in CMOS
technology, it has to be fully integrated. Therefore, the second selection criterion is high
level of integration.

The most important trend related to CMOS technology is scaling toward deep sub-
micron processes (see section 1.1.3). The digital part of a receiver has a lot of benefit
from CMOS technology scaling. Unfortunately, that is not the case with the analog part.
Since full integration is an important goal, then in the case of a migration to a new CMOS
technology the redesign of a front-end is inevitable. The redesign has to be easy and it has
to be done fast (time to market). Hence, the robustness of a front-end architecture with
respect to technology scaling becomes the third selection criterion.

The third goal of the thesis is to optimize front-end in order to obtain maximal perfor-
mance with certain power budget. This optimization begins with selection of a front-end
architecture that has low power consumption. So, the forth selection criterion is low power
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consumption.
Generally, in the IC design and specially in the field of wireless communications the

reduction of chip area is always appreciable. So, the fifth selection criterion is small chip
area.

The selection criteria are summarized in Table 2.6. The weight of each of theses
criteria is more less the same. Only chip area can be ranked a bit lower because a front-
end occupy significantly less chip area then the digital part of an RF transceiver. At the
end it is important to have in mind that DECT/Bluetooth multi-standard RF front-end is
chosen as a demonstrator.

No. Selection criteria
I Flexibility for different standards
II High level of integration
III Robustness with respect to technology scaling
IIII Low power consumption
V Small chip area

Table 2.6 Selection criteria

2.4 Selection of a suitable front-end architecture

The set of derived front-end architectures is presented in Fig. 2.32. Based on the main
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Figure 2.32 Set of derived front-end architectures

properties of the front-end architectures the whole set of front-end architectures is di-
vided into two sub-sets. The first subset consist of single path architectures, while two
path architectures comprise the second subset. Further, two path front-end architectures
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are divided into low-IF and zero-IF architectures. Finally, within low-IF front-end archi-
tectures two groups are made. There are low-IF front-end architectures with low and high
image rejection. The last classification is made with respect to IRRmax that a front-end
can achieve.

When the selection criteria are applied to the single path architectures, the result is
straightforward. The single path front-end architectures have low flexibility for different
standards and low level of integration. Therefore, none of the single path architectures is
selected. The situation with two path architectures is a bit more complicated. Both low-
IF and zero-IF architectures have more less the same flexibility for different standards.
Also they have a high level of integration. Considering the other selection criteria (ro-
bustness with respect to the technology scaling, low power consumption and small chip
area) it is difficult to give a direct answer whether low-IF or zero-IF architectures have
better performance. The answer depends on scaling scenario as well as on solutions for
image rejection and DC offset cancellation. Either implemented in the analog or in dig-
ital domain they will occupy a certain chip area and consume a certain power, but how
much exactly depends on particular implementation. Therefore, taking into consideration
only issues on the system level without involving implementation details it is not possible
to give clear answer. Nevertheless, the fact that it is difficult to characterize and model
DC-offsets, and presence of the flicker noise represent big drawbacks of the zero-IF archi-
tecture. In the narrow band systems, as DECT and Bluetooth, a NF degradation due the
the flicker noise can be significant. Therefore, low-IF front-end architectures are selected
as a better option for DECT/Bluetooth multi-band front-end.

The next step is to select one architecture from the set of low-IF architectures. Con-
sidering the selection criteria the quadrature low-IF front-end architecture with complete
image rejection realized in the digital domain is the most suitable (see Fig. 2.25). It has
enough flexibility to accommodate the requirements of different standards as well as a
high level of integration. A high level of digitization increases the robustness of this ar-
chitecture with respect to the CMOS technology scaling. Finally, this archtecture has to
be modified in order to accommodate the requirements, which are based on the conse-
quences of the main trends in the filed of wireless communications (see section 1.2). A
front-end has to be enough linear, selective and to provide high image rejection in order to
cope with congestive radio environment. Linearity and selectivity are the issues that are
more related to the circuit level design than to the system level design. Image rejection
is an issue closely connected to the architecture selection. Particularly this is the case
with improvement of IRRmax. Also, it is important not to forget that the image rejection
has to be adaptive in order to cope with variable radio environment and to prevent the
design for the worst case scenario. The first step toward a high IRR is to provide a high
IRRmax. In the selected low-IF front-end architecture (see Fig. 2.25) IRR max must be im-
proved. The question is whether to do IRRmax improvement in the digital domain or in
the analog domain. The way to improve IRRmax in the analog domain (see Fig. 2.26 and
Fig. 2.27) is simple and his implementation is straightforward. The IRR max improvement
in the digital domain is based on complex algorithms, which require computation power
and whose DSP implementation can be costly [39]. Since the suppression of the image
signal is already done in the digital domain, it has been decided to choose for a simple
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method. At this moment it is IRRmax improvement in the analog domain. The modified
double-quadrature low-IF front-end architecture that provides adaptive image rejection
is presented in Fig. 2.33. The RF amplifiers 1,2 and 3 (RFamp1, RFamp2, RFamp3)
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Figure 2.33 A double quadrature low-IF architecture with adaptive image rejec-
tion

present identical circuits. RFamp1 and RFamp2 allow bypassing of the RCPF. RFamp3 is
a dummy circuit and its purpose is to provide symmetrical load for the RCPF. Otherwise,
the mismatch between I and Q paths will be too high and the maximal image rejection
will be significantly degraded. The control signals E1, E2 and E3 are generated in the
DSP. If the image signal is strong then signals E2, E3 and E1 will enable operation of the
RFamp1, MX3 and MX4 and disable the operation of the RFamp2. In this way the RCPF
is in the signal path and it increases the maximal image rejection. If the image signal is
weak then signals E2, E3 and E1 disable RFamp1, MX3, MX4 and enable operation of
the RFamp2. In this case a lower maximal image rejection is obtained but the power con-
sumption is reduced. An RCPF is a passive device. Therefore, it introduces a loss in the
signal path that deteriorates the NF of a front-end (see (A.6)). When RCPF is bypassed,
a better front-end NF is achieved. Besides the fact that the RCPF allows a full integra-
tion of the double-quadrature front-end, it is a simple circuit and his implementation is
straightforward [27]. Therefore, in order to obtain I/Q signals an RCPF is also used in
QLO.

The double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF front-end architecture is also suit-
able for implementing adaptive image rejection. By adding controls signals to switch on
and off MX1, MX3 and MX4, it is possible to set front-end in high or low image reject
mode. The modified double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF front-end architecture
with adaptive image rejection is presented in Fig.2.34.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter a systematic approach for selection of a suitable front-end architecture for a
particular application has been presented. In that way the front-end architecture selection
process has been structured for designers.

The process of front-end architecture selection has been started by introducing the
architecture selection flow. The main steps in this flow are synthesis of a generic front-
end architecture, derivation of a set of front-end architectures, formulation and application
of selection criteria. The generic front-end architecture is based on four basic front-end
functions. These functions are: digitization, amplification, filtering and frequency down-
down-conversion. The set of front-end functions has a corresponding set of conceptual
front-end building blocks. These are: ADC, amplifier, complex filter and complex mixer.
Connecting these building blocks in a specific order the generic front-end architecture has
been obtained. The properties of the front-end functions are very important for designers.
They have been discussed in detail because good understanding of these properties makes
the manipulations with the generic front-end architecture and derivations of particular
front-end architectures easier.

Minimization of the number of building blocks in a front end has been the strategy
used to derive a set of particular front-end architectures. Although this strategy might
seem a good idea to reduce overall cost (e.g. chip area, time to market, design effort), it
is possible to obtain building block specifications that are very demanding. It is difficult
to design and implement such building blocks and certainly in this way overall cost will
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not be acceptable. Therefore, when minimizing the number of building blocks in a front-
end it is necessary to monitor their specifications. So, a set of particular architectures has
been obtained starting from the generic front-end architecture, minimizing the number
of building blocks, monitoring their specifications and suggesting alternative solutions
for the cases when demanding building block specifications have been obtained. These
solutions have been suggested based on the properties of the front-end functions. In total
nine particular front-end architectures have been derived and their characteristics have
been thoroughly discussed.

In general, selection criteria depend on goals and performance that have to be achieved
with particular front-end design and implementation. Therefore, in this case the selection
criteria have been based on the objectives of this thesis. The following selection criteria
have been formulated: flexibility for different standards, high level of integration, ro-
bustness with respect to the technology scaling, low power consumption and small chip
area. Applying these criteria and considering carefully the properties of derived front-
end architectures, the quadrature low-IF architecture with complete image rejection in the
digital domain has been selected as the most suitable architecture for DECT/Bluetooth
multi-band front-end. In order to accommodate the requirements, which are based on the
consequences of the main trends in the field of wireless communications, this front-end
architecture has been modified. In this way the double-quadrature low-IF front-end archi-
tecture with adaptive image rejection and the double-quadrature double-conversion low-
IF front-end architecture with adaptive image rejection have been obtained. The thorough
analysis, which is done later in the thesis, will show which one of these two architectures
has better performance.
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3

Broad-band polyphase filters

In the double-quadrature low-IF architectures with adaptive image rejection (see Fig. 2.33
and Fig. 2.34) passive Resistor-Capacitor Polyphase Filters (RCPF) are used for I/Q signal
generation. There are many possible ways to generate I/Q signals [27]. The RCPFs are
chosen because their implementation is straightforward and they are convenient for high-
frequency applications where a high level of integration is required [40]. The achievable
maximal IRR in the double-quadrature low-IF architectures is directly dependent on the
performance of the RCPFs. In order to be used in a multi-standard receiver, the front-
end architecture has to accommodate requirements from different standards. Hence, the
capability of RCPFs to provide a required performance in a wide frequency range is cru-
cial for the application of the double-quadrature low-IF architectures in multi-standard
receivers. It is therefore instructive to investigate the performance of broad-band RCPFs
before proceeding with the system and circuit level design (see Fig. 1.7).

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.1 a topology of a passive polyphase
filter is described. Next, in section 3.2, RC polyphase filters are investigated. Design
aspects related to RCPFs are discussed in section 3.3. Finally, the summary is given in
section 3.4.

3.1 Passive polyphase filter topology

A sinusoidal polyphase signal is a set of two or more sinusoidal signals having the same
frequency but a different phase [40]. It is called symmetrical if the sinusoidal signals
have the same magnitude and are equally spaced in phase [40]. For example, a symmetric
two-phase signal consist of two sinusoidal signals having the same magnitudes and the
same frequency, but having a phase difference of 180 Æ. The phase order in a sinusoidal

57
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polyphase signal determines the polarity. If a phase order is clockwise then it is a positive
polyphase sequence. Otherwise, it is a negative polyphase sequence.

In general, polyphase filters are networks that have N input and N output terminals. It
processes an N-phase signal. Therefore, it is often called N-phase filter. Polyphase filters
can have different responses for positive and negative polyphase sequences and because of
that they are sequence asymmetric filters. Fig. 3.1 shows a branch in an N-phase passive
polyphase filter and possible connections with the adjacent branches. The other branches

1Y

Y2

Y2

V

Vin,k Vout,k

Vout,k+1

in,k−1

Figure 3.1 Topology of an N-phase passive polyphase filter

in the N-phase polyphase filter are connected in the same way. It is important to mention
that the first branch and the N-th branch are also considered adjacent branches.

In order to analyze polyphase filters a chain matrix is used. When more stages are
connected in cascade, then the final chain matrix can be obtained by multiplication of the
chain matrices corresponding to each stage. Assuming that the polyphase filter is driven
by a symmetric N-phase signal, the connection between the input and output voltages in
the adjacent branches in the N-phase filter (see Fig. 3.1) is the following:

Vin�k�1 � e jθVin�k (3.1)

Vout�k�1 � e jθVout�k (3.2)

k � 1 ��� N (3.3)

Vin�k and Vout�k are the phasors of the signals at the input and output of k-th branch in the
N-phase filter, respectively. θ is the phase difference between the signals that are present
on the adjacent inputs. θ can be expressed as:

θ �
2π
N

(3.4)
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Based on these equations, the chain matrix for the k-th branch (k � 1 ��� N) can be
calculated [40] :�

Vin�k

Iin�k

�
�

1
Y1 � e jθY2

�
Y1 �Y2 1

2Y1Y2�1� cosθ � Y1 �Y2

��
Vout�k

Iout�k

�

θ determines the polarity of the input polyphase sequence. The sequence is positive if
θ � 0 and it is negative if θ � 0.

3.2 RC polyphase filters and their applications

RCPFs are a special case of passive polyphase filters. Particularly, the topology of an
RCPF with four phases is very convenient for application in fully-differential low-IF
front-end architectures. The schematic of a four-phase RCPF is presented in Fig. 3.2.
In this case Y1 � 1�R and Y2 � sC. The chain matrix for a positive input polyphase se-
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of a four-phase RC polyphase filter
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Vin�k

Iin�k

�
�

1
1� jsRC

�
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��
Vout�k
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�

k � 1 ��� 4. The chain matrix for a negative input polyphase sequence is:�
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�
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��
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The open-circuit transfer function is defined as:

H�ω� �
Vout�k

Vin�k
(3.5)

Based on the chain matrix for a positive input polyphase sequence and using (3.5), the
transfer function for a positive input polyphase sequence can be calculated:

Hp�ω� �
1�ωRC
1� sRC

(3.6)

Using (3.5) and the chain matrix for a negative input polyphase sequence, the transfer
function for a negative input polyphase sequence can be expressed as:

Hn�ω� �
1�ωRC
1� sRC

(3.7)

From (3.6) and (3.7), it can be seen that the four-phase RC polyphase filter presented
in Fig. 3.2 suppresses only a positive input polyphase sequence around the frequency
ω � 1

RC .

3.2.1 RC polyphase filters as IF image reject filters

The property of polyphase filters to have different responses for positive and negative
polyphase sequences can be used in the low-IF front-end architectures (see Fig. 2.32)
to reject the image signal after the frequency down-conversion. In order to explain the
application of an RCPF as an IF image reject filter, properties of the down-converted
wanted and image signals have to be discussed first. In order to simplify the analysis it
is assumed that the received RF signal consist of only a wanted sinusoidal signal with
frequency ωw and an unwanted sinusoidal signal with frequency ω i. Hence, in the time
domain this RF signal can be expressed as:

xr f �t� � 2Aw cos�ωwt��2Ai cos�ωit� (3.8)

Aw and Ai represent half of the amplitudes of the wanted and the image signal, respec-
tively. This signal is down-converted to a lower IF by multiplication with the I and Q
signals provided by the QLO (see Fig. 3.3). The sinusoidal I and Q signals provided by
the QLO can be expressed as:

xlo�I�t� � Alo cos�ωlot� (3.9)

xlo�Q�t� � Alo sin�ωlot� (3.10)

(3.11)

The I and Q signals at the outputs of the mixers can be calculated using the following
equations:

xI�t� � xr f � xlo�I (3.12)

xQ�t� � xr f � xlo�Q (3.13)

(3.14)
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Figure 3.3 Down-converter in the low-IF architecture

Substituting (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) into (3.12) and (3.13), the down-converted I and Q
signals can be expressed as:

xi f �I�t� � Awd cos�ωw�ωlo�t �Aid cos�ωi�ωlo�t (3.15)

xi f �Q�t� � Awd sin�ωlo�ωw�t �Aid sin�ωlo�ωi�t (3.16)

(3.17)

Awd (Awd �AwAlo) and Aid (Aid �AiAlo) are the amplitudes of the down-convertedwanted
and image signals, respectively. If

ωi � ωlo � ωw (3.18)

and
ωlo�ωi � ωw�ωlo � ωi f (3.19)

then the down-converted I and Q signals become:

xi f �I�t� � Awd cos�ωi f t��Aid cos�ωit t� (3.20)

xi f �Q�t� � �Awd sin�ωi f t��Aid sin�ωi f t� (3.21)

The down-converted signals xi f �I�t� and xi f �Q�t� are further processed by the four-phase
RCPF (see Fig. 3.2). Assuming that xi f �I and xi f �Q are differential signals, the voltages at
the input of the four-phase RCPF can be expressed as:

vin�1 � xi f �I (3.22)

vin�2 � xi f �Q (3.23)

vin�3 � �xi f �I (3.24)

vin�4 � �xi f �Q (3.25)

(3.26)
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The phasors of the voltages vin�1, ..., vin�4 are plotted in the complex plain. They are
presented in Fig. 3.4. According to the definition of a positive and negative polyphase
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Figure 3.4 Phasors of the down-converted: wanted signal (a) image signal (b)

sequence (see section 3.1), the down-converted wanted signal represents the negative
polyphase sequence, while the down-converted image signal represents the positive polyphase
sequence. The four-phase RCPF presented in Fig. 3.2 attenuates a positive polyphase se-
quence (see (3.6)). Consequently, the image signal will be rejected.

3.2.2 RC polyphase filters as I/Q generators

In order to use a four-phase RCPF for I/Q signals generation, the input terminals must
be connected in a proper way. Two configurations are of particular interest. They are
presented in Fig. 3.5. The input asymmetric polyphase sequence for the configuration
in Fig. 3.5(a) is composed of two identical pairs of phasors. The phasors in each pair
have the same magnitudes, but they are separated in phase by 180 Æ. In general, it can be
shown that any asymmetric polyphase signal composed of N unbalanced phasors can be
represented as a sum of N symmetric polyphase signals [41]. Fig. 3.6 shows the case when
N � 4. Particularly, the input asymmetric polyphase sequence for the configuration in Fig.
3.5(a) can be represented as a sum of two four-phase symmetric polyphase sequences with
different polarities (see Fig. 3.7) [40]. For the decomposition presented in Fig. 3.7 the
following equations are valid [41]:

a1 �
Vin

2
(3.27)

a2 �
Vin

2
(3.28)

a3 � �Vin

2
(3.29)

a4 � �Vin

2
(3.30)
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Figure 3.5 A four phase RCPF as an I/Q generator
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Figure 3.6 Representation of asymmetric four-phase sequence by four sym-
metric sequences

b0 � 0 (3.31)

b1 �
Vin

4
� j�1� (3.32)

b2 � 0 (3.33)

b3 � �Vin

4
� j�1� (3.34)

The output voltages can be calculated using the following equations:

Vout�1 � � jb1Hp�ω�� jb3Hn�ω� (3.35)

Vout�2 � �b1Hp�ω��b3Hn�ω� (3.36)

Vout�3 � jb1Hp�ω�� jb3Hn�ω� (3.37)

Vout�4 � b1Hp�ω��b3Hn�ω� (3.38)
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Figure 3.7 Decomposition of an input asymmetric polyphase sequence into
two symmetric sequences for the configuration in Fig. 3.5(a)

Hp and Hn are the transfer functions for the positive and negative input polyphase se-
quence, respectively (see (3.6) and (3.7)). Substituting (3.6) and (3.7) into (3.35), ...,
(3.38) the final expressions for the output voltages are obtained:

Vout�1 �
Vin

2
�
1� sRC
1� sRC

� (3.39)

Vout�2 �
Vin

2
(3.40)

Vout�3 � �Vin

2
�
1� sRC
1� sRC

� (3.41)

Vout�4 � �Vin

2
(3.42)

The differential voltages at the output can be expressed as:

VI � Vout�1�Vout�3 (3.43)

VQ � Vout�2�Vout�4 (3.44)

Finally,

VI � Vin�
1� sRC
1� sRC

� (3.45)

VQ � Vin (3.46)

It is instructive to calculate the magnitude (A) and the phase (φ ) of the ratio VI�VQ:

A � 1 (3.47)

φ � arctan�
�2ωRC

1� �ωRC�2 � (3.48)
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The magnitudes of the voltages VI and VQ are equal to the magnitude of the input voltage
V and their phase difference depends on the frequency. Phase difference is equal �90 Æ

only at the resonance frequency ω r �
1

RC . For an one-stage four-phase RC polyphase
filter, the simulated magnitudes and phases of the voltages VI and VQ as well as their
phase difference are presented in Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b). In the simulation, the input voltage

, , ,
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Figure 3.8 Simulated magnitudes and phases of the I/Q signals for the config-
uration in Fig. 3.5(a)

Vin is set to 1 V. R and C in the one-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter have values of
200 Ω and 320 fF, respectively. As expected, the magnitudes of the voltages V I and VQ

are equal to 1 V. The phase difference φ is �90Æ at the frequency 2.48 GHz, which is the
resonant frequency of the one-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter.

The input asymmetric polyphase sequence for the configuration presented in Fig.
3.5(b) consists of a pair of phasors, which have the same magnitudes and phase differ-
ence of 180Æ. The decomposition of this input polyphase sequence into two symmetric
polyphase sequences is presented in Fig. 3.9. For the decomposition presented in Fig. 3.9
the following equations are valid [41]:

a1 �
Vin

2
(3.49)

a2 � 0 (3.50)

a3 �
Vin

2
(3.51)

a4 � 0 (3.52)

b0 � 0 (3.53)

b1 � j
V
4

(3.54)

b2 � 0 (3.55)
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Figure 3.9 Decomposition of an input asymmetric polyphase sequence into
two symmetric sequences for the configuration in Fig. 3.5(b)

b3 � � j
V
4

(3.56)

Using (3.35), ..., (3.38) and combining them with (3.49), ...,(3.56), the output voltages
can be calculated:

Vout�1 �
Vin

2
�

1
1� sRC

� (3.57)

Vout�2 � j
Vin

2
�

ωRC
1� sRC

� (3.58)

Vout�3 � �Vin

2
�

1
1� sRC

� (3.59)

Vout�4 � � j
Vin

2
�

ωRC
1� sRC

� (3.60)

The differential voltages at the output are:

VI � Vout�1�Vout�3 (3.61)

VQ � Vout�2�Vout�4 (3.62)

Finally,

VI � Vin�
1

1� sRC
� (3.63)

VQ � jVin�
ωRC

1� sRC
� (3.64)

The magnitude (A) and the phase (φ ) of the ratio VI�VQ can be calculated as:

A �
1

�ωRC� (3.65)
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φ � �π�2 (3.66)

The ratio of the magnitudes depends on the frequency and the magnitudes of the voltages
VI and VQ are equal only at the resonance frequency ω r �

1
RC . The phase difference be-

tween these two voltages is always equal to �90Æ. The simulated magnitudes and phases
of the voltages VI and VQ as well as their phase difference are presented in Fig. 3.10(a)
and (b). The simulation setup is not changed compared to the setup used for simulat-
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Figure 3.10 Simulated magnitudes and phase of the I/Q signals for the configu-
ration in Fig. 3.5(b)

ing configuration presented in Fig. 3.5(a). As expected, the phase difference between the
voltages VI and VQ is equal to �90Æ and they have the same magnitudes at the frequency
2.48 GHz, which is the resonance frequency of one-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter.

3.3 Design considerations

RCPFs are used in the double-quadrature low-IF architectures in order to improve the
maximal achievable IRR (see sections 2.1.4 and 2.2.2). When RCPFs are used for this
purpose they actually perform I/Q generation. Concerning the design and implementation
of RF front-ends with double-quadrature low-IF architectures, the achievable IRR is one
of the most important characteristics of RCPFs. Next, RCPFs are passive circuits and they
have a negative voltage gain. This is the reason why the overall voltage gain and noise
figure of a front-end, with RCPFs in the signal path, become deteriorated (see (A.6)). The
achievable IRR and voltage gain are analyzed for RCPFs with one, two and three stages.
The IRR provided by an RCPF is strongly influenced by the layout of an RCPF. Hence,
layout considerations are discussed too.
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3.3.1 Image rejection of an RC polyphase filter

One-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter

In order to define the IRR of an one-stage four-phase RCPF (IRR RCPF ), first it is necessary
to define the complex transfer function for this filter (Hc). Hc can be expressed as:

Hc�ω� �
Vout

Vin
(3.67)

Vout is the output complex voltage. It is defined as (see Fig. 3.5):

Vout �VI � jVQ (3.68)

Vin is the input voltage (see Fig. 3.5). Hc�ω� for the configuration presented in Fig. 3.5(b)
can be obtained by substituting (3.63) and (3.64) into (3.67). This results in:

Hc�ω� �
1�ωRC
1� sRC

(3.69)

The magnitude of the simulated complex transfer function for the configuration in Fig.
3.5(b) is presented in Fig. 3.11. As shown the signal component located at the resonance
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Figure 3.11 Simulated magnitude of the complex transfer function for the one-
stage RCPF

frequency of one-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter ( f r � 2�48 GHz) is rejected, while
the component located at � fr is not.

The level of the rejection of the signal component located at positive or at negative
frequencies in the spectrum determines the IRR provided by an RCPF (IRR RCPF ). It can
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be expressed as:

IRRRCPF � 20log
�Hcn�ω��
�Hcp�ω�� (3.70)

Hcn�ω� and Hcp�ω� are the parts of the complex transfer function Hc�ω� at negative and
at positive frequencies, respectively. Hcn�ω� and Hcp�ω� can be calculated as:

Hcp � HI � jHQ (3.71)

Hcn � H�

I � jH�

Q (3.72)

HI and HQ are the real transfer functions. They are defined as:

HI �
VI

Vin
(3.73)

HQ �
VQ

Vin
(3.74)

Taking into account the real and imaginary part, each of these functions can be expressed
as:

HI � HIr � jHIi (3.75)

HQ � HQr � jHQi (3.76)

Substituting (3.75) and (3.76) into 3.71 and 3.72, H cp and Hcn become:

Hcp � HIr � jHIi � j�HQr � jHQi� (3.77)

Hcn � HIr� jHIi � j�HQr� jHQi� (3.78)

Finally, substituting the last two equations into (3.70), the formula for IRR RFPF is ob-
tained:

IRRRCPF � 10log
�HIr �HQi�

2 ��HQr�HIi�
2

�HIr�HQi�2 ��HIi �HQr�2 (3.79)

This formula is very convenient for application in circuit simulators because the transfer
functions HI and HQ, and their real and imaginary parts can be usually easily obtained.
Nevertheless, (3.79) is cumbersome for hand calculations. The most simple way to cal-
culate IRRRCPF for one-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter is to use (3.70). Taking into
account that Hcp�ω� � Hc�ω� and Hcn � Hc��ω�, IRRRCPF can be calculated:

IRRRCPF � 20log
�Hc��ω��
�Hc�ω�� (3.80)

Using (3.69) and (3.80), IRRRCPF for one-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter is ob-
tained:

IRRRCPF �
�1�ωRC�
�1�ωRC� (3.81)
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Figure 3.12 Simulated IRR for the one-stage RCPF

The simulated image rejection ratio (IRRRFPF ) for one-stage four-phase RC polyphase
filter is presented in Fig. 3.12. As expected, the maximum image rejection is achieved
at the resonance frequency f r � 2�48 GHz. The resonance frequency of one-stage four
phase RCPF can be expressed as (see section 3.2.2):

fr �
1

2π
1

RC
(3.82)

. In the simulation R is taken to be 200 Ω and C is 320 fF.
For an one-stage four-phase RCPF, the IRRRCPF and its frequency range are limited.

First, they are limited due to the topology of the RCPF. It has only one stage and the image
rejection curve is very steep around the resonance frequency (see Fig. 3.12). Therefore,
an one-stage RCPF is convenient for narrow band applications. Second, the IRR RCPF is
limited due to process spread (resulting in variation of the absolute values) and the mis-
match between the resistors and the capacitors in an RCPF. Ideally, the IRRRCPF is infinite
at the resonance frequency, but in practice it is limited by the matching. In order to see
the influence of process spread and the mismatch on the IRR RCPF , statistical simulations
have to be performed. The simulator is set for 50 trials and takes randomly values of
the resistors and capacitors from the interval [�4σ �4σ ] around their nominal values. For
variation of absolute values of the Rs and Cs, the following values are used: σ R � 4%
and σC � 5%. For the mismatch the simulations are performed with the following values
of the σm: 1%, 2% and 5%. The simulations that take into account variation of absolute
values are done separately from the simulation that include mismatch. When the influence
of process spread is simulated, the simulator takes the values for all resistors and capaci-
tors completely correlated. For mismatch simulations, these values are taken completely
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uncorrelated. In order to find the worst case IRRRCPF , the spread in the absolute value
and the mismatch must be taken together. This can be done by simulating the mismatch
with worst case process spread.

Since a DECT/Bluetooth multi-band RF front-end is taken as a demonstrator (see
section 1.3), the single-stage four-phase RCPF has to provide image rejection at the fre-
quencies f1 � 1�8 GHz and f2 � 2�5 GHz. In this case the resonant frequency is taken:

fr �
f1 � f2

2
(3.83)

Hence, fr � 2�1 GHz. For this fr, an appropriate pair of R and C values has to be taken
(see (3.82)). In this example, R is taken 200 Ω and C is 370 fF. In Fig. 3.13(a), the
IRRRCPF for nominal values of R and C is plotted. The IRRRCPF curves for a mismatch of
σm � 5% are depicted in Fig. 3.13(b). The mismatch reduces the image rejection that can
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Figure 3.13 Simulated IRR curves for the one-stage RCPF with nominal values
of R and C (a) and with mismatch of σm � 5% (b)

be obtained at a certain frequency compared to the image rejection obtained for nominal
values of R and C. In Fig. 3.14 the IRRRCPF curves are presented when mismatch of
σm � 5% and process spread are taken into account together. In this particular case the
process spread of -16 % is taken for resistors and -20 % for capacitors. As a result of the
process spread the image rejection curves are shifted to the right (in this example) with
respect to the frequency fr. As a consequence IRRRCPF drops significantly in the band of
interest. IRRRCPF drops from 20 dB with nominal values to less than 9 dB. In addition,
the simulations including a mismatch of σm � 1% and σm � 2% together with process
spread are performed and the simulated results for IRR RCPF are given in Table 3.1.

In summary, the image rejection ratio achieved by an one-stage four-phase RCPF is
very sensitive to process spread and mismatch. One way to improve IRR RCPF in the
presence of process spread and mismatch is cascading more then one stage.
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Figure 3.14 Simulated IRR curves for the one-stage RCPF with a mismatch of
σm � 5% including process spread

Mismatch σm � 1% σm � 2% σm � 5%
IRRRCPF 11 dB 10 dB 9 dB

Table 3.1 Simulated IRRRFPF for one-stage RCPF taking into account mis-
match and process spread

Two-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter

The complex transfer function of the two-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter can be
expressed as:

Hc �
�1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2�

1� jω�R1C1 �R2C2 �2R1C2��ω2�R1R2C1C2�
(3.84)

R1, C1 and R2, C2 are the values of the resistors and capacitors in the first and second
stage, respectively. Combining (3.84) and (3.80), IRR RCPF can be calculated:

IRRRCPF �
��1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2��
��1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2�� (3.85)

The RCPF has now two resonance frequencies:

fr1 �
1

2π
1

R1C1
(3.86)

fr2 �
1

2π
1

R2C2
(3.87)
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The IRRRCPF is maximal at the resonance frequencies. For the demonstrator (DECT/Bluetooth
multi-band RF front-end), the resonance frequencies should be equal to 1.8 GHz and 2.5
GHz. In Fig. 3.15(a), IRRRCPF for nominal values of resistors and capacitors is plotted.
The IRRRCPF curves for mismatch of σm � 5% together with process spread are depicted
in Fig. 3.13(b). In the simulations the following values for the circuit components are
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Figure 3.15 Simulated IRRRCPF curves for the two-stage RCPF with nominal
values of R and C (a) and with mismatch of σm � 5% including
process spread (b)

taken: R1 � 200 Ω, C1 � 442 fF, R2 � 200 Ω, C2 � 318 fF. As expected, the maximal
IRRRCPF is obtained at 1.8 and 2.5 GHz. The mismatch reduces achievable IRR RFPF ,
while the IRRRCPF curves are shifted to the right due to process spread. In this particular
case the process spread of -16 % is taken for resistors and -20 % for capacitors. Due to
the combination of mismatch and process spread, IRRRCPF is reduced to less than 20 dB.
IRRRCPF of more that 40 dB is achieved with nominal values of resistors and capacitors.

In order to reduce the influence of process spread to IRR RFPF , the resonance frequen-
cies have to be carefully chosen. The negative influence of the process spread can be al-
leviated by reducing the resonance frequency f r1 and increasing the resonance frequency
fr2 . The drawback of this approach is that the achievable IRR RCPF at the frequencies
fres1 � f � fres2 is slightly reduced. An acceptable and practical solution is to choose the
resonance frequencies in such a way that when the IRRRCPF curve is shifted completely
to the right or to the left, one of the resonance frequencies falls in the middle of frequency
band of interest. This solution assumes symmetry of the IRRRCPF curve around the res-
onance frequencies. The implementation of this solution starts by writing the following
equations:

1
2π

1
�R1�∆R1��C1�∆C1�

�
f1 � f2

2
(3.88)
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1
2π

1
�R2 �∆R2��C2 �∆C1�

�
f1 � f2

2
(3.89)

For the demonstrator, the frequencies f1 and f2 are equal to 1.8 GHz and 2.5 GHz, re-
spectively. The last two equations can be written in a more appropriate form:

fres1

�1� ∆R1
R1

��1� ∆C1
C1

�
�

f1 � f2
2

(3.90)

fres2

�1� ∆R2
R2

��1� ∆C2
C2

�
�

f1 � f2
2

(3.91)

Assuming process spread, � ∆R1
R1
�� �∆R2

R2
�� 0�16 and � ∆C1

C1
�� �∆C2

C2
�� 0�20, and using (3.90)

and (3.91), fr1 and fr2 are calculated:

f1 � 1�4 GHz (3.92)

f2 � 3 GHz (3.93)

The simulated IRRRCPF for nominal values of resistors and capacitors is presented in
Fig. 3.16(a). When a mismatch of σm � 5% and process spread are taken into account
together, the simulated IRRRCPF curves are depicted in Fig. 3.16(b). In the simulations
the following values for the circuit elements are used: R1 � R2 � 200 Ω, C1 � 568 fF and
C1 � 265 fF. As it can be seen from Fig. 3.16 (b), an IRR RFPF of 25 dB in the frequency
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Figure 3.16 Simulated IRRRCPF curves of two-stage RCPF, which has improved
robustness to process spread, with nominal values of R and C (a)
and with mismatch of σm � 5% including process spread (b)

band of interest is simulated. Simulated IRRRFPF is for 5 dB better compared to the case
presented in Fig. 3.15 (b).
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In addition, the IRRRCPF simulations taking into account a mismatch of σm � 1% and
σm � 2% together with process spread are performed. The simulated results are given in
Table 3.2.

Mismatch σm � 1% σm � 2% σm � 5%
IRRRCPF 28 dB 27 dB 25 dB

Table 3.2 Simulated IRRRFPF for two-stage RCPF taking into account mis-
match and process spread

Three-stage four-phase RC polyphase filter

Even a higher image rejection can be obtained by increasing the number of stages in an
RCPF. The complex transfer function of the three-stage RCPF can be expressed as:

Hc �
�1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2��1�ωR3C3�

1�as�bs2� cs3 (3.94)

a � R1C1 �R2C2 �R3C3 �2�R1C2 �R2C3 �R1C3� (3.95)

b � R2R3C2C3 �R1R2C1C2 �R1R3C1C3 �

2�R1R3C2C3 �R1R2C2C3 �R1R2C1C3� (3.96)

c � R1R2R3C1C2C3 (3.97)

(3.98)

R1, C1, R2, C2, and R3 and C3 are the values for the resistors and capacitors in the first,
second and third stage, respectively. Combination between (3.80) and (3.94) yields the
expression for the IRRRCPF :

IRRRCPF �
��1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2��1�ωR3C3��
��1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2��1�ωR3C3�� (3.99)

The three-stage RC polyphase filter has three resonance frequencies:

fr1 �
1

2π
1

R1C1
(3.100)

fr2 �
1

2π
1

R2C2
(3.101)

fr3 �
1

2π
1

R3C3
(3.102)

For the demonstrator, the resonance frequencies of the first and third stage are equal to
1.4 GHz and 3 GHz:

fr1 � 1�4 GHz (3.103)

fr3 � 3 GHz (3.104)
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In order to maximize the image rejection at the frequencies between f r1 and fr2, the
resonance frequency of the second stage has to be set to the arithmetic mean of the other
two resonance frequencies [40]:

fr2 �
fr1 � fr3

2
(3.105)

However, in order to have equal ripples in the band of interest, f r2 has to be set to geo-
metric mean of fr1 and fr2 [40]:

fr2 �

�
fr1 fr3

2
(3.106)

fr2 � 2 GHz (3.107)

In Fig. 3.17(a), IRRRCPF for nominal values of resistors and capacitors is plotted. The
IRRRCPF curves for mismatch of σm � 5% including process spread are depicted in Fig.
3.17(b). In the simulations the following values for the circuit elements are used: R 1 �
R2 � R3 � 200 Ω, C1 � 568 fF, C2 � 397 fF, and C3 � 265 fF. Based on Fig. 3.17(b),
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Figure 3.17 Simulated IRRRCPF curves for two-stage RCPF with nominal val-
ues of R andC (a) and with mismatch of σm � 5% including process
spread (b)

IRRRFPF of 27 dB is obtained. This is for 2 dB better than IRR of two-stage RCPF.
The additional simulations for three-stage RCPF with mismatch of σm � 1% and σm �

2% including process spread are performed and the simulated results for IRR RCPF are
given in Table 3.3.

It has been shown that IRR of an RCPF in the presence of mismatch and process
spread improves when more stages are added. Since an RCPF is a passive circuit, the
losses will be increased by using more stages. Consequently the overall voltage gain and
noise figure of a front-end will be degraded when an RCPF is placed in the signal path
(see (A.6)). Therefore, the voltage gain of multi-stage RCPFs has to be also analyzed.
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Mismatch σm � 1% σm � 2% σm � 5%
IRRRCPF 38 dB 33 dB 27 dB

Table 3.3 Simulated IRRRFPF for three-stage RCPF taking into account mis-
match and process spread

3.3.2 Voltage gain of an RC polyphase filter

The aim of this section is to make a comparison between the voltage gain of one-stage,
two-stage and three-stage RCPFs. For the configuration presented in Fig. 3.5(b), the
output I and Q voltages have the phases shifted for 90 Æ independently from the frequency
(see Fig. 3.10 (b)). Unfortunately, their magnitudes are frequency dependent (see Fig.
3.10 (a)). Therefore, two voltage gains have to be considered:

GI � � VI

Vin
� (3.108)

GQ � �VQ

Vin
� (3.109)

For a one-stage RCPF, GI and GQ can be calculated in the following way. First,
based on the chain matrices, the transfer functions for positive (H p�ω�) and for negative
(Hn�ω�) input sequences (see section 3.2) have to be calculated. Then, using (3.35), ...,
(3.38) and already calculated analytical expressions for H p�ω� and Hn�ω�, the voltages
at the output of an RCPF can be calculated. Finally, using (3.108) and (3.109), it is very
easy to calculate the voltage gains GI and GQ. In this way, GI and GQ has been calculated
for one-stage RCPF filter in section 3.2.2. Following the same approach G I and GQ can be
calculated for two-stage and three-stage four-phase RC polyphase filters. The calculated
voltage gains GI and GQ for one, two and three-stage RCPF are given in Table 3.4.

The expressions for the voltage gains are cumbersome (except for an one-stage RCPF)
and it is difficult to estimate the attenuation introduced by RCPF polyphase filter with one,
two or three stages. Therefore, in order to estimate the attenuation introduced by the two-
stage and three-stage RCPFs, the approximate values for GI and GQ are calculated at the
resonance frequencies. They are summarized in Table 3.5. In order to make the calcu-
lations more simple, it is assumed that the resonance frequencies of the RCPF with two
and three stages are very close to each other, so that they can be considered as equal.
According to this table each new stage in an RCPF introduces an attenuation of 3 dB
(20log�

�
2�). In order to have information about the voltage gain in a wider frequency

range, simulations have to be performed. The circuit elements are the same as in the case
of image rejection simulations (see section 3.3.1). The simulation results are presented
in Fig. 3.18. Comparing the approximated values for voltage gain G I and GQ at the reso-
nance frequencies (see Table 3.5) and simulation results (see Fig. 3.18) some difference
can be noticed. This is due to the assumption that the resonance frequencies are very close
to each other, so that they are considered as equal.
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Stages Voltage gains

GI � � 1
1� jωRC �

1
GQ � � ωRC

1� jωRC �

GI �
1
2 � �1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2���1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2�

�1� jωR1C1��1� jωR2C2��2 jωR1C2
�

2

GQ � 1
2 � �1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2���1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2�

�1� jωR1C1��1� jωR2C2��2 jωR1C2
�

GI �
1
4 � �1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2��1�ωR3C3���1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2��1�ωR3C3�

c�d �

GQ � 1
4 � �1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2��1�ωR3C3���1�ωR1C1��1�ωR2C2��1�ωR3C3�

c�d �
3

c � ��1� jωR1C1��1� jωR2C2��2 jωR1C2��1� jωR3C3�
2

d � ��1� jωR1C1�R2��1� jωR2C2�R1�2 jωC3
2

Table 3.4 Voltage gains for one, two and three-stage four-phase RC
polyphase filters

Stages Voltage gain at resonance frequencies

1 GI � GQ � 1�
�

2

2 GI � GQ � 1�2

3 GI � GQ � 1�2
�

2

Table 3.5 Approximated voltage gain for one, two and three-stage RCPF at
the resonance frequencies

Although the IRR achieved by an RCPF filter can be increased by adding more stages
in cascade, the disadvantage is that the attenuation introduced by the RCPF becomes
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Figure 3.18 Simulated magnitude of the voltage gain for RCPF with one stage
(a) two stages (b) and three stages (c)

higher. Therefore, the trade off has to be made between required IRR that has to be
provided by the RCPF and allowed attenuation that can be introduced in the signal path
of a front-end.

3.3.3 Layout considerations

The mismatch between capacitors and resistors in an RCPF is one of the factors that limits
achievable image rejection ratio (see section 3.3.1). In principle, the mismatch between
resistors and capacitors in an RCPF is a property of an IC technology. Nevertheless,
carefully done layout is the key issue for obtaining the maximal matching between the
components that an IC technology can offer. The way to get as close as possible to the
maximal matching, that an IC technology allows, is to use dummy components in the
layout. For an RCPF this means that dummy resistors and dummy capacitors have to be
placed around the resistors and capacitors, which are in the signal path. In this way, all
the resistors and capacitors in the signal path are surrounded with the same components
and they have the same silicon environment around them. Therefore, their electrical char-
acteristics depend only on the process in which they are implemented. Next, the length of
the interconnects plays an important role. In order to reduce mismatch between the I and
Q paths, their lengths have to be the same. Also it is crucial that all overlap capacitances
in the I and Q paths are fully symmetrical.

The conceptual layout of a two-stage RCPF is depicted in Fig. 3.19. In the conceptual
layout the order of signals at the input is: Vin�I�, Vin�Q�, Vin�I�, Vin�Q�. In this case the dif-
ference between the length of wires a and a’, and the length of other wires in the two-stage
RCPF (see Fig. 3.19) is significant. The number of the overlap capacitances associated
with wires a and a’ is equal to three while the wires corresponding to the outputs Vout�I�,
Vout�Q� and Vout�Q� have two overlap capacitance. In this way a significant mismatch
between the I and Q paths is introduced and IRRRCPF would be significantly degraded.
In order to avoid deterioration fo IRRRCPF the order of signals has to be changed. If the
signal order at the input is: VI��in, VQ��in, VQ��in and VI��in a significantly better matching
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Figure 3.19 Conceptual layout of a two-stage RCPF

between I and Q paths can be achieved. The conceptual layout of a two-stage RCPF with
improved matching between I and Q paths is depicted in Fig. 3.20. From Fig. 3.21 it can
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Figure 3.20 Conceptual layout of a two-stage RCPF filter with improved match-
ing of i and Q paths
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be seen that the differences between the lengths of the interconnects associated with I and
Q paths are less compared to the conceptual layout in Fig. 3.19. Following this approach
the layout of the two-stage RCPF is made. It is presented in Fig. 3.21. The resistors are

in,I+

in,Q−

in,Q+

in,I−

out,Q−

out,Q+

out,I−

out,I+

V

V

V

VV

V

V

V

Figure 3.21 The layout of the two-stage RCPF

implemented as poly resistors and the capacitors as MIM capacitors because they have
small losses and a very good linearity. In Fig. 3.21, the resistors and the capacitors, which
are in the signal path, are marked by surrounded them with two white rectangles. The
other components in the layout are dummy resistors and dummy capacitors.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter the properties of RCPF have been discussed. First, the topology of passive
polyphase filters is described and the chain matrix is introduced as an appropriate method
to analytically analyze multi-stage passive polyphase filters. Next, RCPF filters are dis-
cussed as a particular case of passive polyphase filters. Their applications in front-ends
as image reject filters or I/Q generators have been highlighted. In this way the theoretical
foundation for using RCPF in front-ends has been laid.

After theoretical analysis of RCPFs, design considerations have been discussed. In the
double-quadrature low-IF front-end architectures RCPF are used for I/Q signals genera-
tion. The achievable maximal IRR in the double-double-quadrature low-IF architectures
is directly dependent on the performance of the RCPFs. Therefore, the achievable IRR is
one of the most important characteristic of an RCPF. The analytical expressions for the
IRR of one-stage, two-stage and three-stage RCPF have been derived. It has been shown
that the achievable IRR is limited by the topology of an RCPF as well as by process
spread and mismatch between capacitors and resistors in an RCPF. With respect to the
multi-standard operation broadband IRR is is of particular interest. A practical solution
for dimensioning a two-stage RCPF to provide IRR in a certain frequency band including
process spread and mismatch is suggested. Statistical simulations have been performed
in order to estimate the IRR of an RCPF that can be achieved when process spread and
mismatch are included. Since a DECT/Bluetooth multi-band RF front-end is taken as
a demonstrator, IRRRCPF around the frequencies f1 � 1�8 GHz and f2 � 2�5 GHz is of
interest. The simulation results are summarized in Table 3.6. On one side the image rejec-

Mismatch σm � 1% σm � 2% σm � 5%
IRRRCPF (one-stage RCPF) 11 dB 10 dB 9 dB
IRRRCPF (two-stage RCPF) 28 dB 27 dB 25 dB
IRRRCPF (three-stage RCPF) 38 dB 33 dB 27 dB

Table 3.6 Simulated IRRRFPF for one-stage, two-stage and three-stage RCPF
including mismatch and worst case process spread

tion analysis shows that IRR of an RCPF in the presence of mismatch and process spread
improves when more stages are added. On the other side the voltage gain analysis shows
that the voltage gain of an RCPF is reduced for approximately 3 dB by adding each new
stage. This has a negative influence on the overall front-end voltage gain and noise fig-
ure. Therefore, it is clear that in the design the trade off has to be made between required
IRR that has to be provided by an RCPF and allowed attenuation that can be introduced
in the signal path of a front-end. In principle, the mismatch between resistors and ca-
pacitors in an RCPF is the property of an IC technology, but carefully done layout is the
key issue for reaching the best matching that an IC technology can offer. Therefore, this
chapter concludes with layout considerations, which are applied in the implementation of
the two-stage RCPF.
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Analysis of low-IF architectures

�
OW -IF front-end architectures have the advantages as a high level of integration and
flexibility in terms of different standards with respect to single path architectures.

Nevertheless, the analysis of low-IF architectures, which includes the voltage gain, noise,
linearity and image rejection analysis, is more complex. Basically, the interaction between
the signals and noise from the different paths in a low-IF architecture causes difficulties.
Therefore, the analysis and very well known analytical expressions for the overall front-
end noise figure and IIP3 (see appendix A) that are suitable for single path front-end
architectures, can not be applied straightforward for low-IF front-end architectures.

The analysis of the voltage gain, noise, linearity and image rejection in low-IF front-
end architectures provides the analytical expressions for the overall voltage gain, noise
figure, IIP3 and image rejection of a low-IF front-end. These formulas highlight the con-
tributions of different building blocks to the overall front-end voltage gain, noise figure,
IIP3 and image rejection. Also, they suggest trade-offs between the specifications of the
different building blocks. Therefore, they are essential for the distribution of the building
block specifications in a low-IF front-end.

The organization of this chapter is the following. Section 4.1 presents the analysis
of the noise and voltage gain in a low-IF front-end. Next, the linearity and the image
rejection analysis are performed in sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. At the end, the
summary of this chapter is given in section 4.4.

83
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4.1 Noise and voltage gain analysis in a low-IF front-end

A typical block diagram of a low-IF front-end is presented in Fig. 4.1. The functions
of the building blocks shown in Fig. 4.1 are the following. In systems employing Time
Division Duplex (TDD), the antenna switch (ASW) allows to transmit and receive signals
using only one antenna. The RFF rejects out of band interferers. The single-ended sig-
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Figure 4.1 A typical block diagram of a low-IF front-end

nals are converted into differential via the Single-Ended to Differential converter (SDC).
The processing of differential signals increases the immunity of a front-end circuits to
common-mode disturbance [54]. The ASW, RFF and SDC are usually passive high fre-
quency blocks and they are not integrated on a chip. They are mounted on a PCB. There-
fore, they comprise a Passive RF Block (PRFB). The LNA, down-converter, IF strip, ADC
and DSP are most often integrated on one chip. The down-converter consists of two or
more mixers while the IFF and VGA form the IF strip. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the LNA,
down-converter, IF strip and ADC form the On-Chip Front-End (OCFE). The image sig-
nal is rejected in the digital domain by the Image-Reject Filter (IRF) which is a part of
the DSP block. In principle, the rejection of the image signal can be done by subtract-
ing the 90Æ phase shifted Q signal from the I signal [2]. After the image rejection, the
signal is further processed. For example, an additional filtering and demodulation can be
performed.

The voltage gain and noise figure analysis of the PRFB and OCFE are done separately.
First the voltage gain and noise figure of the PRFB are analyzed. Then, the voltage gain
and noise figure of the OCFE are considered. Finally, the overall voltage gain and noise
figure of a low-IF front-end are discussed.

4.1.1 Voltage gain and noise figure of the passive RF block

A passive RF block (PRFB) is characterized by its input impedance (ZPRFB�in), output
impedance (ZPRFB�out ) and by the insertion loss (L). In order to simplify the analysis, it
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is assumed that the PRFB has the real input and output impedances (RPRFB�in, RPRFB�out ).
In practice, very often RPRFB�in � 50 Ω and RPRFB�out � 100 Ω. The impedance matching
between the antenna and PRFB as well as between the PRFB and OCFE minimizes the
reflection and allows the maximum power transfer from the antenna to the OCFE (see
Fig. 4.1). Hence,

Rs � RPRFB�in (4.1)

RPRFB�out � Rd (4.2)

Rs is the antenna output impedance and Rd is the input impedance of the OCFE. The
insertion loss of the PRFB is defined as:

L �
PA

PB
(4.3)

PA and PB denote power at the reference points A and B, respectively (see Fig. 4.1). In
practice, they are most often given in dBm, while L is expressed in dB. Hence,

L �dB� � PA �dBm��PB �dBm� (4.4)

PA and PB can be expressed as:

PA �dBm� � 10log

�
V 2

A

Rs10�3

�
(4.5)

PB �dBm� � 10log

�
V 2

B

Rd10�3

�
(4.6)

VA and VB are the rms (root mean square) voltages at the reference points A and B, re-
spectively. The voltage gain of the OCFE is defined as:

GPRFB �dB� � 20log

�
VB

VA

�
(4.7)

Combining (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) yields an expression for G PRFB:

GPRFB �dB� � 10log

�
Rd

Rs

�
�L �dB� (4.8)

In appendix C it has been shown that the noise factor of the PRFB (FPRFB), with respect
to the source resistance Rs, is equal to L:

FPRFB � L (4.9)

Then, the noise figure of the PRFB (NFPRFB) can be expressed as:

NFPRFB � L �dB� (4.10)
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4.1.2 Voltage gain and noise factor of the on-chip front-end

In chapter 2, the double-quadrature low-IF front-end architecture with adaptive image
rejection (see Fig. 2.33) and the double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF front-end
architecture with adaptive image rejection (see Fig. 2.34) have been proposed as the most
suitable front-end architectures for the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/ Bluetooth front-
end. The OCFEs corresponding to these two front-end architectures are shown in Fig. 4.2
and Fig. 4.3. These two OCFEs are based on two different down-converters: double-
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Figure 4.2 A double quadrature low-IF OCFE with adaptive image rejection

quadrature and double-conversion double-quadrature down-converter. On top of that,
they are used in two different modes: low image-reject and high image-reject mode.
The configuration of both OCFEs, actually the configuration of the down-converters,
changes according to the mode of operation. From the double-quadrature and double-
conversion double-quadrature down-converters, which are used in the high image-reject
mode, they change configuration into quadrature and double-conversionquadrature down-
converters in the low image-reject mode. Therefore, the voltage gain and noise figure
should be calculated for four different OCFE configurations. Since the OCFE based on
the double-quadrature low-IF front-end architecture seems to be the most complex, the
detailed derivation of the analytical expression for the voltage gain and noise figure for
this configuration is presented. For the other configurations only the final formulas are
presented and their specific properties are discussed.
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Figure 4.3 Double-quadrature double-conversion low-IF OCFE with adaptive
image rejection

Voltage gain and noise factor of the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the high
image-reject mode

The block diagram of the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the high image-reject mode
is presented in Fig. 4.4. This OCFE is fully differential. It is driven by the SDC with
the output resistance equal to Rd (see Fig. 4.1). The image signal as well as the noise
from the image band are rejected in the DSP (before the reference point D). In order to
calculate the voltage gain and noise figure of this OCFE, the LNA, RFamp, MIX, IFF and
VGA must be replaced with appropriate models. In practice, the ADC is usually designed
in such way that his noise is well below the noise floor of the OCFE (at least 10 dB).
Therefore, the noise contribution from the ADC is neglected. The model of the LNA is
shown in Fig. 4.5. ZLNA�in and ZLNA�out are the input and output impedance of the LNA.
Due to the impedance matching at the input of the OCFE it is possible to write (see Fig.
4.1 and (4.2)):

ZLNA�in � Rd (4.11)

GLNA is the unloaded voltage gain of the LNA. The noise from the LNA is represented
by an equivalent input voltage noise source (V 2

LNA�in� and equivalent input current noise

source (I2
LNA�in) [42]. The model for the RFamp1 is similar to the LNA model. The
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only difference is that the noise from the RFamp1 is represented by an equivalent out-
put noise voltage source (V 2

AMP1�out ) instead of using equivalent input voltage and current
noise sources. The input and output impedances of the RFamp are denoted with Z AMP1�in

and ZAMP1�out , respectively, while GAMP1 is the unloaded voltage gain. As shown in Fig.
4.6, the RCPF is a block with three ports: IN, OUTI and OUTQ. It is driven by the

RFamp1 with the output impedance ZAMP1�out and it is loaded on both ports with
ZMIX �in

2
(ZMIX�in is the input impedance of the stand-alone mixer). The Thevenin theorem is used
to include the influence of the RCPF to the OCFE voltage gain (see appendix C). The
input impedance of the RCPF (ZP�in) loads the output of the RFamp1. At the output ports
(OUTI and OUTQ) the RCPF can be represented by equivalent Thevenin voltage genera-
tors with the impedances equal to the output impedance of the RCPF at these ports. The
output impedances of the RCPF at the ports OUTI and OUTQ are denoted with ZP�outI and
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Figure 4.6 Block diagram of RCPF

ZP�outQ , respectively. If the symmetry of the RCPF is taken into account (see chapter 3),
then ZP�outI � ZP�outQ � ZP�out . The voltages provided by the Thevenin voltage generators
at the ports OUTI and OUTQ can be expressed as:

VtI � GIVP�in (4.12)

VtQ � GQVP�in (4.13)

VP�in is the voltage at the input op the RCPF. GI and GQ are the unloaded voltage gains
from the input port to the output ports OUTI and OUTQ, respectively. In chapter 3, they
have been calculated for one, two and three stage RCPF (see Table 3.4). In section 3.3.2, it
has been shown that if the resonant frequencies of the RCPF, with two and three stages, are
close to each other, then the magnitude of the voltage gains G I and GQ can be considered
as equal in the frequency range between the resonant frequencies. Hence,

�GI �� �GQ�� GP (4.14)

In the double quadrature down-converter (see Fig. 4.4) the active mixers are used. There
are two reasons for using active mixers. First, the voltage gain of the active mixer im-
proves the total voltage gain of the OCFE. Second, based on the Friis formula (see (A.6))
the voltage gain of the active mixer reduces the noise contribution from the building
blocks that follow the mixer. An active mixer can be considered as a combination of
a gain stage and a stage that performs frequency down-conversion. Based on that the
model of an active mixer is constructed. It is shown in Fig. 4.7. Z MIX�in and ZMIX�out

are the input and output impedance of the mixer. G mix is the unloaded voltage gain of
the mixer. The ideal frequency down-converter changes only the frequency of the signal
and does not influence its amplitude and phase. The noise from the mixer is represented
by an equivalent output noise voltage source (V 2

MIX�out�. The IFF and VGA are modeled
as ideal voltage controlled voltage sources. Their input and output impedances are not
taken into account because they are considered very high at IF, which is around few MHz.
It is assumed that the voltage gain of the IFF is equal to 1 and the voltage gain of the
VGA is denoted with GVGA. The noise from the IFF and VGA is represented with equiv-
alent output noise voltage sources V 2

IFF�out and V 2
VGA�out , respectively. In the derivation of

the analytical expressions for the noise factor and voltage gain of the OCFE, it has been
assumed that the corresponding building blocks in the I and Q paths are identical.
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Figure 4.7 Mixer model

The noise factor of the OCFE in the high image reject mode (FOCFEh), with respect to
the resistance Rd , can be expressed as (see appendix B and equation (B.4)):

FOCFEh �
V 2

D��� ZOCFE�in
ZOCFE�in�Rd

GBD

���2 4kTRd

(4.15)

V 2
D is the noise voltage per unit bandwidth at the reference point D (see Fig. 4.4). It

represents the total noise originating from the OCFE. ZOCFE�in is the input impedance of
the OCFE. Since the LNA is the first building block in the OCFE, then:

ZOCFE�in � ZLNA�in (4.16)

GBD is the voltage gain between the reference point B and D. It is defined as:

GBD �
VD

VB
(4.17)

VB and VD are the voltages at the reference points B and D, respectively. The magnitude
of GBD can be expressed as:

�GBD� �

�����4GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out �ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in
GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

�����
�GMIX GVGA� (4.18)

The factor 4 in the expression for GBD is the result of the recombination between the
signals from the I and Q paths in the double-quadrature down-converter and in the IRF
(see Fig. 4.2). In the IRF the phase of the signal from the Q path is shifted 90 Æ before it is
subtracted from the signal on the I path. Actually, before the subtraction these two signals
have the same amplitude and 180Æ phase difference. This means that they are added.
Since the signals on the I and Q paths are correlated, the signal recombination in the IRF
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yields a factor 2 in the expression for GBD. Another factor 2 is the consequence of the I and
Q signals recombination in the double-quadraturedown-converter.This recombination can
be analyzed in the same way as the recombination in the IRF. Therefore, in total a factor
4 is obtained in the expression for GBD.

Zm�in
2 is used in (4.18) because the inputs of the

mixers MIX1 and MIX2 are connected together. The same is valid for the mixers MIX3
and MIX4.

The voltage gain of the OCFE in the high image reject mode is defined as the voltage
gain between the reference points B and C (see Fig. 4.4).

GOCFEh � GBC �
VC

VB
(4.19)

VB and VC are the voltages at the reference points B and C. Actually, GBC is equal to half
of the gain between the reference points B and D (GBD) because the IRF is not taken into
account. Therefore, based on (4.18) it is possible to write:

��GOCFEh

�� �

�����2GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out �ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in
GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZP�out �
ZMIX �in

2

�����
�GMIX GVGA� (4.20)

This formula shows that the voltage gain of the OCFE can be improved by improving
the voltage gain of the individual building blocks. Also, it can be improved by reducing
the output impedance of the building blocks and by increasing their input impedances.
Since the RCPF is a passive device (see chapter 2), then Gp � 1 and it deteriorates the
OCFE voltage gain. According the the analysis presented in chapter 2, the image rejection
of the RCPF can be improved by increasing the number of stages in the RCPF. This
causes a larger voltage gain degradation. Therefore, a trade off must be made between the
achievable image rejection of the RCPF and acceptable voltage gain degradation.

The noise voltage at the reference point D can be expressed as:

V 2
D � 4kTRd �GBD�2 �V 2

LNA�D�V 2
AMP1�D �V 2

P�D �V 2
MIX�D �V 2

IFF�D �V 2
VGA�D (4.21)

V 2
LNA�D, V 2

AMP1�D, V 2
P�D, V 2

MIX�D, V 2
IFF�D and V 2

VGA�D are the noise voltages at the reference

point D originating from the LNA, RFamp1, RCPF, IFF and VGA, respectively. V 2
LNA�E is

equal to:

V 2
LNA�D � �VLNA�in �RdILNA�in�2

���� ZLNA�in

RdZLNA�in
GBD

����
2

(4.22)

Next, V 2
AMP1�D can be expressed as:

V 2
AMP1�D �V 2

AMP1�out

�����4 ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in
GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

GMIXGVGA

�����
2

(4.23)
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In appendix C, the analytical expression for the noise voltage at the output of the PRFB
has been derived (see (C.6)). In the same way the output noise voltages at the ports OUTI

and OUTQ can be expressed as:

V 2
P�OUTI

� 4kTRe�ZP�outi	 (4.24)

V 2
P�OUTQ

� 4kTRe
�

ZP�outq

�
(4.25)

At the reference point D, the noise voltage VP�D can be expressed as:

VP�D � 2

�
VP�OUTI Re

	 ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

GMIX GVGAe� j π
2


�
�

2

�
VP�OUTQ Re

	 ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

GMIX GVGA


�
(4.26)

The noise from the ports OUTI and OUTQ is slitted into the I and Q paths by the mix-
ers in the double-quadrature down-converter and then recombined again in the IRF. The
equation (4.26) shows that the noise components originating from the port OUTI and port
OUTQ are 90Æ phase shifted at the reference point D. If the symmetry of the RCPF is taken

into account then ZP�outi � ZP�outq � ZP�out . This means that V 2
P�OUTI

�V 2
P�OUTQ

. Therefore,

V 2
P�D can be expressed as:

V 2
P�D � 8

�
4kTRe�ZP�out	

�����
ZMIX �in

2
ZMIX �in

2 �ZP�out

�����
2

�GMIX �2 �GVGA�2
�
� (4.27)

A factor 8 in (4.27) is the result of the recombination of the noise in the IRF. The noise
voltage at the reference point D originating from the mixers is equal to:

V 2
MIX�D � 4

�
V 2

MIX�out �GVGA�2
�

(4.28)

The output noise voltages of all four mixers are considered to be equal and uncorrelated:

V 2
MIX1�out �V 2

MIX2�out �V 2
MIX3�out �V 2

MIX4�out �V 2
MIX�out (4.29)

The recombination in the double-quadrature down-converter yields a factor 2 as well as
the recombination in the IRF. In total a factor 4 is obtained as shown in (4.28). Finally, the
noise from the IFF (V 2

IFF�D) and VGA (V 2
VGA�D) at the reference point D can be expressed

as:

V 2
IFF�D � 2

�
V 2

IFF�out �GVGA�2
�

(4.30)

V 2
VGA�D � 2

�
V 2

VGA�out

�
(4.31)

The noise from the IFF filters in the I and Q paths is recombined in the IRF. Since they
are uncorrelated, a factor 2 is obtained in (4.30). The same is valid for the noise from the
VGA (see 4.31).
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Now, combining (4.21), (4.22), (4.23), (4.27), (4.28), (4.30) and (4.31) yields the
expression for the overall noise from the OCFE at the reference point D.

V 2
D � 4kTRd �GBD�2 ��VLNA�in �RdILNA�in�2

���� ZLNA�in

ZLNA�in �Rd
GBD

����
2

�

V 2
AMP1�out

�����4 ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in
GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

GMIX GVGA

�����
2

�

8

�
4kTRe�ZP�out	

�����
ZMIX �in

2
ZMIX �in

2 �ZP�out

�����
2

�GMIX �2 �GVGA�2
�
��

4
�
V 2

MIX�out �GVGA�2
�
�2

�
V 2

IFF�out �GVGA�2
�
�2

�
V 2

VGA�out

�
(4.32)

Substituting this equation together with the derived expression for the voltage gain G BD

(see (4.18)) into (4.15) yields the expression for the noise factor of the OCFE with respect
to the resistance Rd .

Nevertheless, in practice the noise performance of the front-end building blocks is
usually characterized by their noise factors or noise figures and not so often by the input
or output referred noise voltages. Therefore, such an expression for the OCFE noise factor
would not be practical from the designers point of view. Another step has to be made in
order to express the OCFE noise factor as a function of the noise factors of the OCFE
building blocks. According to appendix B (see (B.1)), the noise factor of the LNA, with
respect to the resistance Rd , can be expressed as:

FLNA � 1�
�Vin�LNA � Iin�LNARd�2

4kTRd
(4.33)

Taking into account (B.5), the noise factor of the RFamp is equal to:

FAMP1 � 1�
V 2

AMP1�out

4kTRD

��� ZAMP1�in
Rd�ZAMP�in

GAMP1

���2 (4.34)

In the same way the Single-Side Band (SSB) noise factor of the mixer can be expressed
as:

FMIX � 2�
V 2

out�MIX

4kTRd

��� Zin�MIX
Zin�MIX�Rd

GMIX

���2 (4.35)

The SSB noise factor of a down-conversion mixer takes into account the folding of the
mixer noise from the image band. The mixer noise from the image band is not rejected in
the IRF because it is not down-converted to IF with the quadrature LO signals. Finally,
the noise factors of the IFF and VGA are equal to:

FIFF � 1�
V 2

out�LPF

4kTRd
(4.36)
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FVGA � 1�
V 2

out�VGA

4kTRd �GVGA�2
(4.37)

Now, combining (4.32) with (4.33), (4.34) (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37) yields the formula
for the V 2

D, which expresses V 2
D as a function of the noise factors of the OCFE building

blocks.

V 2
D � 4kTRd �GBD�2 ��FLNA�1�4kTRd

���� ZLNA�in

RdZLNA�in
GBD

����
2

��FAMP1�1�4kTRd

���� ZAMP1�in

Rd �ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

����
2

�����4 ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in
GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

GMIX GVGA

�����
2

�8

�
4kTRe�ZP�out	

�����
ZMIX �in

2
ZMIX �in

2 �ZP�out

�����
2

�GMIX �2 �GVGA�2
�
�

�4

�
�FMIX �2�4kTRd

���� Zin�MIX

Zin�MIX �Rd
GMIX

����
2

�GVGA�2
�

�2
�
�FIFF �1�4kTRd �GVGA�2

�
�
�
�FVGA�1�4kTRd �GVGA�2

�
(4.38)

At the end, substituting (4.38) and (4.18) into (4.15), the final formula for the OCFE noise
factor is obtained.

FOCFEh � FLNA �
FAMP1�1��� ZLNA�in

ZLNA�in�Rd
GLNA

ZAMP1�in�Rd
ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in

���2
�

1
2

Re�ZP�out	
Rd

��� ZLNA�in
ZLNA�in�Rd

GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

���2
1
4

FMIX �2��� ZLNA�in
ZLNA�in�Rd

GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in
ZP�in�ZAMP1�out�ZP�in

GP
ZMIX �in�Rd

2ZP�out�ZMIX �in

���2
�

1
8

FIFF �FVGA�2��� ZLNA�in
ZLNA�in�Rd

GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in
ZP�in�ZAMP1�out�ZP�in

GP

���2
1��� ZMIX �in

2ZP�out�ZMIX �in
GMIX

���2 (4.39)

Based on this formula, the noise factor of the OCFE can be improved by improving the
noise factors of the individual building blocks and by increasing their voltage gain. Par-
ticularly, it is important that the LNA has sufficiently low noise factor and sufficiently
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high voltage gain. The influence of the RCPF to the OCFE noise factor is negative. First,
this is because of the voltage gain degradation. Second, the RCPF adds additional noise.
Terms

ZAMP1�in�Rd
ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in

and
ZMIX �in�Rd

2ZP�out�ZMIX �in
are the consequence of the fact that the input and

output impedances of the RFamp1 and MIX are taken into account. The terms similar
to these two don’t appear in the case of low frequency building blocs (IFF and VGA).
Actually, the IF is around few MHz and the input impedances of the IFF and VGA are
assumed to be very high. Therefore, they are not taken into account.

The main properties of the derived analytical expressions for the voltage gain (see
(4.20)) and noise factor (see (4.39)) of the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the high
image reject mode are the following. First, they take into account the signals and noise
from both I and Q paths. Due to the recombination of the I and Q signals in the complex
mixer and the fact that the signals in the I and Q paths are correlated, the OCFE voltage
gain is improved for 6 dB. The noise from the building blocks in the I and Q paths is
also recombined, but it is not correlated. Therefore, in (4.39)) the noise contribution from
the mixers is reduced by a factor 1

4 while the noise contribution from the IFFs and VGAs
is reduced by a factor 1

8 . It is very important to take these factors into account because
the mixer, IFF and VGA can be designed to meet the relaxed noise factor specifications
with respect to the case when the recombination is not taken into account. In this way
their power consumption and occupied chip area might be reduced and the design can
be simplified. Second, the derived formulas for the OCFE voltage gain and noise factor
include the influence of the input and output impedances of the building blocks. At high
operating frequencies (few GHz and more) the loading effect might be significant and it
has to be taken into account. Third, the noise factors of the building blocks, which are
used in (4.39), are specified with respect to the resistance Rd. This is practical and conve-
nient from designers point of view. Actually, in practice the noise factors of stand-alone
building blocks are calculated, simulated or measured with respect to specific resistance.
Usually it is equal to 50 Ω for single-ended circuits or 100 Ω for differential circuits. The
values used for Rd are in practice the same. Therefore, the values for the noise factors
of the building blocks obtained during the design or measurement can be immediately
plugged into (4.39). This is not the case with the Friis formula, where noise factor of each
building block is specified with respect to the output resistance of the preceding block.

Voltage gain and noise factor of the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the low
image-reject mode

In the low image-rejection mode the RFamp1, MIX3 and MIX4 are switched off, while
the RFamp2 is switched on bypassing the RCPF (see Fig. 4.2). Following the same
approach as in the case of high image-reject mode, the analytical expressions for voltage
gain and noise factor of the OCFE in the low image-reject mode can be derived.

��GOCFEl

���
�����GLNA

ZAMP2�in

ZLNA�out �ZAMP2�in
GAMP2

ZMIX �in
2

ZAMP2�out �
ZMIX �in

2

GMIX GVGA

����� (4.40)
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FOCFEl � FLNA �
FAMP2�1��� ZLNA�in

ZLNA�in�Rd
GLNA

ZAMP2�in�Rd
ZLNA�out�ZAMP2�in

���2
�

1
2

FMIX �2��� ZLNA�in
ZLNA�in�Rd

GLNA
ZAMP2�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP2�in
GAMP2

ZMIX �in�Rd
2ZAMP2�out�ZMIX �in

���2
�

1
2

FIFF �FVGA�2��� ZLNA�in
ZLNA�in�Rd

GLNA
ZAMP2�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP2�in
GAMP2

���2
1��� ZMIX �in

2ZAMP2�out�ZMIX �in
GMIX

��� (4.41)

Comparing the analytical expressions for the voltage gain and noise factor of the low-
IF OCFE in the high and low image-reject mode, the following can be noticed. First,
the factor 2 in the formula for the voltage gain in the low image reject mode does not
exist. This is a consequence of the fact that by turning off two stand-alone mixers in the
double-quadrature down-converter it is transformed into the quadrature down-converter.
In this down-converter there is no recombination between the signals from I and Q paths.
Also, because of that the noise contribution from the mixers, IFFs and VGAs in the low
image reject mode is higher compared to the high image reject mode. Nevertheless, in the
low image reject mode the RCPF is bypassed and it does not deteriorate the voltage gain
and noise factor of the OCFE. In chapter 2 it has been shown that a satisfactory image
rejection of the RCPF can be achieved with two stages. Then G p � 1

2 . When this value
for Gp is substituted in the expressions for the voltage gain and noise factor in the high
image reject, then they are worse than the voltage gain and noise factor in the low image
reject mode. Therefore, by applying adaptive image rejection a higher voltage gain and a
lower noise figure can be obtained in the case when high image rejection is not needed.

Voltage gain and noise factor of the double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF
OCFE

The block diagram of the double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the high
image rejection mode is presented in Fig. 4.8. The mixers MIX1 and MIX2 are identical.
The same is valid for the mixers MIX3, MIX4, MIX5 and MIX6. The voltage gain of the
OCFE presented in Fig. 4.8 can be expressed as:

���G�

OCFEh

����
�����2GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out �
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX3�in
2

ZMIX1�out �
ZMIX3�in

2

GMIX3GVGA

����� (4.42)

The noise factor of the same OCFE is equal to:

F �

OCFEh
� FLNA �

1
2

FMIX1�2��� ZLNA�in
ZLNA�in�Rd

GLNA
ZMIX1�in�Rd

2ZLNA�out�ZMIX1�in

���2
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Figure 4.8 Block diagram of a double-conversion double quadrature low-IF
OCFE in high image rejection mode
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���2 (4.43)

In the low image rejection mode, the mixers MIX2, MIX5 and MIX6 are switched off.
Then, the voltage gain and noise factor of the low image reject double-conversion double-
quadrature low-IF OCFE can be expressed in the following way:

���G�

OCFEl

����
�����GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out �
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX3�in
2

ZMIX1�out �
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2

GMIX3GVGA

����� (4.44)

F �

OCFEl
� FLNA �
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GLNA
ZMIX1�in�Rd

2ZLNA�out�ZMIX1�in
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FMIX3�2��� ZLNA�in
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GLNA
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1��� ZMIX2�in
2ZMIX1�out�ZMIX2�in

GMIX2

���2 (4.45)

As expected, the voltage gain of the double-conversion low-IF OCFE in the low image-
reject mode is by factor 2 reduced compared to the voltage gain in the high image-reject
mode. Consequently, the noise factor in the low image-reject mode is higher than the
noise factor in the high image-reject mode. Actually, the noise contribution from the
mixers, IFFs and VGAs is more than twice higher.

4.1.3 Overall voltage gain and noise figure of the low-IF front-end

Fig. 4.1 shows the block diagram of a low-IF front-end. The PRFB is described in section
4.1.1. It is characterized by its input impedance (ZPRFB�in), otput impedance (ZPRFB�out )
and insertion loss (L). Section 4.1.2 discusses the OCFE. It is characterized by its input
impedance (ZOCFE�in), voltage gain (GOCFE ) and noise factor (FOCFE ). As mentioned
in section 4.1.1, it is assumed that the PRFB has the real input and output impedances
(RPRFB�in, RPRFB�out ) (in practice, very often RPRFB�in � 50 Ω and RPRFB�out � 100 Ω).
The impedance matching between the antenna and PRFB as well as between the PRFB
and OCFE minimizes the reflection and allows the maximum power transfer from the
antenna to the OCFE (see Fig. 4.1). Hence,

Rs � RPRFB�in (4.46)

RPRFB�out � ROCFE�in � Rd (4.47)

The overall voltage gain of the front-end presented in Fig. 4.1, which is actually the
voltage gain between the reference points A and C, can be expressed as:

GFE �
VC

VA
(4.48)

VA and VC are the voltages at the reference points A and C, respectively. Taking into
account the definitions of the PRFB and OCFE voltage gains (see (4.7) and (4.19)), �G FE �
becomes:

�GFE �� �GPRFBGOCFE � (4.49)

Finally, using (4.8), �GFE � can be expressed as:

�GFE � �dB� � 10log

�
Rd

Rs

�
�L �dB�� �GOCFE� �dB� (4.50)

The overall noise factor of the front-end can be expressed as (see appendix B and
equation (B.4)):

FFE �
V 2

D��� RPRFB�in
RPRFB�in�Rs

GFE

���2 4kTRs

(4.51)
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V 2
D is the noise voltage at the reference point D. In appendix C it has been shown that the

noise voltage at the output of the PRFB can be expressed as:

V 2
PRFB � 4kTRPRFB�out (4.52)

Now, V 2
D can be expressed as:

V 2
D � 4kTRPRFB�out

ROCFE�in

RPRFB�out �ROCFE�in
�V 2

OCFE�D (4.53)

V 2
OCFE�D is the noise voltage at the reference point D that originates from the OCFE.

Taking into account (4.15), V 2
OCFE�D can be expressed as a function of FOCFE :

V 2
OCFE�D � �FOCFE �1�4kTRd

ROCFE�in

RPRFB�out �ROCFE�in
�GOCFE � (4.54)

Finally, combining (4.50), (4.53) and (4.54) yields:

FFE � L �FOCFE (4.55)

If the quantities are expressed in dB, then:

NFFE �dB� � L �dB��NFOCFE �dB� (4.56)

This equation shows that the overall noise figure of a low-IF front-end can be improved
by reducing the power loss of the PRFB and reducing the noise figure of the OCFE.

4.2 Linearity analysis

Considering the linearity analysis, in appendix A it has been discussed that the third order
intermodulation products are of a particular interest in the design of front-ends for wire-
less communications. Therefore, the goal in the linearity analysis in a low-IF front-end is
to derive an analytical expression for the total IIP3 of a front-end and to discuss possible
implications to the design of low-IF front-ends. Formula (A.7) can be used to calculate
the IIP3 of a front-end employing single path architecture. Nevertheless, it has to be mod-
ified in order to be applied for the low-IF front-end. Similar to the voltage gain and noise
analysis, the recombination of the signals and intermodulation components from the I and
Q paths have to be taken into account.

In the linearity analysis a similar approach is taken as in the voltage gain and noise
analysis. First, the IIP3 of the OCFE is calculated and discussed. Then, the overall IIP3
of a low IF front-end is determined taking into account the influence of the PRFB.

Four different OCFE configurations are considered. The derivation of the analytical
expression for the IIP3 is the most complex for the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE.
Therefore, this case is analyzed in detail. For the other OCFE configurations, only the
final results are reported and implications to the design of these OCFEs are discussed.
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4.2.1 IIP3 of the on-chip front-end

In the time domain, the output of a memoryless nonlinear system (y�t�) can be expressed
as [2]:

y�t� � α0 �α1x�t��α2x2�t��α3x3�t��α4x4�t�� � � ��αnxn�t� (4.57)

x�t� is the input signal. Since the third order intermodulation distortions are of particular
interest, the analysis can be simplified by taking n � 3. Hence,

y�t� � α1x�t��α2x2�t��α3x3�t� (4.58)

If this system is driven by the two tone test (x�t� � Acos�ω1t��Acos�ω2t�) and if the
coefficients α1, α2 and α3 are known, the IIP3 can be expressed [2] as:

IIP3 �

�
4
3

����α1

α3

���� (4.59)

The coefficient α1 represents the gain of the system and the coefficient α3 can be calcu-
lated [2] as:

α3 �
4
3

AIM3

A3 (4.60)

AIM3 is the magnitude of the third order intermodulation components (IM3) at the output
of the system.

IIP3 of the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the high image-reject mode

The block diagram of the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the high image-reject mode
is presented in Fig. 4.4. It is assumed that the frequencies used in the two-tone test (ω 1

and ω2) are in the stop band of the IFF, while one of the third order intermodulation
components falls in the pass band of the IFF. This scenario corresponds to a practical
situation when a weak wanted signal is accompanied with two strong interferers present
in the adjacent channel (see Fig 4.9). In appendix A, it has been explained that the IIP3 of
a system corresponds to the level of the input signal when the third order intermodulation
components reach the level of the fundamental signal at the output. Since the components
from the two-tone test fall in the stop band of the IFF, in order to have realistic value for
the IIP3 it is necessary to introduce the third tone, which falls in the pass band of the IFF.
Actually, this tone can be considered as the wanted signal and components from the two-
tone test as the interferers. In this way a three tone test is used. IIP3 is equal to the level
of the third tone at the input when the level of third order intermodulation components,
which are caused by the two-tone test, is equal to the level of the third tone at the output.
In the three tone test the coefficient α1 is equal to the voltage gain of the OCFE between
the reference points B and D, which is given by (4.18). Hence:

α1 � 4GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out �ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in
GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

GMIX GVGA (4.61)
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Figure 4.9 Degradation of a wanted signal by IM3 components

The magnitude of the third order intermodulation products at the reference point D can
be expressed as:

AIM3�C � AIM3�LNA

���� GBD

GLNA

�����4AIM3�AMP1

����� ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in
GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

�����
�GMIXGVGA��4AIM3�MIX �GVGA��2AIM3�IFF �GVGA��
2AIM3�VGA �2AIM3�ADC (4.62)

AIM3�LNA, AIM3�AMP1, AIM3�MIX , AIM3�IFF , AIM3�VGA, AIM3�ADC denote the magnitude of the
IM3 components at the output of the LNA, mixer, IFF, VGA and ADC, respectively. It
is assumed that GIFF � 1. The linearity of the RCPF is not an issue because it consist of
linear resistors and capacitors. The factors 2 and 4 in (4.62) are the result of the recom-
bination between the IM3 components from the I and Q paths in the double-quadrature
down-converter and in the DSP (see Fig. 4.4). Propagating the two tone test through the
OCFE and taking into account (4.60), AIM3�LNA, AIM3�AMP1, AIM3�MIX , AIM3�IFF , AIM3�VGA,
AIM3�ADC can be calculated:

AIM3�LNA �
3
4

α3�LNAA3 (4.63)

AIM3�AMP1 �
3
4

α3�AMP1A3

����GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out �ZAMP1�in

����
3

(4.64)

AIM3�MIX �
3
4

α3�MIX A3

����GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out �ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in
GP

����
3

�����
ZMIX �in

2
ZMIX �in

2 �ZP�out

�����
3

(4.65)

AIM3�IFF �
3
4

α3�IFFA3

����2GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out �ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in
GP

����
3
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�����
ZMIX �in

2
ZMIX �in

2 �ZP�out

GMIX

����� (4.66)

AIM3�VGA �
3
4

α3�VGAA3

����2GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out �ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in

����
3

�����GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

GMIX
1

AIFF

�����
3

(4.67)

AIM3�ADC �
3
4

α3�ADCA3

����2GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out �ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in

ZAMP1�out �ZP�in

����
3

�����GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

GMIX
1

AIFF
GVGA

�����
3

(4.68)

AIFF is the attenuation provided by the IFF. The factor 23, which appears in the expres-
sions for AIM3�IFF , AIM3�VGA and AIM3�ADC is the result of the recombination between the
signals from the I and Q paths in the double-quadrature down-converter. Substituting the
derived expressions for AIM3�LNA, AIM3�AMP1, AIM3�MIX , AIM3�IFF , AIM3�VGA and AIM3�ADC

into (4.62), the final analytical expression for the IM3 products at the reference point D
can be obtained. Then, according to (4.60), α 3 of the OCFE can be calculated. Since
α1 (see (4.61)) and α3 of of OCFE are known, then using (4.59) the IIP3 OCFE of the
double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the high image-reject mode can be calculated:

1

IIP32
OCFE�h

�
1

IIP32
LNA

�

���GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in

���2
IIP32

AMP1

�

����GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in
ZAMP1�out�ZP�in

GP

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZP�out

����
2

IIP32
MIX

�

���2GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in
ZAMP1�out�ZP�in

GP

���2
IIP32

IFF�����
ZMIX �in

2
ZMIX �in

2 �ZP�out

GMIX

�����
�

���2GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in
ZAMP1�out�ZP�in

GP

���2
�AIFF �3IIP32

VGA�����
ZMIX �in

2
ZMIX �in

2 �ZP�out

GMIX

�����
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�

���2GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP1�in
GAMP1

ZP�in
ZAMP1�out�ZP�in

GP

���2
�AIFF �3IIP32

ADC�����
ZMIX �in

2
ZMIX �in

2 �ZP�out

GMIX GVGA

����� (4.69)

It is clear that the IIP3OCFE�h can be improved by improving the IIP3 of each building
block in the front-end or by reducing the voltage gain of the building blocks. Nevertheless,
reducing the voltage gain of the building blocks has negative influence on the front-end
noise factor (see section 4.1.2). Therefore, it is clear that in the front-end design care
should be taken in order to have appropriate trade-off between the achieved noise and lin-
earity performance. Also, it is important to mention that the IIP3 OCFE�h can be improved
by increasing selectivity of the IFF (AIFF becomes larger). This is one way to improve
the OCFE linearity, without degrading significantly its noise factor. Next, the influence
of the RCPF to the IIP3OCFE�h is positive because its gain (Gp) is lower than one. This is
opposite compared the influence of the RCPF to the noise factor of the OCFE.

IIP3 of the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the low image-reject mode

As mentioned in the previous section, in the low image-reject mode the RCPF is bypassed
and two mixers are switched off. Following the same steps as in the high image reject
mode, the IIP3 of the OCFE in the low image reject mode is calculated:

1

IIP32
OCFE�l

�
1

IIP32
LNA

�

���GLNA
ZAMP2�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP2�in

���2
IIP32

AMP2

�

����GLNA
ZAMP2�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP2�in
GAMP2

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZAMP2�out

����
2

IIP32
MIX

�

����GLNA
ZAMP2�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP2�in
GAMP2

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZAMP2�out

GMIX

����
2

IIP32
IFF

�

����GLNA
ZAMP2�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP2�in
GAMP2

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZAMP2�out

GMIX

����
2

�AIFF �3IIP32
VGA

�

����GLNA
ZAMP1�in

ZLNA�out�ZAMP2�in
GAMP2

ZMIX �in
2

ZMIX �in
2 �ZAMP2�out

GMIX GVGA

����
2

�AIFF �3IIP32
ADC

�GMIXGVGA�2 (4.70)
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Since the RCPF is not in the signal path, Gp does not appear in the expression for
IIP3OCFE�l . Therefore, in the low image reject mode a low IIP3OCFE can be expected
compared to the IIP3OCFE in the high image reject mode. The problem can be alleviated
by designing the RFamp2 to have a lower voltage gain than the RFamp1. Apart from
the fact that another RFamp with different voltage gain has to be designed, this solution
deteriorates the noise factor improvement in the mode for low image rejection.

IIP3 of the double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF OCFE

The block diagram of the double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF OCFE in the high
image-reject mode is presented in Fig. 4.8. The IIP3 of this front-end can be expressed
in the following way:

1

IIP3�2OCFE�h

�
1

IIP32
LNA

�

����GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

����
2

IIP32
MIX1

�

����GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX2�in
2

ZMIX2�in
2 �ZMIX1�out

����
2

IIP32
MIX

�

����2GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX2�in
2

ZMIX2�in
2 �ZMIX1�out

����
2

IIP32
IFF

�

����2GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX3�in
2

ZMIX3�in
2 �ZMIX1�out

GMIX3

����
2

�AIFF �3IIP32
VGA

�

����2GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX3�in
2

ZMIX3�in
2 �ZMIX1�out

GMIX3GVGA

����
2

�AIFF �3IIP32
ADC

�GMIX3GVGA�2 (4.71)

Although this equation is very similar to (4.69), there are some differences. They are
caused by the fact that the RCPF is now replaced by a pair of mixers (MIX1 and MIX2).
The most important consequence is that the voltage gain of the RCPF (G P) is replaced by
the voltage gain of the MIX1 (GMIX1). Since MIX1 is an active device, GMIX1 � 1. So,
the IIP3 of the MIX3, MIX4, MIX5 and MIX6 must be higher than the IIP3 of the mixers
in the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE (see Fig. 4.2) in order to achieve the same overall
IIP3 of the OCFE. If the fact that the voltage supply is reduced in new deep submicron
CMOS processes is taken into account, the design of the MIX3, MIX4, MIX5 and MIX6
in the double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF OCFE might be a challenge because
of their requirement for high linearity.
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In the low image-reject mode, the mixers MIX2, MIX4 and MIX6 are switched off
(see section 4.1.2). The IIP3 of the double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF OCFE
in low image reject mode is given by:

1

IIP3�2OCFE�l

�
1

IIP32
LNA

�

����GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

����
2

IIP32
MIX1

�

����GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX2�in
2

ZMIX2�in
2 �ZMIX1�out

����
2

IIP32
MIX

�

����GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX2�in
2

ZMIX2�in
2 �ZMIX1�out

����
2

IIP32
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�

����GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX3�in
2

ZMIX3�in
2 �ZMIX1�out

GMIX3

����
2

�AIFF �3IIP32
VGA

�

����GLNA

ZMIX1�in
2

ZLNA�out�
ZMIX1�in

2

GMIX1

ZMIX3�in
2

ZMIX3�in
2 �ZMIX1�out

GMIX3GVGA

����
2

�AIFF �3IIP32
ADC

�GMIX3GVGA�2 (4.72)

This is the same expression as (4.71). The only difference is that the factor 2 3, which
exist in (4.71) disappears because in the low image reject mode there is no recombination
in the quadrature down-converter.

4.2.2 Overall IIP3 of the low-IF front-end

The IIP3 of the OCFE expressed by (4.69), (4.70), (4.71), and (4.72) represents the volt-
age at the reference point B in the Fig. 4.1. In practice, the IIP3 of the OCFE is expressed
in dBm. This is the power at the reference point B, which is normalized with 1 mW.
Hence,

IIP3OCFE �dBm� � 10log

�
IIP3OCFE

Rd10�3

�
(4.73)

The IIP3 of the front-end (IIP3FE ) is actually the power at the reference point A (see Fig.
4.1):

IIP3FE �dBm� � 10log

�
IIP3FE

Rs10�3

�
(4.74)

When IIP3OCFE and the insertion loss (L) of the PRFB are known, then based on (4.4)
the IIP3FE can be expressed as:

IIP3FE �dBm� � IIP3OCFE �dBm��L �dB� (4.75)
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4.3 Image rejection analysis

The image rejection analysis is done for the double-quadrature low-IF OCFE (see Fig.
4.2) and double-conversion double-quadrature low-IF OCFE (see Fig. 4.3). Both, high
and low image rejection modes are considered. The image rejection analysis is performed
in the following way. First, the maximal image rejection ratio of the OCFE (IRR max) is
considered. Second, when the IRRmax is known, the influence of the mismatch between
the mixers in the down-converter and between the building blocks from the I and Q paths
in the IF strip is taken into consideration. Mentioned non-idealities deteriorate the IRR max

and they determine the total image rejection (IRRtot ) that can be achieved in a low-IF
OCFE.

4.3.1 Maximal achievable IRR of the on-chip front-end

As mentioned in chapter 2, IRRmax in the low-IF architectures is determined by the ac-
curacy of the I/Q generation in the LO as well as in the RF path. The LO and RF I/Q
generation is performed in the down-converter. Therefore, in order to determine IRR max

of the OCFE, only the down-converter should be analyzed.

Double-quadrature down-converter

The double-quadrature down-converter is presented in Fig. 4.2. In order to obtain an
analytical expression for IRRmax the frequency down-conversion function provided by
the double-quadrature down-converter is analyzed in the frequency domain. Fig. 4.10
shows the down-conversion process in the frequency domain. In Fig. 4.10, A w and Ai are
the amplitude spectra of the wanted signal and image signal, respectively. As mentioned
in chapter 3, the suppression of the image signal by the RCPF is limited. There are
two sources of limitations. The first is the topology of the RCPF. From the analytical
expressions for the image rejection of the RCPF with one, two and three stages (see
section 3.3.1), it can be seen that infinite IRR can be achieved only in a few frequency
points. The second source is spread in the absolute values and mismatch between the
R and C elements in the RCPF (see section 3.3.1). This explains the presence of the
signals Aip and Awp in the amplitude spectrum of the complex signal after the RCPF.
Xlo represents the amplitude spectrum of the complex signal provided by the QLO (see
Fig. 4.2). Signal Alop is the result of non-ideal I/Q generation in the QLO. Due to the
convolution between the signals Aip and Alop, the signal Aipd falls in the band of the
wanted signal and in this way it limits achievable IRR.

IRRmax can be calculated as:

IRRmax �

Awd
Aipd

Aw
Ai

(4.76)
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Figure 4.10 Down-conversion function in the frequency domain for the double-
quadrature down-converter

The image rejection achieved by the RCPF is denoted with IRRRF and can be ex-
pressed as:

IRRRF �
Ai

Aip
(4.77)

In the similar way the image rejection provided by the QLO can be expressed as:

IRRLO �
Alo

Alop
(4.78)

Taking into account (2.20) and (2.22), the following two equations could be written:

Awd � Aw �Alo (4.79)
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Aipd � Aip �Alop (4.80)

(4.81)

Substituting (4.79) and (4.80) into (4.76), IRR max becomes:

IRRmax �
Ai

Aip
� Alo

Alop
(4.82)

Taking into account (4.77) and (4.78), IRR max can be expressed in the following way:

IRRmax � IRRRF � IRRLO (4.83)

If the quantities are expressed in dB then:

IRRmax�dB� � IRRRF �dB�� IRRLO�dB� (4.84)

Hence, in the mode for high image rejection the maximal image rejection (IRR max) is
equal to the sum of the image rejection provided by the RCPF (IRR RF ) and by the QLO
(IRRLO). In the mode for low image rejection, when the RCPF is bypassed, IRR max is
equal to IRRLO.

Double-conversion double-quadrature down-converter

Fig. 4.3 shows the double-conversion double-quadrature down-converter. The frequency
down-conversion is performed in two steps and because of that two image signals have
to be taken into account. Fig. 4.11 shows the down-conversion process in the frequency
domain. Ai1 and Ai2 are the amplitude spectra of the first and second image signals,
respectively. The first image signal can be suppressed by the RFF (see Fig. 2.34). Xr f f

denotes the amplitude spectra of the signals after the RFF.
Xlo1 is the amplitude spectrum of the complex signal provided by the first QLO

(QLO1, see Fig. 4.3). Taking into account the equations (2.15) up to (2.18), which de-
scribes the convolution between the signals Xr f f and Xlo1, the following equations can be
written:

Awd1 � Aw f �Alo1 (4.85)

Ai1p1 � Ai1 f �Alop1 (4.86)

Ai2d1 � Ai2 f �Alo1 (4.87)

Ai2p1 � Ai2 f �Alop1 (4.88)

(4.89)

Xd1 denotes the amplitude spectra of the complex signal after the first down-conversion.
Awd1 is down-converted wanted signal and Ai2d1 is down-converted second image signal.
Ai1p1 is the part of the first image signal, which falls in the band of the wanted signal due
to non-ideal quadrature signal Xlo1. Due to the same reason the signals Ai2p1 and Awp1 are
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generated. Ai2p1 and Awp1 are the parts of the second image signal and the wanted signal,
respectively. Ai1d1 is the down-converted first image signal.

Xlo2 is the amplitude spectrum of the complex signal provided by the second QLO
(QLO2). Similar to the first down-conversion step, the following equations can be written:

Awd2 � Awd1 �Alo2 (4.90)

Ai1p2 � Ai1p1 �Alo2 (4.91)

Ai2d2 � Ai2d1 �Alo2 (4.92)

Ai2p2 � Ai2p1 �Alop2 (4.93)

Xd2 denotes the amplitude spectra of the complex signal after the second down-conversion.
Awd2 and Ai2d2 are the down-converted wanted signal and the second image signal after
the second down-conversion, respectively. Ai1p2 and Ai2p2 are the parts of the first and
second image signal. They fall in the band of the down-converted wanted signal and in
this way they limit IRRmax. Their presence can be explained by the non-ideal quadrature
signal Xlo2.

For the double-conversion double-quadrature down-converter the IRR max can be de-
fined in the following way:

IRR2
max �

A2
wd2

A2
ip�t

A2
w

A2
i

(4.94)

A2
i denotes the total power of the first and second image signals:

Ai � A2
i2 �A2

i2 (4.95)

Aip�t is the amplitude spectrum of the total image signal that falls in the band of the down-
converted wanted signal (Awd2). Total power of the down-converted image signals can be
expressed as:

A2
ip�t � A2

i2p2 �A2
i1p2 (4.96)

Substituting (4.95) and (4.96) into (4.94) yields:

IRR2
max �

A2
wd2

A2
i2p2�A2

i1p2

A2
w

A2
i1�A2

i2

(4.97)

In practice, the first IF is chosen in such way that the first image is located far away from
the wanted signal. In this case, the attenuation of the first image signal provided by the
RFF is so large that the influence of this image signal can be neglected. Then IIR max can
be defined in the same way as it has been done for double-quadrature down-converter:

IRR2
max �

A2
wd2

A2
i2p2

A2
w

A2
i2

(4.98)
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The magnitudes of the transfer function of the RFF in his pass and stop band are denoted
with Hp and Hs, respectively. Then, taking into account (4.85) and (4.90), A wd2 can be
expressed as:

Awd2 � Hp �Alo1 �Alo2 �Aw (4.99)

In the same way Ai2p2 can be calculated as:

Ai2p2 � Hp �Alo1 �Alo2 �Ai2 (4.100)

Substituting (4.99) and (4.100) into (4.98), the following analytical expression for IRR max

is obtained:
IRR2

max � IRR2
LO1 � IRR2

LO2 (4.101)

IRRLO1 and IRRLO2 are the quantities that express image rejection achieved by the QLO1
and QLO2, respectively. They are expressed as:

IRRLO1 �
Alo1

Alop1
(4.102)

IRRLO2 �
Alo2

Alop2
(4.103)

If these quantities are expressed in dB, (4.101) can be written as:

IRRmax�dB� � IRRLO1�dB�� IRRLO2�dB� (4.104)

The maximal image rejection is equal to the sum of the image rejection provided by the
QLO1 and QLO2. In the low image rejection mode IIR max can be expressed as:

IRRmax�dB� � IRRLO2�dB� (4.105)

It is important not to forget that the last two equations are valid in the case when the first
image signal is strongly suppressed by the RFF. Otherwise, IRRmax can be significantly
degraded (see (4.104)). Therefore, the use of the RFF is essential for this down-converter,
which is not the case with the double-quadrature down-converter.

4.3.2 Total achievable IRR of the OCFE

The estimation of the total image rejection of the OCFE actually means the estimation
of the degradation of the IRRmax due to the mismatch between the mixers in the down-
converter and between the building blocks from the I and Q paths in the IF strip. In order
to simplify the analysis, it is performed for double-quadrature OCFE in low image reject
mode. First, the influence of the mismatch between the mixers is considered and then the
influence of the non-idealities in the IF stip.

The block diagram of a double-quadrature OCFE in the low image reject mode is
presented in Fig. 4.12. In the time domain, the RF signal at the input of the RFamp2 can
be represented as:

xr f �t� � Aw cos�ωwt��Ai cos�ωit� (4.106)
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Figure 4.12 Block diagram of a double quadrature low-IF OCFE in low image
rejection mode

Aw and Ai are the amplitudes of the wanted and unwanted signal, respectively. The sinu-
soidal I and Q signals provided by the QLO can be expressed as:

xlo�I�t� � Alo cos�ωlot� (4.107)

xlo�Q � �Alo �∆Alo�sin�ωlot �∆φlo� (4.108)

(4.109)

∆Alo and ∆φlo are the result of the finite accuracy of the I/Q generation within the QLO. If
the voltage gain of the MIX1 has the magnitude GMIX and phase 0Æ, then the magnitude
of the voltage gain and phase of the MIX2 are GMIX �∆GMIX and ∆φMIX , respectively.
Assuming that the IF strip is ideal (magnitude of the voltage gain and phase are equal to
one and zero, respectively), the signal at the reference point D can be expressed as:

xD�t� � Aw�I�D sin�ωi f t��Aw�Q�D cos�ωi f t�

�Ai�I�D sin�ωi f t��Ai�Q�D cos�ωi f t� (4.110)

Aw�I�D and Ai�I�D are the amplitudes of the I component in the wanted and image signals at
the reference point D, while Aw�Q�D and Ai�Q�D are the amplitudes of the Q component in
the wanted and image signals at the reference point D. They are equal to:

Aw�I�D � �GMIX �∆GMIX ��Alo �∆Alo�Aw cos�∆φlo�∆φMIX �

�GMIXAloAw (4.111)

Aw�Q�D � �GMIX �∆GMIX ��Alo �∆Alo�Aw sin�∆φlo�∆φMIX � (4.112)

Ai�I�D � �GMIX �∆GMIX ��Alo �∆Alo�Ai cos�∆φlo�∆φMIX �

�GMIXAloAi (4.113)

Ai�Q�D � �GMIX �∆GMIX ��Alo �∆Alo�Ai sin�∆φlo�∆φMIX � (4.114)
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The total IRR of the double-quadrature OCFE is defined as:

IRR2
t �

Pw�D
Pi�D

A2
w

A2
i

(4.115)

Pw�D and Pi�D are the power of the wanted and image signal at the reference point D,
respectively. They can be expressed as:

Pw�D � A2
w�I�D �A2

w�Q�D (4.116)

Pi�D � A2
i�I�D �A2

i�Q�D (4.117)

Combination between equations (4.116), (4.117), (4.111), (4.112), (4.113), (4.114) and
(4.115) yields the final expression for IRRt :

IRR2
t �

4�
∆Alo
Alo

� ∆GMIX
GMIX

�2
��∆φlo �∆φMIX �

2
(4.118)

If ∆GMIX and ∆φMIX are equal to zero, then the last equation gives an analytical expression
for IRRmax of the quadrature down-converter [2]:

IRR2
t �

4�
∆Alo
Alo

�2
��∆φlo�

2
(4.119)

Comparing the last two equations, it is clear that the mismatch between the MIX1 and
MIX2, which results in the slightly different voltage gains provided by these two mix-
ers, deteriorates the maximal IRR and reduces the total IRR of the quadrature OCFE. If
∆Alo
Alo

�� ∆GMIX
GMIX

and ∆φlo ��∆φMIX , then the IRR deterioration due the mismatch between
the mixers can be neglected.

Considering the influence of the mismatch between the building blocks from I and Q
paths in the IF strip, the same expression as (4.118) can be derived. Only, G MIX , ∆GMIX ,
φMIX and ∆φMIX have to be replaced with GIFS, ∆GIFS, φIFS and ∆φIFS. These quantities
corresponds to the magnitude and phase of the voltage gain provided by the IF strip, as
well as to the difference in magnitude and phase between the voltage gains provided by
the I and Q paths in the IF strip.

When the degradation of the IIRmax due to the mismatch between the MIX1 and
MIX2, and between the I and Q parts of the IF strip is known, the right question is how
to reduce it. One possibility is to use larger devices in the design. This can improve the
matching, but it will introduce additional parasitic capacitances. Such a solution is ac-
ceptable for low frequency building blocks (IF strip) but might be problematic for high
frequency building blocks (mixers). The second possibility is to try to improve match-
ing in the layout by using dummy structures, lines with equal length and trying to have
as much symmetry between I and Q paths in the layout as possible (see section 3.3.3).
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The third possibility is to improve the achieved IRRt in the digital domain using the same
techniques as for improvement of IRRmax (see section 2.1.4).

Following the same approach, the analytical expressions for the IRR t of the high image
reject double-quadrature OCFE and double-conversion double-quadrature OCFE can be
derived. The expressions for IRRt related to the high image rejection modes of both
OCFEs are very complex. They provide almost no additional information and they don’t
influence already derived conclusions. Therefore, they are not reported.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter the analysis of the low-IF architectures has been presented. Particu-
larly, two front-end architectures have been analyzed: double-quadrature and double-
conversion double-quadrature. In the analysis voltage gain, noise figure, linearity and
image rejection in low-IF front-ends have been considered. As the result of the analysis,
the analytical expressions for the voltage gain, noise figure, IIP3 and total image rejection
of low-IF front-ends have been derived and the implications to the design of the low-IF
front-ends have been discussed.

The main properties of these formulas are the following. First, they take into account
the signals, noise and intermodulation components from both I and Q paths. As the result
of these action certain factors, which scale up and down the contribution of the build-
ing blocks, appear in the formulas. Second, they include the influence of the input and
output impedances of the building blocks. This is especially important at high operating
frequencies (few GHz and more) when the loading effect becomes significant. Third, the
noise factor and IIP3 of the building blocks, which are used in formulas, are specified
with respect to the resistance of a source that drives the front-end. This is practical and
convenient from designers point of view. Actually, in practice the noise factor and IIP3 of
stand-alone building blocks are calculated, simulated or measured with respect to specific
resistance. Usually it is equal to 50 Ω for single-ended circuits or 100 Ω for differential
circuits. The values used for the source resistance are in practice the same. Therefore, the
values for the noise factor and IIP3 of the building blocks obtained during the design or
measurement can be immediately plugged into the formulas. This is not the case with the
Friis formula, where the noise factor of each building block is specified with respect to
the output resistance of the preceding block.

The formulas for the voltage gain, noise figure, IIP3 and total image rejection of
low-IF front-ends clearly highlight the contributions of different building blocks in the
overall front-end voltage gain, noise factor, IIP3 and image rejection. Based on these
formulas the trade-offs between the specifications of different building block can be made.
Therefore, they are essential for the distribution of the building block specifications in the
low-IF front-ends.

The most important design implications that result from the analysis are the follow-
ing. First, due to the loss of the RCPF, the voltage gain and noise figure of the double-
quadrature low-IF front-end are deteriorated in the high image-reject mode. Opposite to
this, the linearity is improved. In the low image-reject mode, the problems with the volt-
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age gain and noise figure are alleviated due to the bypassing of the RCPF. In the double-
conversion double-quadrature low-IF front-end the noise figure and voltage gain are im-
proved due to the fact that instead of the RCPF, which is shifted to the LO path, a pair of
active mixers is used. The consequence of this action is that the linearity of the building
blocks following the first pair of mixer has to be rather high. This might be a problem
at low supply voltage. Therefore, the further design is based on the double-quadrature
low-IF architecture with emphasis on voltage gain and noise figure optimization.
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5

RF and building block specifications

�
HE calculation of the RF and building block specifications is the last step that has to
be done in the front-end system level design before proceeding with the circuit level

design. This step is necessary because the obtained building block specifications represent
the basis for the selection of building block topologies and they provide information about
front-end feasibility in the early stage of the front-end design.

The calculation of RF specifications, which starts from the system specifications, is
relatively simple. In contrast to this, the distribution of the building block specifications
is a more difficult task. The main goal should be to find the distribution that guarantees
minimal power consumption and occupied chip area of a front-end. Unfortunately, a few
practical problems don’t allow this goal to be achieved. First, in the system level design
the circuit topologies are not yet known and the optimal distribution of the building block
specifications with respect to such criteria as minimal power consumption and minimal
chip area can not be realized without going to the implementation level. Second, even if
assumptions about the circuit topologies are made, the number of design parameters that
have to be taken into account is so large that the analytical expressions become so cum-
bersome and complicated that it is very difficult to manipulate them. Third, the voltage
gain, NF and IIP3 of a certain building block depend on the same design parameters.
This means that it is not possible to design a building block that can have an arbitrary
combination of voltage gain, NF and IIP3, which guarantees a minimal front-end power
consumption or minimal occupied chip area. Because of these problems, a rather practical
approach is adopted. The distribution of the building block specifications is done using the
analytical expressions for the overall voltage gain, noise figure and IIP3 of the double-
quadrature low-IF front-end with adaptive image rejection, which have been derived in
chapter 4. Based on these analytical expressions, spread-sheet tables are constructed. Al-
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though the derived analytical expressions for the overall voltage gain, noise figure and
IIP3 of the double-quadrature low-IF front-end with adaptive image rejection are rather
complex, the spread-sheet tables allow fast estimation of the influence of building block
specifications to the overall front-end voltage gain, noise figure and IIP3. Among mul-
tiple distributions, which satisfy the calculated RF specifications, one is selected. The
building block specifications obtained in this way are considered as starting point for the
circuit level design, where the further optimization has to be performed.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.1, the RF specifications are calcu-
lated based on the DECT and Bluetooth system specifications. The distribution of the
building block specifications is done in section 5.2. Finally, the summary of this chapter
is given in section 5.3.

5.1 RF specifications

The RF specifications of a front-end consist of noise figure, IIP3, image rejection, volt-
age gain and selectivity specifications. As mentioned earlier, they are calculated based
on the system specifications that include front-end sensitivity, interference performance,
blocking performance and intermodulation performance.

5.1.1 Noise figure

The DECT standard specifies a sensitivity of Psens ��86 dBm [44]. Taking into account
a margin of 4 dB, a front-end sensitivity of -90 dBm is set as a target for the DECT mode.
If it is assumed that it is necessary to provide a SNR of 11 dB at the demodulator input,
in order to reach a BER of 10�3 [53], then using (A.5) the overall noise figure of the
front-end in the DECT mode (NFFE�D) of 10.7 dB is calculated. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the
PRFB consist of the ASW, RFF and SDC. The insertion losses of these passive building
blocks are the following: LASW is around 1 dB 1, LRFF is around 1.5 dB 2 and LSDC is
around 2 dB 3. So, the total insertion loss of the PRFB (LPRFB) is equal to 4.5 dB. A
margin of 0.5 dB is taken and further calculations are done with L PRFB � 5 dB. In chapter
4 (see section 4.1.3 and equation (4.56)), it has been shown that the overall front-end NF
is equal to the sum of LPRFB and NF of the OCFE. Hence, the noise figure of the OCFE
in the DECT mode (NFOCFE�D) should be equal to 5.7 dB.

The Bluetooth standard specifies a sensitivity of Psens � �70 dBm [45]. Taking into
account a margin of 5 dB, a front-end sensitivity of -75 dBm is set as a target for the
Bluetooth mode. The SNR, which is required for a BER of 10�3, is taken to be 16
dB [46]. Then, the calculated front-end NF in the Bluetooth mode (NFFE�B) is 23 dB.
Consequently, the NF of the OCFE in the Bluetooth mode (NFOCFE�B) is 18 dB.

The obtained specifications related to the overall noise performance of the DECT/Bluetooth
multi-band front-end, which is based on the double-quadrature low-IF architecture with

1Source: http://www.www.macom.com
2Source: http://www.murata.com
3Source: http://www.murata.com
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adaptive image rejection are summarized in Table 5.1. Also, noise performance of the
PRFB and OCFE in the DECT and Bluetooth mode are given.

Standard NFFE [dB] NFPRFB [dB] NFOCFE [dB]
DECT NFFE�D=10.7 LPRFB�D � 5 NFOCFE�D � 5�7

Bluetooth NFFE�B=23 LPRFB�B � 5 NFOCFE�B � 18

Table 5.1 Summarized specifications related to noise performance of the
DECT/Bluetooth multi-band front-end

5.1.2 IIP3

As explained in appendix A, the front-end IIP3 is determined based on the two-tone
test, which characterizes intermodulation performance of a front-end. The DECT system
specifies a level of -47 dBm for both signals in the two tone test. According to appendix
A, this level is denoted with Ps. In order to improve the robustness of the front-end
to interferers (see section 1.2), Ps is increased to -40 dBm. Next, the DECT system
specifications related to interference performance specify carrier to interferer ratio (α)
of 10 dB [44]. This means that the level of the third order intermodulation components
(PIM3) have to be 10 dB lower than the level of the wanted signal (Pw). Pw is specified in
the intermodulation performance and for the DECT system Pw is equal to - 80 dBm. Then,
PIM3 is equal to -90 dBm. By substituting the obtained values for Ps and PIM3 into (A.1),
the overall IIP3 of the front-end in the DECT mode (IIP3 FE�D) of -15 dBm is calculated.
In chapter 4 (see section 4.2.2 and equation (4.75)), it has been shown that the overall
front-end IIP3 is the sum of LPRFB and the IIP3 of the OCFE. Hence, the IIP3 of the
OCFE in the DECT mode (IIP3OCFE�D) is equal to -20 dB.

The Bluetooth system specifies Ps and Pw of -39 dBm and -64 dBm, respectively.
Again, in order to improve the robustness of the front-end to interferers, Ps is increased to
-32 dBm. Carrier to interferer ratio specified in the Bluetooth interference performance
is 9 dB. Based on these data, the overall IIP3 of the front-end in the Bluetooth mode
(IIP3FE�B) of -11.5 dBm is calculated. Consequently, the IIP3 of the OCFE in the Blue-
tooth mode (IIP3OCFE�B) is -16.5 dBm.

The obtained specifications related to the linearity of the DECT/Bluetooth multi-band
front-end, are summarized in Table 5.2.

Standard IIP3FE [dBm] LPRFB [dB] IIP3OCFE [dBm]
DECT IIP3FE�D=-15 LPRFB�D � 5 IIP3OCFE�D ��20

Bluetooth IIP3FE�B=-11.5 LPRFB�B � 5 IIP3OCFE�B ��16�5

Table 5.2 Summarized specifications related to linearity performance of the
DECT/Bluetooth multi-band front-end
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5.1.3 Image rejection, voltage gain and selectivity

The interference and blocking performance related to the DECT system are given in Ta-
bles 5.3 and 5.4 [44]. FL and FU are the lowest and highest frequency in the band

Interferer on RF Original interferer Modified interferer
channel Y level [dBm] level [dBm]

Y=M -83 -83
Y=M+/-1 -60 -53
Y=M+/-2 -39 -32

Y=any other -33 -26

Table 5.3 Interference performance of the DECT system

Frequency Interferer level
Original [dBm] Modified [dBm]

25 MHz� f � FL�100 MHz -23 -16
FL�100 MHz� f � FL�5 MHz -33 -26

� f �Fc�� 6 MHz -43 -36
FU �5 MHz � f� FU �100 MHz -33 -26
FU �100 MHz � f� 12�5 GHz -23 -16

Table 5.4 Blocking performance of the DECT system

allocated to the DECT system (FL=1880 MHz and FU=1900 MHz) while Fc denotes the
frequencies of the DECT channels. The strength of the received signal on RF channel
M, which is considered as wanted channel, is specified to be -73 dBm in the interference
performance and -80 dBm in the blocking performance. The modified interferer levels
are for 7 dB higher than the original ones from the specifications, while the levels of the
wanted signals are kept the same. In this way the front-end robustness to the interferers is
improved with 7 dB.

For the DECT mode, the IF is chosen to be 0.85 MHz (half of the channel bandwidth)
in order to simplify the design and implementation of the IFF. In this case the IFF can be
implemented as a low-pass filter (LPF) with the bandwidth of 1.7 MHz (channel band-
width). For such an IF, the image signal is located in the adjacent channel. According
to Table 5.3 an interferer of -53 dBm can be expected in the adjacent channel (Pi ��53
dBm). In order to make the influence of the image signal negligible, the level of the image
signal after rejection should be -93 dBm (Pi�r ��93 dBm). This is 10 dB lower than the
level of the interferer that is allowed to be present in the wanted channel (see Table 5.3).
Hence, the required IRR in the DECT mode is:

IRRFE�D � Pi�Pi�r (5.1)

IRRFE�D � 40 dB (5.2)
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According to the simulation results related to the IRR provided by the RCPF (see section
3.3.1), such an IRR can be achieved with the double-quadrature low-IF front-end in high
image reject mode (see Fig. 2.33) and two-stage RCPF placed in the RF as well as in
the LO path. If the interferer level is lower or if the wanted signal is stronger, then the
double-quadrature low-IF front-end can be set in the low image reject mode and reduce
the power consumption.

In order to determine the voltage gain and selectivity of the front-end in the DECT
mode, some assumption related to the ADC have to be made. According to the ADC
state of the art, it is realistic to use an ADC with 9 bits and sampling frequency ( f sam�ADC)
of 40 MHz [48]. For the DECT signal (channel bandwidth of 1.7 MHz), the dynamic
range of such ADC (DRADC) is equal to 60 dB. Fig. 5.1 shows the mapping of the input-
referred noise, signal that corresponds to the sensitivity level and the wanted signal from
the interference performance (see Table 5.3), into the ADC dynamic range. Pn f denotes

OCFE

G OCFE,D

G OCFE,D

G’OCFE,D

PRFB

nfP     = −101 dBm

wP   =  −73 dBm

Vqn,adc

nf,adcV

sens,adcV

fs,adcV

sensP       =  −90 dBm

At the ADC inputAt the antena

−78 dBm

−106 dBm

−95 dBm
SNR=11 dB

39 dB

10 dB

Figure 5.1 Mapping the signals and noise into the ADC dynamic range

the level of the noise floor (referred to the input), Psens is the sensitivity and Pw is the level
of the wanted signal from the interference performance (see Table 5.3). The insertion
loss of the PRFB is 5 dB (see Table 5.2). Therefore, at the output of the PRFB the
noise floor, sensitivity and wanted signal have the following levels: Pn f �PRFB = -106 dBm,
Psens�PRFB ��95 dBm and Pw�PRFB ��78 dBm. It is assumed that the input impedance of
the OCFE (Rd , see Fig. 4.4) is equal to 100 Ω. Then, the corresponding rms values are the
following: Vn f �PRFB � 1�6 µVrms, Vsens�PRFB � 5�6 µVrms, and Vw�PRFB � 39�6 µVrms.
Vf s�ADC is the full-scale voltage of the ADC. Is is assumed thatV f s�ADC � 1 Vrms. Vsens�ADC

and Vn f �ADC are the rms voltages that corresponds to the sensitivity and noise floor at the
input of the ADC. Vqn�ADC denotes the rms voltage corresponding to the quantization noise
of the ADC. In order to make the influence of the ADC quantization noise negligible, it
has to be 10 dB lower that the level of the noise floor [43]. The dynamic range of the
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ADC is defined as:

DRADC � 20log
Vf s�ADC

Vqn�ADC
(5.3)

It has been assumed that DRADC � 60 dB. In this case, it can be easily calculated that
Vsens�ADC � 11�2 mVrms. Since Vsens�PRFB and Vsens�ADC are known, the voltage gain,
which the OCFE has to provide in the DECT mode in order to enable correct demodula-
tion of the signal at the sensitivity level, can be calculated:

GOCFE�D � 20log
Vsens�ADC

Vsens�PRFB
(5.4)

GOCFE�D � 66 dB (5.5)

Since the level of wanted signal from the interference performance is 17 dB higher than
the sensitivity level, then the required voltage gain for this signal signal has to be:

G�

OCFE�D � 49 dB (5.6)

The VGA is the building block in the front-end (see Fig. 4.4) that is responsible for ad-
justing the proper value of the voltage gain in the front-end.

The selectivity in the front-end presented in Fig. 2.33 is provided by the RFF and IFF.
The RFF has to attenuate the strongest out of band interferers. For example, a typical RFF
for the DECT system 4 provides an attenuation, such that the interferer of -15 dBm from
the blocking performance (see Table 5.4) is attenuated for 10 dB. Hence, the DECT OCFE
has to deal with the strongest interferer of -25 dBm. Considering the IFF (see Fig. 4.4),
the type and order of this filter have to be determined. As mentioned at the beginning
of this section, for the DECT mode the IFF is implemented as LPF with a bandwidth
(BLPF ) of 1.7 MHz. Considering the order of the LPF two issues are important. First,
the attenuation of the LPF has to be such that the ADC, with a given dynamic range, can
handle the interferers specified in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. This means that after the filtering by
the LPF and amplification by the VGA, which is set by the level of the wanted signal, the
interferers have to fit in the dynamic range of the ADC. Second, due to the sampling in the
ADC any signal that is located around the sampling frequency will be folded back over
the wanted signal. Therefore, the attenuation provided by the LPF at the f sam�ADC has to be
enough to prevent the degradation of the SNR in the wanted signal after the sampling. A
simple calculation can show that the attenuation provided by the second order Butterworth
LPF filter is enough to fit the interferers into the ADC dynamic range. Since f sam�ADC of
40 MHz has been chosen, a fourth order Butterworth LPF filter is required. It provides 75
dB suppression for the interferer of -25 dBm (see Table 5.4). The level of this interferer
after the suppression is 20 dB lower than the level of the wanted signal.

The interference and blocking performance related to the Bluetooth system are given
in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 [45]. The strength of the received signal on RF channel M, which is
considered as wanted channel, is specified to be -60 dBm in the interference performance
and -67 dBm in the blocking performance. The modified interferer levels are for 7 dB

4Source: http://www.murata.com
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Interferer on RF Original interferer Modified interferer
channel Y level [dBm] level [dBm]

Y=M -71 -71
Y=M+/-1 -51 -43
Y=M+/-2 -30 -22

Y=any other -27 -19

Table 5.5 Interference performance of the Bluetooth system

Frequency Interferer level
Original [dBm] Modified [dBm]

f � 2000 MHz -10 -3
2000 MHz � f� 2399 MHz -27 -20
2498 MHz� f � 3000 MHz -27 -20

3000 MHz� f -10 -3

Table 5.6 Blocking performance of the Bluetooth system

higher than the original ones from the specifications, while the levels of the wanted signals
are kept the same. Image rejection, voltage gain and selectivity of the double-quadrature
low-IF front-end with adaptive rejection can be estimated for the Bluetooth mode applying
the same procedure as in the DECT mode. The attention should be paid that the Bluetooth
channel bandwidth is 1 MHz. In this case the 9-bit ADC with a sampling frequency of 40
MHz provides dynamic range of 65 dB.

The RF specifications related to image rejection, voltage gain and selectivity of the
DECT/Bluetooth multi-band front-end, are summarized in Table 5.7.

Standard IRRFE [dB] GOCFE [dB] BLPF [MHz] nLPF

DECT IRRFE�D=40 GOCFE�D � 66 BLPF�D � 1�7 nLPF�D � 4
Bluetooth IRRFE�B=38 GOCFE�B � 51 BLPF�B � 1 nLPF�B � 4

Table 5.7 Summarized specifications related to image rejection, voltage gain
and selectivity performance of the DECT/Bluetooth multi-band
front-end

5.2 Distribution of building block specifications

The goal in the distribution of building block specifications is to determine the NF , volt-
age gain and IIP3 of the building blocks in an OCFE such that the OCFE specifications
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(NF , voltage gain and IIP3) are satisfied. The distribution of the building block specifi-
cations is done using the analytical expressions for the NF , voltage gain, and IIP3 of the
double-quadrature OCFE with adaptive image rejection that have been derived in chapter
4 (see (4.20), (4.39), (4.40) and (4.43)). Based on these analytical expressions spread-
sheet tables are constructed. Among multiple possible solutions, one is chosen. It is not
possible to guarantee that this solution will lead to a minimal power consumption or min-
imal occupied chip area of the OCFE. Nevertheless, the meaning of this solution is to be
the starting point for the circuit level design, where further design optimization has to be
done.

The distribution of the building block specifications is done for both high and low
image reject modes. In each of the modes, the distribution of the NF and voltage gain are
carried out first. Then, using the already available voltage gain values, the IIP3 distribu-
tion is performed. In case there is a problem to meet the IIP3 specification of the OCFE,
the voltage gain and NF distributions have to be repeated. Basically, the distribution of
the NF , voltage gain, and IIP3 is an iterative process that stops when the overall OCFE
specifications are met.

The formulas for the OCFE NF , voltage gain and IIP3 include the input and output
impedances of the building blocks as well as the influence of the RCPF. Therefore, in
order to determine the building block specifications some assumptions about their input
and output impedances, and some decisions related to the RCPF must be made. First,
as mentioned in the previous section, the input impedance of the OCFE (R d) is 100 Ω.
Actually, this is at the same time the input impedance of the LNA. The output impedance
of the LNA is assumed to be 100 Ω. It has been decided to implement the RFamp1 and
RFamp2 as differential amplifiers with resistive load. A test circuit is designed in CMOS
0.18 µm technology. It is shown in Fig. 5.2. The circuit elements are the following:

VoutVout

tailI

Vrf Vrfdc Vrf

20K

M1 M2

Vdd

RlRl

20K

Figure 5.2 Differential amplifier which is used as a test circuit
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W�L ratio of the transistors M1 and M2 is equal to 50 µm�0�18 µm, load resistor (R l)
is 200 Ω and tail current (I) is 5 mA. The simulated performance of this circuit are:
NF � 5 dB, voltage gain is 13 dB and IIP3 � 10 dBm. At this stage of the design,
they look quite satisfactory. Therefore, it is assumed that the RFamp1 and RFamp2 are
differential amplifiers identical to one that is presented in Fig. 5.2. The input impedance
of the RFamp1 and RFamp2 is capacitive. The simulated value of the input capacitance
(CAMP1�in or CAMP2�in) is 200 fF. The output impedance of these amplifiers is equal to
200 Ω. According to the mixer model (see Fig. 4.7), it consists of the voltage to current
converter and switching stage. It is assumed that the input transistors of the voltage to
current converter have the same W�L ratio as the transistors M1 and M2 in Fig. 5.2.
Therefore, the input capacitance of the mixer (CMIX�in) is equal to 200 fF. Table 5.8 gives
the summary of the assumed values related to the input and output impedances of the
LNA, RFamp1, RFamp2 and mixer.

ZLNA�in ZLNA�out CAMP1�in ZAMP1�out CAMP1�in ZAMP1�out CMIX�in

100 Ω 100 Ω 200 fF 200 Ω 200 fF 200 Ω 200 fF

Table 5.8 Summary of the assumed values related to the input and output
impedances of the LNA, RFamp1, RFamp2 and mixer

Considering the RCPF, in the previous section it is mentioned that the required IRR
(41 dB for DECT and 38 dB for Bluetooth) can be achieved in the double-quadrature low-
IF OCFE with two-stage RCPF in the RF and LO paths. The unloaded voltage gain of the
two-stage RCPF (GP) is given in Table 3.4. If the resonance frequencies of the two-stage
RCPF ( fr1 and fr2) are close to each other, then in the frequency range between f r1 and
fr2 the magnitude of GP can be approximated as:

GP �
R2

R1 �R2
(5.7)

R1 and R2 denotes the resistors in the first and second stage of the RCPF, respectively.
The input ant output impedances of the two-stage RCPF can be expressed as:

ZP�in � R1�1� j� (5.8)

ZP�out � R2�1� j� (5.9)

(5.10)

Substituting the values from Table 5.8 as well as (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) into (4.20),
(4.39), (4.40) and (4.43), the final expressions for NF , voltage gain and IIP3 of the
double-quadrature OCFE with adaptive image rejection are obtained. The values of the
resistors R1 and R2 are determined in such way that the NF of the OCFE is minimized.
They can be calculated by solving the following equations:

dFOCFE

dR1
� 0 (5.11)
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dFOCFE

dR2
� 0 (5.12)

FOCFE denotes the noise factor of the OCFE. Due to the complexity of expressions, it is
difficult to find a solution in closed form. In order to overcome this difficulty only the first
stage stage of the RCPF polyphase filter is taken into account and the noise contribution
from the mixers is neglected (just for a starting point). Now, the analytical expression for
the FOCFE is rather simple:

FOCFE � FLNA �4
FAMP1�1

�GLNA�2
2R1

�GLNAGAMP1�2 Rd

�
1�

�
RAMP1�out

R1
�1

�2
�

(5.13)

Solving the equation dFOCFE
dR1

� 0, the minimal OCFE noise factor (FOCFE�min) is obtained
for:

R1 �
RAMP1�out�

2
(5.14)

Hence, R1 � 150 Ω. R2 is assumed to be equal to R1. Finally, using these values for
R1 and R2, and the assumed values related to the input and output impedances of the
LNA, RFamp1, RFamp2 and mixer, the distribution of the building block specifications
for DECT/Bluetooth multi-band OCFE in high image reject mode can be obtained. It is
presented in Tables 5.9 and 5.10. The values for the NF and IIP3 are given with respect
to the input resistance of the OCFE (Rd), which is chosen to be 100 Ω. As mentioned in

Standard LNA RFamp1 MIX
NFLNA�D � 2�5 dB NFAMP1�D � 6 dB NFMIX�D � 10 dB

DECT GLNA�D � 14 dB GAMP1�D � 12 dB GMIX�D � 15 dB
IIP3LNA�D � 0 dBm IIP3AMP1�D � 6 dBm IIP3MIX�D � 0 dBm

NFLNA�B � 5 dB NFAMP1�B � 9 dB NFMIX�B � 13 dB
Bluetooth GLNA�B � 10 dB GAMP1�B � 6 dB GMIX�B � 9 dB

IIP3LNA�B ��4 dBm IIP3AMP1�B � 2 dBm IIP3MIX�B ��6 dBm

Table 5.9 Distribution of building block specifications for the
DECT/Bluetooth multi-band front-end in high image reject
mode (part 1)

the previous section, the ADC should be designed in such way that the quantization noise
of the ADC is 10 dB below the noise floor of the front-end. Therefore, the influence of the
ADC quantization noise can be neglected and there is no need to explicitly specified the
noise figure of the ADC. Also, there is no sense to specify the voltage gain of the ADC. It
is important to mention that the IIP3 requirements of the VGA are quite relaxed because
of the selectivity provided by the LPF. In the low image reject mode the building block
specifications are kept the same. Due to the bypassing of the RCPF the obtained NF and
voltage gain of the OCFE are improved, but the linearity is deteriorated. The problem is
a high gain that is provided by the LNA and RFamp2, which is identical as RFamp1. The
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Standard LPF VGA ADC
NFLPF�D � 15 dB NFVGA�D � 15 dB /

DECT GLPF�D � 0 dB GVGA�D � 36 dB /
IIP3LPF�D � 20 dBm IIP3VGA�D � 5 dBm IIP3ADC�D � 20 dBm

NFLPF�B � 15 dB NFVGA�B � 15 dB /
Bluetooth GLPF�B � 0 dB GVGA�B � 40 dB /

IIP3LPF�B � 20 dBm IIP3VGA�B � 5 dBm IIP3ADC�B � 20 dBm

Table 5.10 Distribution of building block specifications for the
DECT/Bluetooth multi-band front-end in high image reject
mode (part 2)

most simple solution is to reduce the voltage gain of the RFamp2 by reducing the load
resistor Rl (see Fig. 5.2). The IIP3 specification of the OCFE is satisfied if GAMP2�D � 6
dB. That means that Rl has to be reduced to 100 Ω.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter the RF and building block specifications for DECT/Bluetooth multi-band
front-end have been calculated. The RF specifications are based on the improved DECT
and Bluetooth system specifications. The most important are improved intermodulation,
interference and blocking performance. In this way the DECT/Bluetooth multi-band
front-end has improved robustness to the interferers, which are expected to be rather
strong due to the congested radio environment. The distribution of the building block
specifications is done using the analytical expressions for the NF , voltage gain, and IIP3
of the double-quadrature OCFE with adaptive image rejection that have been derived
in chapter 4. Based on these analytical expressions spread-sheet tables are constructed.
Among multiple possible solutions, one is chosen. It is not possible to guarantee that
this solution will lead to a minimal power consumption or minimal occupied chip area
of the OCFE. Nevertheless, the meaning of this solution is to be the starting point for
the circuit level design, where further design optimization has to be done. The building
block specifications, which are obtained in this way, represent the basis for the selection
of building block topologies and they provide information about front-end feasibility in
the early stage of the front-end design.
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6

A low-voltage folded switching mixer

�
N the double-quadrature low-IF front-end with adaptive image rejection, performance
of the down-conversion mixer has a great influence on the overall front-end pefro-

mance. Actually, the down-conversion mixer can be considered as the most important
building block in the double-quadrature down-converter. Therefore, it has to satisfy very
challenging requirements. First, the down-conversion mixer has to be low power because
the double-quadrature low-IF front-end employs four of them. Second, it has to provide
a high voltage gain in order to compensate for the attenuation introduced by the RCPF,
which is implemented as two stage RC polyphase filter. Third, taking into account the
trends in the CMOS technology, the down-conversion mixer has to be robust in terms of
technology scaling. For digital circuits, CMOS technology scaling yields an improvement
in power consumption, operating speed and number of transistors per unit area. While
CMOS technology scaling is quite beneficial for digital circuits, this is not the case for
RF analog circuits. The most severe consequence of technology scaling that affects the RF
analog design is a reduction of the voltage supply. Insufficient voltage headroom causes
that not all circuit topologies can satisfy the required specifications. Hence, research into
low-voltage circuit topologies is important. This chapter discusses a low-voltage, low-
power AC-coupled folded switching mixer with current-reuse. This mixer can operate at
a supply voltage of 1 V and still offer good performance.

The performance of double-balanced switching mixers is normally sufficient for a
majority of applications (typical NF of 10 dB, voltage gain of 10 dB and IIP3 of 1 dBm
at power dissipation levels of 6 mW) [52]. In the double-balanced switching mixer (see
Fig. 6.1) the transistors in the switching stage (M3, M4, M5 and M6) are stacked on top of
the transistors that comprise the transconductor (M1 and M2). Also, the load resistor (R)
is placed on top of the switching stage. This way of connecting the transconductor, the

129
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Figure 6.1 Double-balanced switching mixer

switching stage and the load resistors is conflicting with operation at low supply voltages.
All DC tail current flows through the transconductor, the switching stage and the load
resistors. Therefore, at a low voltage supply (for example at Vdd � 1 V) the voltage drops,
across the load resistors, the switching transistors and the transistors in the transconductor
become critical. In this particular case it is difficult to keep all the transistors to operate
in their saturation region and this causes a significant drop in performance. Hence, it is of
interest to find new mixer topologies that can handle successfully low supply voltages.

In terms of operation at low supply voltages, the goal is to reduce the voltage drops
across the load resistors and the switching transistors. This can be done by designing a
switching mixer in which only a part of the DC current from the transconductor flows
through the switching stage and the load resistors. In this case the switching stage may
be regarded as folded with respect to the transconductor. Therefore, we call this mixer
folded-switching mixer. Apart from the DC current flow, the situation related to the flow
of the AC current is quite opposite. In order to obtain the highest performance possi-
ble (voltage gain, noise figure) the total AC current from the transconductor must flow
through the switching stage. So, the switching stage topology stays the same as in the
double-balanced switching mixer and the topology of the transconductor has to be suit-
able for providing the desired flow of the AC and the DC current.

This chapter is organized as follows. The transconductors suitable for application in
the low-voltage folded-switching mixer are discussed in section 6.1. In section 6.2, the
analysis and design related to the ac-coupled folded-switching mixer with current-reuse
are presented. Insight into the mixer operation is given by discussing voltage gain, noise
figure, linearity and DC stability. The simulated and experimental results are reported
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in section 6.3 , while mixer benchmarking is discussed in section 6.4. The summary is
presented in section 6.5.

6.1 Transconductors for folded switching mixers

In the case of the double-balanced switching mixer (see Fig. 6.1), a single NMOS tran-
sistor is used as a transconductor. Fig. 6.2 shows four different transconductors suitable
for application in the low-voltage folded-switching mixer. Actually, they represent im-
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Figure 6.2 Transconductors for folded switching mixers

provements of the single NMOS transconductor with respect to operation at low supply
voltages.

The transconductor with resistive load is the most simple modification of the sin-
gle NMOS transconductor (see Fig. 6.2(a)). The AC current In, which is generated in
the NMOS transistor, splits to the currents flowing through the switching stage (I s) and
through the resistor R (Ir). The fact that a part of the AC current flows through the resistor
R represents the drawback of this transconductor. In order to reduce I r the value of the re-
sistor R has to be increased. As a consequence care must be taken to keep the DC voltage
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at the node A sufficiently high in order to keep the transistor M1 saturated. At low supply
voltages this problem is even more prominent.

The drawback of the transconductor with resistive load can be alleviated by using the
transconductor with active load (see Fig. 6.2(b)). By replacing the resistor R with the
PMOS transistor the AC current through this transistor (I p) is further reduced due to the
high output impedance of the PMOS transistor. Instead of using the PMOS transistor only
to increase the impedance between the node A and Vdd , it can be also used to amplify RF
signals. In this way the leakage of the AC current towards the AC ground through the
output impedance of the PMOS transistor can be ideally completely avoided. Hence, a
CMOS inverter, which is used as the transconductor, is obtained (see Fig. 6.2(c)).

In the CMOS inverter, the RF signal amplification by the PMOS transistor is a result
of current reuse principle [58]. This is an efficient way to have a high gain and a low
noise figure with a low power. The AC current Is is equal to the sum of the AC currents
In and Ip. Based on that the total transconductance is equal to gmn � gmp, where gmn is
the transconductance of transistor M1 and gmp is the transconductance of transistor M2.
Before going further with a detailed analysis of the folded-switching mixer that uses the
CMOS inverter as the transconductor, it is instructive to check the lowest supply voltage
that can be applied. It is determined by the threshold voltages (Vt) and by the overdrive
voltages of the transistors M1 and M2. The overdrive voltages of M1 (Vovn) and M2 (Vovp)
can be calculated using (6.1) and (6.2).

Vovn �Vr f dc�Vt (6.1)

Vovp �Vdd �Vr f dc�Vt (6.2)

Vr f dc is the biasing voltage applied at the gates of the transistors M1 and M2. Finally, the
minimal supply voltage (Vdd�min), at which this mixer can operate, is expressed as:

Vdd�min �Vov1 �Vov2 �2Vt (6.3)

Typical value of Vt in 0.18 µm CMOS is in the range of 500 mV. From (6.3), it is clear that
the minimum supply voltage (Vdd�min) must be higher than 1 V. This is the disadvantage
of the CMOS inverter, which is used as the transconductor in the low voltage folded-
switching mixer.

In order to overcome the described limitation, the biasing for NMOS and PMOS tran-
sistors in the CMOS inverter have to be separated. In this way an AC-coupled comple-
mentary transconductor is obtained (see Fig. 6.2(d)). If Vr f dcn is the biasing of M1 and
Vr f dcp of M2, (6.3) becomes:

Vdd�min �Vov1 �Vov2 �2Vt �Vr f dcp�Vr f dcn (6.4)

Choosing Vr f dcn to be greater than Vr f dcp, Vdd�min can be reduced. Combining the AC-
coupled complementary transconductor with the switching stage and the load resistors,
the AC-coupled folded-switching mixer with current-reuse is obtained. It is presented in
Fig. 6.3. The next section presents the analysis of this mixer.
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Figure 6.3 AC-coupled folded switching mixer with current-reuse

6.2 AC-coupled folded switching mixer with current-reuse

6.2.1 Gain, noise figure

Assuming that local oscillator (LO) voltage is an ideal square wave, the voltage gain of
the mixer in Fig. 6.3 can be approximated by:

G � 20log�
2
π
�gmn �gmp�R� (6.5)

gmn is the transconductance of M1 and M2, gmp is the transconductance of M3 and M4
and R is the load resistor (see Fig. 6.3). Since only a small part of the DC current from the
transconductor flows through the switching stage, large load resistors can be used. Hence,
the voltage gain is improved, but at the same time the switching transistors have to handle
a large output voltage swing. Therefore, the DC voltage V2 has to be kept sufficiently high
and voltage V1 sufficiently low. On the other hand, voltage V1 should be sufficiently high
in order to keep the transistors M1 and M2 saturated.

The NF of the AC-coupled folded switching mixer with current-reuse, under the as-
sumption that the local oscillator (LO) voltage is an ideal square wave and taking into
account the noise folding from the image frequency, can be approximated by:

NF � 10log�2�
4�γngmn � γpgmp�

Rs�gmn �gmp�2 �
π2

2�gmn �gmp�2RRs
� (6.6)
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Rs is the source resistance and the coefficient γn is equal to 2�3 for long channel transistors
and need to be replaced with a larger value for submicron MOSFETs [54].

6.2.2 Linearity

The transfer function of the mixer (Voutdi f �Vr f di f ) is shown in Fig. 6.4. The switching

s

A

BVoutdif

Vrfdifd

Figure 6.4 Transfer function of the AC-coupled folded switching mixer with
current-reuse

transistors will be turned off by the high voltage swing at the nodes A and A’ (see Fig. 6.3).
In this case a high current pushed by the transistors M3 or M4 will cause a high voltage
across the output impedance of the transistors M1 or M2 that will turn the switching
transistors M7 and M6 or M5 and M8 off. The input voltage range between the points
A and B is denoted with s (see Fig. 6.4). Nonlinearity in the mixer transfer function
between the points A and B is caused by operation of the switching transistors in the
linear region. In Fig. 6.4 the deviations are denoted with d. Linearity mainly depends on
s. It can be improved by increasing s and reducing d. In the folded-switching mixer with
current-reuse, s can be increased by decreasing the voltages V1 and V1 �, and by reducing
the voltage swing at the nodes A and A’ (see Fig. 6.3). The deviation (d) from a linear
transfer function between the points A and B can be reduced by keeping the switching
transistors far from the linear region.

6.2.3 DC stability

In order to design a robust AC-coupled folded switching mixer with current-reuse that can
stand at least voltage supply variations of 10 %, it is necessary to calculate the variations
of voltage V1 or V �

1 as a function of the supply voltage variations (∆Vr f dcn and ∆Vr f dcp).
This can be done by applying the large signal analysis and Kirchoff’s law on the node A
(see Fig. 6.3):

In � Ip �2Is (6.7)
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In is the current through the transistor M1, I p through M3 and Is through M6 and M7.
Current In can be expressed as:

In �
1
2

µnCox
W
L
�Vgs�Vt�

2�1�λV1� (6.8)

where µn is the electron mobility, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, W is
the channel width and L is the channel length, Vt is the threshold voltage, Vgs is the gate-
source voltage and λ is channel-length modulation coefficient. Similar equations can be
written for currents Ip and Is. Substituting the expressions for In, Ip and Is in (6.7), an
equation that contains V1 to the third power is obtained that is difficult to solve in an
insightful closed form.

In order to overcome this difficulty small signal analysis is applied assuming that the
variations of voltages Vr f dcn and Vr f dcp are small. This analysis will give an estimation
about the variations of voltage V1. Substituting the small signal model for each transistor
(parallel connection of transistor output impedance and ideal current source with value
gmVin, where gm is the transconductance and Vin the small signal voltage at the gate) the
variations of voltage V1 or V �

1 can be calculated:

∆V1 ��gmp∆Vr f dcp �gmn∆Vr f dcn

1�Rop �1�Ron�2gms
(6.9)

Rop and Ron are output impedances of transistors M1 and M3. gms is the transconduc-
tance of the switching transistors. In the denominator gms (in the design gms � 2�5 mS)
dominates and reduces the variations of the voltage V1. Simulations are done taking into
account process spread, supply voltage variations of 10 % and temperature variations
(�25ÆC to 70ÆC). Under these conditions V1 varies in the range from 232 mV to 450 mV
and nominally V1 � 310 mV. These variations do not deteriorate the circuit operation sig-
nificantly and there is no need for common mode feedback, which is another advantage
of the proposed mixer.

6.3 Simulation and experimental results

Fig. 6.5 shows the die photo of the realized AC-coupled folded switching mixer with
current-reuse. The active chip area is 160 µm 
 200 µm. Total dissipation of the IC is
8.1 mW at a supply voltage (Vdd) of 1.8 V and 3.2 mW at a supply voltage of 1 V. The
PCB with assembled 1.9 - 2.4 GHz high image reject complex mixer, which is used for
measurements, is presented in Fig. 6.6.

Fig. 6.7 shows the measured mixer voltage gain (G) as a function of the differential
local oscillator (LO) voltage swing (Vlo�di f ). In Fig. 6.7 the numbers on the x-axis denote
the peak values of the applied differential LO voltage swing. The LO frequency is set
to 2.4 GHz, while the output signal is measured at an intermediate frequency (IF) of 1
MHz. As it can be seen, the voltage gain reaches the highest value for Vlo�di f � 500 mVp.
For Vlo�di f lower than 500 mVp, the voltage gain is reduced because the switching transis-
tors do not perform 100 % current commutation (both transistors still open). For V lo�di f
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Figure 6.5 Die micrograph of the AC-coupled folded switching mixer with
current-reuse
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Figure 6.6 PCB with assembled folded switching mixer with current-reuse

higher than 500 mVp the switching transistors partly operate in the linear region when
they conduct. This also causes a gain reduction.

Measured and simulated voltage gain at supply voltages of 1 V and 1.8 V versus
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Figure 6.7 Measured voltage gain versus LO voltage swing

frequency are shown in Fig. 6.8. The difference between the measured and simulated
results is mainly due to inter-connect parasitics.

Figure 6.8 Measured and simulated voltage gain versus frequency
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The noise figure (NF) is measured and simulated at an IF of 1 MHz with a 50 Ω
source resistance and 1 kΩ load resistance, and with a differential LO voltage swing of
500 mVp. For LO frequency of 2.4 GHz, a SSB NF of 12.9 dB is measured at a supply
voltage of 1.8 V and a SSB NF of 13.9 dB at a supply voltage of 1 V. The measured values
for the NF correspond very well to the simulated results: SSB NF � 12 dB at Vdd � 1�8 V
and SSB NF � 13�4 dB at Vdd � 1 V.

Fig. 6.9 shows a measured IIP3, with respect to a 50 Ω source resistance, at a supply
voltage of 1 V. The simulated IIP3 for the same supply voltage is -2.7 dBm. At Vdd �
1�8 V, a measured and simulated IIP3 are 1 dBm and 0 dBm, respectively.
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Figure 6.9 Measured IIP3 at a supply voltage of 1 V

6.4 Mixer benchmarking

In order to evaluate the performance of the AC-coupled folded-switching mixer with
current-reuse, the performance of relevant CMOS mixers are given in Table 6.1. It is
important to mention that mixer performance given in the fifth row are extrapolated based
on the measurement results presented in [62].
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Row Ref. freq. Vdd I NF G IIP3

(GHz) �V� �mA� �dB� �dB� �dBm�
1 [50] 0.9 0.9 5.2 13.5 2 3.5
2 [51] 1.9 1.8 4.8 10.2 0.5 -6
3 [61] 2.5 0.6 2.7 14.8 5.4 -2.8
4 [61] 2.5 0.8 3 15.9 5.7 4.3
5 [62] 2.4 1 6.6 14 11 4.1
6 this work 2.4 1.8 4.5 12.9 15.7 1
7 this work 2.4 1 3.2 13.9 11.9 -3

Table 6.1 Performance of some CMOS mixers

When comparing the measured performance of the AC-coupled folded-switching mixer
with current-reuse with the performance of some CMOS mixers, given in Table 6.1, the
following advantages of the AC-coupled folded-switching mixer with current-reuse can
be observed: high voltage gain, moderate noise figure combined with operation at low
supply voltage. Comparing the measured value for the noise figure of the folded switch-
ing mixer with current-reuse with the values for the noise figure of the CMOS mixers
given in Table 6.1 it is important to take into account the fact that some referenced mix-
ers are implemented in older CMOS technologies where the level of flicker noise was
lower. Also some of them use very high intermediate frequency (IF) avoiding the contri-
bution of the flicker noise. The disadvantage of the AC-coupled folded switching mixer
with current-reuse is bad power supply rejection ratio. Therefore, care must be taken to
provide stable power supply.

The performance of the AC-coupled folded switching mixer with current-reuse can
also be expressed by figure of merit. The figure of merit (FOM) is defined in the following
way:

FOM � 10log�
10G�20 �10�IIP3�10��20

10NF�10 �P � (6.10)

Voltage gain (G) and (NF) are expressed in dB and IIP3 in dBm. The figure of merit is
based on the fact that the performance of the mixer is better if NF and power consumption
(P) are as low as possible, while voltage gain (G) and IIP3 are as high as possible. The
calculated FOM for the AC-coupled folded switching mixer with current-reuse and for
CMOS mixers from Table 6.1 is presented in Fig. 6.10. As it is evident from Fig. 6.10, the
AC-coupled folded switching mixer with current-reuse shows very good FOM compared
to the CMOS mixers presented in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.10 Mixer benchmarking

6.5 Summary

In this chapter a high gain, low voltage, low power AC-coupled folded switching mixer
with current-reuse is presented. This mixer is designed and implemented in 0.18 µm
CMOS technology. The main advantages of the proposed mixer topology are: high volt-
age gain (15�7 dB), moderate SSB noise figure (12�9 dB), moderate linearity (IIP3 �
1 dBm), operation at low supply voltages (Vdd � 1 V) and simplicity since common mode
feedback is not necessary. Normalizing mixer performance with a figure of merit shows
that the AC-coupled folded switching mixer with current-reuse has excellent performance
in comparison with other CMOS mixers.
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Multi-band reconfigurable complex mixer

�
HE reconfigurable complex mixer is considered as a core of the double - quadrature
low-IF front-end with adaptive image rejection. The main property of this complex

mixer is possibility to provide two modes of operation. In the first mode, the reconfig-
urable complex mixer achieves high image rejection. An increased power consumption
is a consequence of providing high image rejection. When high image rejection is not
necessary, the second mode with low image rejection is activated. Then, the power con-
sumption is reduced compared to the mode with high image rejection.

In this chapter the design and implementation of the 1.9 - 2.4 GHz reconfigurable
complex mixer is presented. The challenges in the design are to obtain high image re-
jection in the band 1.9 - 2.4 GHz and to minimize power consumption as well as the
noise figure in the high image-reject mode. In order to evaluate the performance and cost-
effectiveness of this reconfigurable complex mixer a conventional 1.9 - 2.4 GHz complex
mixer with high image rejection is designed and implemented too. Based on the compari-
son between experimental results the advantages and disadvantages of the reconfigurable
complex mixer are discussed.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Design and implementation of the 1.9
- 2.4 GHz reconfigurable complex mixer is described in section 7.1. In section 7.2 the
experimental results related to the conventional 1.9 - 2.4 GHz complex mixer with high
image rejection are discussed. The summary of this chapter is given in section 7.3.

141
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7.1 1.9 - 2.4 GHz reconfigurable complex mixer

7.1.1 Design considerations

The block diagram of the multi-band reconfigurable complex mixer based on I/Q gener-
ation in RF and LO paths is presented in Fig. 7.1. As mentioned in section 2.4, the main
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Figure 7.1 Block diagram of the reconfigurable complex mixer based on I/Q
generation in RF and LO paths

idea behind a reconfigurable complex mixer is an adaptive image rejection. In the mode
for high image rejection signal is processed by the RFamp1, RF Polyphase filter (RFPF)
and it is down-converted to a low IF by four mixers (MX1, MX2, MX3 and MX4). The
RFPF is implemented as a two-stage RCPF. In this mode the RFamp2 is switched off. In
the mode for low image rejection the RFamp1 is switched off. The signal is processed
by the RFamp2 and down-converted to low IF by two mixers (MX1 and MX2). In this
way two mixers (MX3 and MX4) are switched off and the RFPF is bypassed. Therefore,
power consumption is reduced and a better NF and voltage gain are obtained compared
to the NF and voltage gain in the high image rejection mode. This means that the power
consumption in the RFamp2, mixers, LOamp1 and LOamp2 can be even further reduced,
while the same NF and voltage gain are obtained as in the mode for high image rejec-
tion. The RFamp3 is a dummy circuit. It is identical to the RFamp2 and its function is
to provide a symmetrical load at the output of the RFPF in order to prevent deterioration
of achievable image rejection. The control signals E1, E2 and E3 set the reconfigurable
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complex mixer in one of the operation modes. The stand alone down-conversion mixer
has already been designed and implemented (see chapter 6). Thus, the design of RFamp1,
RFamp2, LOamp1, LOamp2 as well as the design of the RFPF and LOPF are the next
steps towards the implementation of the 1.9 - 2.4 GHz multi-band reconfigurable complex
mixer.

RFamp1 is implemented as a differential amplifier. The schematic of the RFamp1 is
presented in Fig. 7.2. The tail current (Itail) and W�L ratio of the transistors M1 and M2

VoutVout

tailI

Vrf Vrfdc Vrf

20K

M1 M2

Vdd

RlRl

20K

Figure 7.2 Schematic of RFamp1

are chosen to obtain satisfactory NF and IIP3. Then, by selecting a proper value of the
load resistor (Rl) the voltage gain of the RFamp1 is maximized. The tail current of the
RFamp1 is limited to 5 mA in the DECT mode and 2.5 mA in the Bluetooth mode. R l is
implemented as a poly resistor with a value of 300 Ω. The RFamp2 is also implemented as
a differential amplifier. According to the distribution of the building block specifications,
which is presented in chapter 5, the voltage gain of the RFamp2 has to be equal to half
of the voltage gain provided by the RFamp1. Therefore, the load resistor in the RFamp2
(Rl) of 150 Ω is used.

LOamp1 and LOamp2 are also differential amplifiers. Their task is to provide a differ-
ential voltage of 500 mVp at the gates of the switching transistors in the folded switching
mixer with current-reuse. It is assumed that a differential voltage is provided by the LO.
This signal is attenuated by the LO Polyphase Filter (LOPF) and amplified by the LOamp1
and LOamp2 in order to reach the amplitude of 500 mV p. The LOPF is implemented as a
two-stage RCPF. In chapter 6 it has been shown that the differential voltage of 500 mV p,
which is applied at the gates of the switching transistors is optimal for achieving the high-
est voltage gain in the folded switching mixer with current-reuse. The full optimization
procedure for the complex mixer consists of a noise figure, voltage gain and linearity op-
timization. Due to the moderate linearity of the folded switching mixer with current-reuse
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(see chapter 6) and a loss introduced by the RCPF in the RF path, the linearity of the re-
configurable complex mixer is expected to be satisfactory. Next, if the voltage gain of the
complex mixer is not high enough, the total voltage gain in the receiver can be improved
by increasing the voltage gain of the VGA. Therefore, the focus in the optimization pro-
cedure is on the noise figure optimization. Since the complex mixer combines the RF and
LO paths, the overall noise figure optimization procedure consist of the optimization in
the RF and in LO path. These two optimizations are completely independent.

In chapter 5 the noise figure optimization in the RF path has already been done. It
has been shown that if the RFamp1 and folded switching mixer with current-reuse have
limited power budget, a minimal overall NF of the complex mixer can be achieved for
specific values of the resistors in the first and second stage (R1 and R2) in the RCPF that
is located in the RF path. It has been calculated that R1 has to be equal to

�
Rl , where

Rl is the load resistance in the RFamp1. During the design of the RF amplifier, R l is
determined to be 300 Ω. Thus, R1 is 210 Ω. As several assumptions have been made in
section 5.2, the calculated value for R1 is considered as a rough estimation. It is used as
a starting value in the parametric simulations with SpectreRF. The sweep for R 1 and R2

in the parametric simulations is done in the range from 100 Ω to 700 Ω with a step of
50 Ω. As a result, the lowest noise factor is obtained for R1 � 250 Ω and R2 � 200 Ω.
The corresponding values for the capacitors in the first and second stage of the RCPF are
calculated based on (7.1) and (7.1) (see section 3.3.1).

fres1 �
1

2π
1

R1C1
(7.1)

fres2 �
1

2π
1

R2C2
(7.2)

Assuming the process spread of 16 % for resistors and 20 % for capacitors, f res1 and
fres2 have been calculated to be 1.4 GHz and 3 GHz, respectively (see section 3.3.1).
Therefore, the values for C1 and C2 are 450 fF and 270 fF, respectively. The resistors are
implemented as poly resistors and the capacitors as MIM capacitors because they have
small losses and a very good linearity.

Considering the optimization in the LO path the goal is to determine the aspect ratio
(W�L) of the switching transistors in order to obtain minimal noise factor (Fmin). The total
noise at the output of the complex mixer (V 2

out ) consist of the thermal (V 2
out�th) and flicker

noise (V 2
out� f n).

V 2
out �V 2

out� f n �V 2
out�th (7.3)

The flicker noise component at the output is inversely proportional to the area (W �L) of
the switching transistors:

V 2
out� f n �

1
W �L (7.4)

The thermal noise component at the output is inversely proportional to the amplitude of
the LO signal (Alo) at the gates of the switching transistors:

V 2
out�th � 1�Alo (7.5)
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By increasing W � L, the input impedance of the switching transistors decreases and the
effect of loading for the LO amplifiers becomes stronger. As a consequence the gain in
the LO path drops. This is the reason why Alo is inversely proportional to the area of the
switching transistors. So,

V 2
out�th �

1
Alo

� 1
1

W �L

�W �L (7.6)

(7.4) and (7.6) shows that the total output noise consist of two components, which have
opposite dependencies on the area (W � L) of the switching transistors. Therefore, there
is a specific area (�W �L�opt ) of the switching transistors, that gives minimum F . Adding
the fact that a certain aspect ratio (W�L) of the switching transistors is needed in order
to provide proper DC conditions, Wopt and Lopt can be determined. Using the SpectreRF
circuit simulator it was found that: �Wopt�Lopt� � 22 µm�0�47 µm.

The addition and subtraction of the signals at the output of the complex mixer is
performed in the current domain. The load resistors are used to convert the current into
the output voltage. Two different load resistors are used. The load resistor R ml1 of 1�1 kΩ
is used in low image-reject mode, while Rml2 of 0�55 kΩ is applied in the high image-
reject mode. In the high image-reject mode four mixer are active. Therefore, the DC
current that flows through the load resistors is twice larger compared to the same current
in the low image-reject mode. In order to keep the same DC voltage at the drain of the
switching transistors, Rml2 has to be equal to Rml1�2. The load resistors and the way of
connecting four stand-alone mixers in a complex mixer are presented in Fig. 7.3. In order
to suppress the high frequency components at the output of the complex mixer a capacitor
Cm of 220 fF is used. This capacitor in combination with the load resistors forms a low
pass filter. Control signals Vhi and Vli are used to select proper load resistors for high
and low image-reject mode, respectively. Basically they switch on and off the PMOS
transistors M1, M2, M3 and M4, which operate in the triode region.

7.1.2 Layout considerations

The maximal image rejection that can be achieved in the complex mixer is determined
by the image rejection achieved in the RCPFs in the RF and LO paths (see section 4.3).
The image rejection provided by the RCPFs located in the RF and LO paths is limited by
the mismatch between the resistors and capacitors (see chapter 3). Therefore, during the
layouting care is taken to minimize the mismatch. More information related to the layout
of these polyphase filters has been given in section 3.3.3.

An overall image rejection achieved by the complex mixer is influenced by the mis-
match between the folded switching mixers as well as between the LOamp1 and LOamp2,
and by the difference in the length of the I and Q paths. Actually, the most challenging part
of layouting was to connect four folded switching mixers with the polyphase filters in the
RF and LO path while keeping I and Q paths as much as possible to be the same length.
The principle way of connecting the signals from the RFPF, LOamp1 and LOamp2 to
four folded switching mixers is presented in Fig. 7.3. The layout of four folded switching
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Figure 7.3 Connection of four folded switching mixers in the complex mixer

mixers is given in Fig. 7.4. The signals from the RFPF are brought with the wires on fifth
metal layer to the middle point in the four mixers structure. Then, with the wires on the
third metal layer the signals from the RFPF are supplied to the RF port of each mixer.
The wires that supply I and Q signals from the LOamp1 and LOamp2 to the LO ports of
folded switching mixers are almost identical. The length of the wires that connect the IF
ports of the stand-alone mixers are not so critical because the intermediate frequency is
around 1 MHz.
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Figure 7.4 Layout of four folded switching mixers in the complex mixer

7.1.3 Simulation and experimental results

Fig. 7.5 shows the layout of the 1.9 - 2.4 GHz reconfigurable complex mixer, which is
based on the I/Q generation in the RF and LO paths. It has been realized in CMOS 0.18
µm. Four folded switching mixers, RCPF in the RF path (RFPF), RCPF in the LO path
(LOPF), RFamp1, RFamp2 and RFamp3 are indicated. The active chip area is 1300 µm

 700 µm. The PCB with assembled 1.9 - 2.4 GHz reconfigurable complex mixer, which
is used for measurements, is presented in Fig. 7.6.

The simulation results related to the 1.9 - 2.4 GHz reconfigurable complex mixer are
presented in Table 7.1. During the simulations the frequency of the RF signal is chosen
to be 1�9 GHz (DECT) and 2�4 GHz (Bluetooth). The NF is measured at an intermediate
frequency (IF) of 1 MHz and with a 100 Ω source resistance. A differential LO voltage
swing of 800 mVp is applied. First, it is attenuated by the RCPF in the LO path and then
amplified by the LOamp1 and LOamp2. At the end it reaches 500 mV p at the gates of
switching transistors in the folded switching mixers.

Measured voltage gain of the reconfigurable complex mixer versus frequency in the
high image-reject mode for the DECT system is shown in Fig. 7.7. The difference of
approximately 1.8 dB between the measured and simulated voltage gain at a frequency of
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Figure 7.5 Layout of the 1.9 - 2.4 GHz reconfigurable complex mixer based
on the I &Q generation in the RF and LO paths

system DECT DECT BT BT
IRR low high low high

28 dB 56 dB 28 dB 56 dB
NF 10 dB 15 dB 17 dB 23 dB
IIP3 -5 dBm 1.3 dBm -6 dBm -1 dBm
gain 19 dB 13 dB 12 dB 7 dB

I 23 mA 31 mA 13 mA 21 mA
Vdd 1.8 V 1.8 V 1.8 V 1.8 V

Table 7.1 Simulation results for 1.9 - 2.4 GHz reconfigurable complex mixer

1.9 GHz can be attributed to parasitic interconnect capacitances and modeling inaccuracy.
Fig. 7.8 shows the measured IIP3 of the reconfigurable complex mixer in the high

image-reject mode for the DECT system.
The NF is measured at an IF of 1 MHz and with respect to a 100 Ω source resis-

tance. A differential LO voltage swing of 800 mVp is applied. For a LO frequency of 1.9
GHz (DECT standard) a SSB NF of 16 dB is measured in the high image-reject mode.
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Figure 7.6 PCB with assembled 1.9 - 2.4 GHz reconfigurable complex mixer

Given the modeling level (BSIM3), the measured values for the NF correspond well to
the simulated result (see Table 7.1).

Fig. 7.9 shows the measured IRR in the high image-reject mode for two samples in
the frequency range from 1.8 GHz up to 2.5 GHz. The measured IRR ranges between
45 and 50 dB over the frequency range of more than 0.7 GHz. This wide-band IRR is
an important difference with respect to the excellent narrow band IRR reported in [63]
(60 dB). Moreover, the high IRR allows robust multi-standard (non-concurrent) operation
for both the DECT and Bluetooth standard. The measured IRR is lower compared to the
simulated IRR due to the mismatch between the mixers and LO amplifiers (LOamp1 and
LOamp2).

The reconfigurable complex mixer is measured in other modes of operation. The
measurement results are summarized in Table 7.2. Given the fact that BSIM3 models
were available for simulations, the overall matching of measured results (see Table 7.2)
with the simulation results (see Table 7.1) is quite acceptable. BSIM3 neglects important
short channel and RF aspects that are taken into account by more advanced models like
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Figure 7.7 Measured voltage gain of the reconfigurable complex mixer versus
frequency in the high image-reject mode for the DECT system

2.5 dBm   

Figure 7.8 Measured IIP3 of the reconfigurable complex mixer in the high
image-reject mode for the DECT system

BSIM4 and by MOS level 11. Analyzing the measurement results presented in Table 7.2,
some advantages of the reconfigurable complex mixer, which is based on I/Q generation
in the RF and LO paths, can be mentioned. When changing the mode from a high to
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Figure 7.9 Measured image rejection of the reconfigurable complex mixer in
the high image-reject mode for two samples

system DECT DECT BT BT
IRR low high low high

30 dB 50 dB 30 dB 47 dB
NF 11 dB 16 dB 18 dB 24 dB
IIP3 -4 dBm 3 dBm -3 dBm 2 dBm

voltage gain 17.5 dB 11.2 dB 11 dB 6 dB
I 22.4 mA 32.4 mA 13 mA 22 mA

Vdd 1.8 V 1.8 V 1.8 V 1.8 V

Table 7.2 Measurement results for 1.9 - 2.4 GHz reconfigurable complex
mixer

a low image rejection for both DECT and Bluetooth, the NF improves for 5 to 6 dB,
voltage gain improves for 6 dB and power consumption is reduced for 9 to 10 mA. The
reason for NF and voltage gain improvement in the low image-reject mode is bypassing
of the RF polyphase filter. The power consumption is reduced because two mixers are
turned off. The improved NF and voltage gain in the low image-reject mode can relax
the NF and voltage gain specifications of the LNA and VGA. This will further contribute
to the reduction of power consumption when low image-reject mode is activated. Even in
the reconfigurable complex mixer it is possible to reduce the power consumption of the
RFamp2, LOamp1 and LOamp2 and to get the same NF and voltage gain as in the high
image-reject mode.
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The chip area occupied by the RFamp2 and RFamp3 represent the extra cost that
is paid for obtaining a reconfigurable complex mixer. In order to evaluate this cost the
following consideration is important. The RF buffers are implemented as differential
amplifiers, which consist of the transistors and two load resistors. The reconfigurable
complex mixer contains three buffers, four single mixers, two RC polyphase filters that
consist of the poly resistors and the MIM capacitors. The MIM capacitors occupy a large
area because they have a relatively low capacitance per unit area and the area occupied by
RFamp2 and RFamp3 is negligible compared to the area occupied by the reconfigurable
complex mixer. Another important issue is the influence of the RFamp2 and RFamp3 on
the performance of the reconfigurable mixer. Among others, the influence on the achieved
image rejection is crucial. In order to estimate that, a conventional complex mixer with
high image rejection is implemented. The experimental results are presented in the next
section.

7.2 1.9 - 2.4 GHz conventional complex mixer

The block diagram of a conventional multi-band complex mixer with high image rejec-
tion, which is based on I/Q generation in RF and LO paths is presented in Fig. 7.10.
Compared to the reconfigurable complex mixer (see Fig. 7.1), two RF amplifiers (RFamp2
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Figure 7.10 Block diagram of the conventional complex mixer
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and RFamp3) are omitted. Measuring the image rejection of the conventional complex
mixer and comparing it with the image rejection of the reconfigurable complex mixer,
the influence of the RFamp2 and RFamp3 on the achievable image rejection can be esti-
mated. Comparing their voltage gains the effect of loading the RFamp1 by the RFamp2
and RFamp3 can be also estimated.

7.2.1 Experimental results

Fig. 7.11 shows the die photo of the conventional complex mixer realized in CMOS 0.18
µm. The folded switching mixers, RC polyphase filters in the RF path (RFPF) and in the
LO path (LOPF) are indicated. The active chip area is 1300 µm 
 700 µm and the total
dissipation of the IC is 54 mW at a supply voltage of 1.8 V. The PCB with assembled 1.9 -

RF LO

IFI IFQ

RFPF MIXERS LOPFRFPF

RFamp1 LOamp1
LOamp2

Figure 7.11 Die photo of 1.9 - 2.4 GHz conventional complex mixer

2.4 GHz high image-reject complex mixer, which is used for measurements, is presented
in Fig. 7.12.

Measured voltage gain of the conventional complex mixer in the DECT mode versus
frequency is shown in Fig. 7.13. Comparing Fig. 7.13 and Fig. 7.7 it can be seen that the
voltage gain of the reconfigurable complex mixer is almost identical to the voltage gain of
the conventional complex mixer. This means that the effect of loading the RFamp1 with
RFamp2 and RFamp3 is almost negligible.

Fig. 7.14 shows the measured IRR of the conventional complex mixer for two samples.
The measured IRR is between 45 and 50 dB in the frequency range between 1.8 GHz up
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Figure 7.12 PCB with assembled 1.9 - 2.4 GHz conventional complex mixer

to 2.5 GHz. Comparing the image rejection achieved by the conventional complex mixer
(see Fig. 7.14) and image rejection achieved by the reconfigurable complex mixer, which
is set in the high image-reject mode (see Fig. 7.9), the difference can be immediately no-
ticed. Actually, it is surprising that at 1.9 GHz the image rejection of the reconfigurable
complex mixer is higher than the image rejection of the conventional complex mixer. If
the image rejection curves presented in Fig. 7.14 and Fig. 7.9 are compared more care-
fully, it can be noticed that the values for the achieved image rejection are more or less
the same, but the image rejection curves are shifted in the frequency. Since the recon-
figurable complex mixer and conventional complex mixer are implemented on different
wafers, this effect can be explained by the process spread. Hence, it can be concluded that
the image rejection of the reconfigurable complex mixer is not deteriorated with respect
to the image rejection achieved by the conventional complex mixer due to the use of the
RFamp2 and RFamp3.

As in the case of the reconfigurable complex mixer, the NF is measured at an IF of
1 MHz with a 100 Ω source resistance. A differential LO voltage swing of 800 mV p is
applied. For a LO frequency of 1.9 GHz (DECT standard) a SSB NF of 15.5 dB is mea-
sured. Fig. 7.15 shows the measured IIP3 of the complex mixer with high image rejection
at 1.9 GHz. The measured results related to the NF and IIP3 of the conventional com-
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plex mixer are comparable to the corresponding measured results of the reconfigurable
complex mixer, which is set in the high image-reject DECT mode.

Figure 7.13 Measured voltage gain of the conventional complex mixer versus
frequency in the DECT mode

Figure 7.14 Measured image rejection of the conventional complex mixer for
two samples
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Figure 7.15 Measured IIP3 of the conventional complex mixer in the DECT
mode

7.3 Summary

In this chapter the design and implementation of 1.9 - 2.4 GHz multi-band reconfigurable
complex mixer are discussed. In order to estimate the cost-effectiveness of the multi-
band reconfigurable complex mixer, a conventional high image-reject complex mixer is
designed and implemented. Based on the measured performance of the multi-band recon-
figurable complex mixer and comparison with performance of the conventional complex
mixer, the major benefits of the multi-band reconfigurable complex mixer can be reported.
They are: increased flexibility and functionality, reduced time to market, reduced mask
costs, better reception quality due to provided high image rejection and improved per-
formance when changing from high to low image-reject mode. The costs is increased
chip area due to the RFamp2 and RFamp3, which is negligible in comparison with the
total chip area occupied by the complex mixer. If the layout of the multi-band reconfig-
urable complex mixer is done in such way that the RFamp2 and RFamp3 fit well in the
whole structure, then the active chip area can be the same as in the case of the conven-
tional complex mixer. Hence, comparing the benefits with the costs, the DECT/Bluetooth
multi-band reconfigurable complex mixer looks viable.
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Reconfigurable multi-band LNA

�
HE feasibility of a multi-band RF front-end is to a great extent influenced by the
feasibility of a multi-band LNA. The difficulty in the design of a multi-band LNA

comes from the fact that it has to provide different functions. The most important are:
input impedance matching at different frequencies, reconfigurability in order to satisfy
different sets of specifications that are influenced by different standards, low noise figure,
high voltage gain and sufficient linearity. Additional difficulty is mutual dependency of all
these functions. Basically, they depend on the design parameters in such a way that a set of
design parameters values that improves one function usually deteriorates others. Hence, a
number of trade-offs have to be made in order to obtain satisfactory overall performance.
Adding the requirements to achieve a high level of integration, to minimize occupied chip
area and to reduce the number of external discrete components makes the LNA design
even more difficult. These are the reasons why the design and implementation of a multi-
band LNA are considered as very challenging tasks.

The aim of this chapter is to highlight the design and implementation of a 1.9-2.4
GHz DECT/Bluetooth multi-band LNA. Since the design of a multi-band LNA is a rather
complex task, the clear definition of the design goals is the first condition for successful
implementation of a multi-band LNA. The first goal is to find a design procedure, which
should be followed in order to obtain a LNA that achieves a minimal NF with a certain
power consumption. The second is to make the trade-off between minimum NF and
full integration, and the third is to find a way to realize the multi-band operation without
degrading the LNA performance with respect to a single-band LNA.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 8.1, LNA design considerations are
discussed. The full design procedure is presented in section 8.2. Next, in section 8.3,
a design example, which demonstrates the advantages of the proposed design procedure
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is given. The design of a 1.9-2.4 GHz DECT/Bluetooth multi-band LNA is presented in
section 8.4. At the end, the summary of this chapter is given in 8.5.

8.1 Design considerations

The first step toward a high performance multi-band LNA is topology selection. Since, in-
tention is to design and implement a multi-band LNA the starting idea is to use some wide-
band LNA topologies. Intuitively, the first possibility is to use the resistive termination in
order to provide 50 Ω input impedance. The disadvantage of this topology is a rather high
NF [64]. The next possibility is to use the common-gate stage in order to realize a wide-
band LNA. The advantage of this approach is that the input impedance is equal to 1�g m,
where gm is the transconductance of the MOS transistor. The disadvantage is a rather high
NF that can be obtained with this topology [2]. The theoretically minimal NF of 2�2 dB
can be achieved but for MOS transistors with short channel a much worse minimal NF
can be expected because γ is much greater that one [2]. In [65], a new wide-band LNA
topology that uses noise cancellation in order to reduce NF is presented. Again, a rather
high NF of 4�3 dB is reported. While all wide-band LNA topologies exhibit a rather high
NF , a narrow-band LNA that is based on the inductively-degenerated common-source
stage usually achieves a much lower NF . Based on this topology a concurrent multi-band
LNA is implemented with NF of 2�3 dB [66]. Also in [67], the same approach is applied
and a NF of 1 dB is achieved. Obviously, a LNA based on the inductively-degenerated
common-source stage (see Fig. 8.1) can achieve a rather low NF . This is the reason why
this topology is selected. The cascode configuration is used in order to increase its reverse
isolation.
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Figure 8.1 Inductively-degenerated common-source LNA
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The input impedance of the inductively-degenerated common-source LNA can be ex-
pressed as:

Zin � s�Ls �Lg��
1

sCgst

�
gm

Cgst

Ls (8.1)

Cgst is the total capacitance between the gate and the source of the transistor M 1, gm is
the transconductance of the transistor M1 and s � jω . In order to provide a real input
impedance of 50 Ω, the imaginary part of (8.1) must be equal to zero:

ω�Ls �Lg�� 1
ωCgst

� 0 (8.2)

Substituting (8.2) into (8.1), the input impedance becomes:

Zin �
gm

Cgst

Ls (8.3)

The noise factor (F) of the LNA, which is depicted in Fig. 8.1, can be expressed as:

F � 1�
1
Rs

�
ωLg

QLg

�
ωLs

QLs

�� γgd0Rs�
ωCgst

gm
�2 �

�ωLs�
2

RsRd
(8.4)

Rs is the source resistance (Rs � 50 Ω) and gd0 is zero bias drain conductance. The finite
quality factors of the inductors Lg and Ls (QLg �ωLg�RLg and QLs �ωLs�RLs, where RLg

and RLs are series parasitic resistances of the inductors Lg and Ls), the channel thermal
noise of the transistor M1 and the thermal noise from the load resistor Rd are taken into
account.

The linearity of an inductively-degenerated common-source LNA is proportional to
the overdrive voltage of the transistor M1, when the transistors M1 and M2 are biased in
saturation and kept far from the triode region [68]:

IIP3�Vgs�Vt (8.5)

Vgs is the voltage between gate and source of the transistor M1 and Vt is the threshold
voltage.

The transconductance of the transistor M1 can be expressed as:

gm �
2Pd

Vdd�Vgs�Vt�
(8.6)

Pd is power dissipation and Vdd voltage supply.
The equations (8.2), (8.3), (8.4), (8.5) and (8.6) present the core of the LNA design.

The main question is how to determine the design parameters: the aspect ratio W�L of the
transistor M1, Lg, Ls and biasing voltages (Vdc1 and Vdc2) in order to achieve the design
goals (to obtain a minimal NF with a certain power consumption, to make the trade-off
between minimum NF and full integration and to find a way to realize the multi-band
operation without degrading the LNA performance with respect to a single-band LNA).
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To gain insight, the number of design equations and variables has to be low. The best
case scenario is to use just one variable. This is possible by introducing a factor n, which
actually represents the ratio of the inductances Lg and Ls. Hence,

n �
Lg

Ls
(8.7)

Combining (8.7) with (8.2), (8.3) and (8.4) the following LNA design equations can be
written:

Ls �

�
Rs

�n�1�gmω2 (8.8)

Cgst �

�
gm

�n�1�Rsω2 (8.9)

Gain �

�
�n�1�gm

Rs
Rd (8.10)

F � 1�
ωLs

Rs
�

n
QLg

�
1

QLs

�� γ
gd0

gm

1
n�1

�

�ωLs�
2

RsRd
(8.11)

Substituting (8.8) into (8.11), the final formula for the noise factor can be obtained:

F � 1�

�
1

gmRs
�

n�
n�1QLg

�
1�

n�1QLs

��

γ
gd0

gm

1
n�1

�
1

�n�1�gmRd
(8.12)

Analyzing (8.12) an important remark can be made: for a given g m there is a value of n
that gives a minimal noise factor (Fmin). In order to prove that, the first derivative of F
over n has been derived:

dF
dn

�
1�

gmRs
�

1
QLg

n�2

2
�

�n�1�3
� 1

2QLs

�
�n�1�3

��

γ
gd0

gm

1
�n�1�2 �

1
�n�1�2gmRd

(8.13)

For n � nopt that satisfies (8.14), dF
dn � 0.

�n�2�
�

n�1
2QLg

�
�

n�1
2QLs

� �γ �
1

gmRd
�
�

gmRs (8.14)

For n � nopt , dF
dn � 0 and for n � nopt , dF

dn � 0. Hence, a minimal noise factor (Fmin) is
obtained when n � nopt . Equation (8.14) can be simplified and nopt can be expressed as:

n � �4Q2
Lg

γ2gmRs�
1
3 (8.15)
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Substituting (8.15) into (8.8), (8.7), (8.10) and (8.12), the following equations are ob-
tained:

Fmin � 1�

�
1

gmRs
�
�4Q2

Lg
γ2gmRs�

1
6

QLg

�
1

QLs�4Q2
Lg

γ2gmRs�
1
6

��

γ
gd0

gm

1

�4Q2
Lg

γ2gmRs�
1
3
�

1

Rdgm�4Q2
Lg

γ2gmRs�
1
3

(8.16)

Ls �

�
Rs

gmω2�4Q2
Lg

γ2gmRs�
1
3

(8.17)

Lg �

�����4Q2
Lg

γ2gmRs�
1
3 Rs

gmω2 (8.18)

Gain �

�
gm

Rs
�4Q2

Lg
γ2gmRs�

1
3 Rd (8.19)

From the equations (8.16), (8.17) and (8.18) the following important conclusions can
be drawn:

� A lower Fmin can be obtained by increasing gm, which in turn can be obtained by a
higher power consumption (see (8.6)).

� A better quality factor of the inductors Lg and Ls improves Fmin.

� The chip area can be reduced by reducing the values of the inductances L g and Ls.
This can be done by increasing gm, which actually means by increasing the power
consumption.

� A higher voltage gain can be obtained by increasing g m, which means by increasing
the power consumption and by increasing the value of the load resistor (R d).

These conclusions provide important insight that is used to design an inductively-degenerated
common-source LNA, to improve performance of this LNA and to find limitations.

The problem of finding a minimum noise figure of an inductively-degeneratedcommon-
source LNA for a given power budget is solved analytically. It is important to mention
that only the thermal noise from the transistor M1 and load resistor Rd as well as the finite
quality factors of inductors Ls and Lg have been taken into account. In order to gain more
insight into the operation and behavior of an inductively-degenerated common-source
LNA, the presented analytical solution is supported by an additional analysis of this cir-
cuit.

The noise factor of inductively-degenerated common source LNA (see Fig. 8.1) can
be expressed as (see (B.4)):

F � 1�
V 2

n�out

4kTRsG2 (8.20)
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V 2
n�out is the noise power at the output of the LNA, k is Boltzman’s constant (k � 1�38 �

10�21 JK�1), T is room temperature (T � 300 K) and G is the magnitude of the LNA
voltage gain. From (8.20) it can be seen that the noise factor of a LNA can be improved
by lowering the output noise and by increasing the voltage gain. The voltage gain of an
inductively-degenerated common-source LNA, when the input impedance of the LNA is
matched to the source impedance, can be expressed as:

G �
Rd

2ωLs
(8.21)

Based on (8.21) it is clear that the voltage gain of the LNA decreases when L s increases.
This effect can be explained by the negative feedback, which is made by the inductor L s.
This is current-voltage feedback [2]. The voltage generated across the inductor L s reduces
the effective overdrive voltage of the transistor M1. Therefore, the voltage gain gets lower.

Fig. 8.2 shows the equivalent circuit that can be used to calculate the noise power
at the output of an inductively-degenerated common-source LNA. In order to simplify

dR

outV

gL

sLsR

n,M1

SG

gsV igm

gsC

Figure 8.2 Equivalent circuit for noise calculation
(see Fig. 8.1)

the analysis the inductors Ls and Lg are considered as ideal. If only the noise from the
transistor M1 is taken into consideration, then the noise current at the output of the LNA
can be expressed as:

in�out � in�M1 �gmVgs (8.22)

in�M1 is the noise current generated by the channel thermal noise of the transistor M 1.
Vgs is the voltage across the capacitor Cgs. The current that flows through the branch
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consisting of Cgs, Lg and Rs produces a negative voltage Vgs. As a consequence, the noise
current in�out is actually equal to the difference between noise currents i n�M1 and gmVgs. In
the case of impedance matching at the input of the LNA, the output noise current can be
expressed as:

in�out �
in�M1

2
(8.23)

If the noise contribution from the resistor Rd is taken into account as well, then the noise
power at the output can be written as:

V 2
n�out � �

in�M1

2
Rd�

2 �4kTRd (8.24)

The last equation shows that the output noise power is independent of L s, when the in-
ductors Lg and Ls are considered as ideal. In the analysis of the voltage gain of the LNA
it has been shown that it is inversely proportional to Ls. Therefore, the noise factor of the
inductively-degenerated common-source LNA can be improved by decreasing L s. Equa-
tion (8.8) suggests that Ls can be decreased by increasing n assuming that the frequency
and power consumption are fixed. If in (8.11) Q Lg and QLs are taken to be infinite, which
corresponds to ideal Lg and Ls, it can be also seen that F is inversely proportional to n.
The noise from the inductors will be added in practice to the thermal noise originating
from the transistor M1 and load resistor Rd . The contributions from Lg and Ls are directly
added in the expression for the noise factor of LNA (see (8.4)). Combining (8.7) and
(8.8), Lg can be expressed as:

Lg � n

�
Rs

�n�1�gmω2 (8.25)

This equation shows that Lg increases when n increases. Hence, when n increases the
contribution from Lg to the overall F of an inductively-degenerated common-source LNA
increases too (see (8.4)). At the same time when n increases the contributions from the
transistor M1 and load resistor Rd to the overall F decreases (see (8.4)). Therefore, there
is a particular value of the factor n for which the minimum noise factor of an inductively-
degenerated common-source LNA is achieved.

8.2 Design procedure

Based on equations (8.8), (8.9), (8.7), (8.10), (8.12) and (8.14), a clear and simple LNA
design procedure can be derived. The design steps are the following:

1. Choose a starting value for the overdrive voltage (Vgs�Vt). Usually the overdrive
voltages of 150 mV to 200 mV are enough to provide moderate linearity (IIP3 of
around 0 dBm can be expected, see (8.5)).

2. Based on a given power budget (Pd), determine the aspect ratioW�L and the transcon-
ductance (gm) of the transistor M1 (see (8.6)).
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3. Calculate nopt that gives minimum noise factor (see (8.14)).

4. Calculate the value of inductor Ls ( see (8.8)).

5. Calculate the value of inductor Lg ( see (8.7)).

6. Calculate the value of the total gate-source capacitance (Cgst ) that is necessary to
satisfy the matching condition (see (8.9)).

7. In the case that the intrinsic gate-source capacitance of the transistor M1 (Cgsint ) is
not big enough to satisfy the matching condition, then it is necessary to determine
the external capacitance that must be placed between gate and source (Cgsext ) in
order to have impedance matching at the input of the LNA. It can be calculated as:
Cgsext �Cgst �Cgsint , where Cgsint can be obtained by the simulations.

8. Calculate Rd for the required voltage gain, while making sure to provide enough
voltage headroom for the cascode transistor M2 to operate in the saturation region
(see (8.10)).

9. Determine the aspect ratio (W�L) of the cascode transistor M2 making sure to pro-
vide enough voltage room for the transistor M1 to operate in the saturation region

10. Check the DC operating points and the DC voltages in the LNA in order to ensure
the operation of the transistors M1 and M2 in the saturation region and check the
LNA performance (NF , voltage gain, IIP3). If the specifications are not met then
use the presented insight into the LNA operation to repeat the design procedure
(possibly more power is needed).

In order to design a fully-integrated LNA one additional step must be made. It is
beneficial to implement Lg as a bond-wire. This gives a high quality factor (more than 20
can be achieved at 2 GHz [69]), that improves the NF . A typical bond-wire inductance is
1 nH�mm and the inductance value that can be realized depends on the IC package size
and the die position in the package. Problems can occur if the inductance L g that gives
Fmin is too big to be implemented as a bond-wire. The ratio of the inductance implemented
as a bond-wire (Lgbond ) and one that provides Fmin (Lgopt ) can be expressed as:

Lgbond

Lgopt

�

�
n2

bond

nbond �1
nopt �1

n2
opt

(8.26)

So, having the maximum inductance value that can be implemented as a bond-wire (L gbond )
and using (8.26), nbond can be calculated. The noise factor will be deteriorated but this is
the cost that has to be paid in order to have an inductively-degenerated common-source
LNA fully integrated.

Applying the presented design procedure, two design goals can be achieved: minimal
noise factor and full integration of the LNA. It also offers a method to determine all
LNA design parameters. Design methodologies presented in [64] and [66] offer noise
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figure optimization techniques but without the possibility to determine all LNA design
parameters. Hence, the presented design procedure is advantageous and it facilitates LNA
design.

8.3 Design example

Using the presented design procedure an inductively-degenerated common-source LNA
(see Fig. 8.1) has been designed in 0�18 µm CMOS technology and simulated in Spectre
RF. The operating frequency of 1.9 GHz corresponds to the DECT system. The current
is limited to 8 mA. Taking the biasing voltage (Vdc1) of 700 mV (this gives the overdrive
voltage of 200 mV), and the aspect ratio of W�L � 200�0�18, g m of 70 mS and Cgsint �
348 fF are obtained. Using (8.14), the factor n that gives Fmin is calculated: nopt � 14.
Following further the presented design procedure the inductances and the external gate-
source capacitance are calculated: Lg � 8 nH, Ls � 0�57 nH and Cgsext � 462 fF. The
quality factor of the inductor Ls is taken to be QLs � 5 at 2 GHz, which is a realistic
value for an integrated inductor and the quality factor of the inductor L g is taken to be
QLg � 10 at 2 GHz because it is intended to be implemented as bond-wire. Although
higher bond-wire quality factor can be achieved [69] a quality factor of 10 is used. Using
the SpectreRF simulator a minimal NF of 1�3 dB is obtained.
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Figure 8.3 Simulated noise figure as a function of n

In order to check the validity of the presented theoretical considerations, the design
procedure and the simulations are repeated for different values of the parameter n and the
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transconductance (gm). The results are presented in Fig. 8.3. As it can be seen from Fig.
8.3, the minimal noise figure of 1�3 dB (gm is 70 ms) is achieved for nopt � 14. This
corresponds well to the calculated value of nopt . Comparing NFmin for different gm in
Fig. 8.3, it is clear that NFmin improves with higher gm, which means with higher power
consumption. Comparing the values of inductances Lg and Ls for different gm, it can be
seen that they decrease (yielding reduced chip area) when g m and power consumption
increase. it is clear that the theory and simulations match well. The external gate-source
capacitance can be implemented as a MIM capacitor. It has a very high quality factor that
minimizes its noise contribution.

8.4 A reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth LNA

The fact that an external gate-source capacitance (Cgsext ) is used to obtain input matching
can be exploited in order to design a multi-band LNA for DECT and Bluetooth. First, the
LNA is designed to operate in the DECT mode because DECT specifications are higher
than Bluetooth specifications. The idea is to use the same coils (Lg and Ls), the same
transistors M1 and M2 and by changing the value of external capacitance to accommodate
the LNA to operate in Bluetooth mode (see Fig. 8.1). In this way reconfigurable multi-
band LNA is obtained. The reuse of coils has an advantage because chip area is saved and
the need to design the second integrated coil is avoided. The differential DECT/Bluetooth
reconfigurable multi-band LNA is depicted in Fig. 8.4. The differential version of the
LNA is used in order to improve the robustness to interference. Transistor M 3 operates
as a switch. When it conducts, it operates in the triode region. In order to reduce the
on-resistance of the transistor M3 and its contribution to the noise factor, M3 is made
large (W�L � 100�0�18) and the highest DC voltage that is equal to the voltage supply
is applied on the gate of the transistor M3. The values of capacitors C1 and C2 have to
be determined in such a way that the matching conditions for DECT and Bluetooth are
satisfied.

Since the DECT operating frequency ( f dect � 1�9 GHz) is lower than the Bluetooth
operating frequency ( fbt � 2�4 GHz), from (8.8) it can be calculated that:

gm�dect � gm�bt�
fbt

fdect
�2 (8.27)

This means that gm�dect is higher than gm�bt . As a consequenceCgst�dect is greater than Cgst�bt

(see (8.9)). The same relation is valid for the external capacitances: Cgsext�dect � Cgsext�bt .
Hence, the transistor M3 will be switched off in the Bluetooth mode and switched on in
the DECT mode. According to the proposed design procedure, the electrical design of
the LNA for the DECT system is started assuming the tail current of 15 mA, �W�L�M1 �
200�0�18 and Vdc � 900 mV. With these design parameters gm�dect of 65 mS is obtained.
Following the design procedure further the values for the following design parameters are
obtained: nopt � 13, Lg � 8 nH, Ls � 0�6 nH and Cgsext�dect � 462 fF. A simulated NFmin of
the LNA for the DECT system with these design parameters is 1�5 dB. Although a rather
low NF is obtained, the problem is Lg. An inductor of 8 nH can not be implemented as
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Figure 8.4 Differential reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth LNA

a bond-wire. Taking into account the package size and the die position in the package,
the inductance between 2 and 3 nH can be realized as a bond-wire. Using (8.26) with
Lgbond � 2�4 nH, Lgopt � 8 nH and nopt � 13, the new value of parameter n (nbond) is
obtained: nbond � 1�6. Repeating the design procedure with nbond � 2�5 the following
design parameters are obtained: Lg � 2�4 nH, Ls � 1�4 nH and Cgsext�dect � 1437 fF. With
these design parameters a NF of 2�2 dB is simulated, which is for 0�7 dB higher than
NFmin. This is the cost that is paid for the full integration.

Using (8.27) with gm�dect � 65 mS, the new transconductance of the transistor M1 that
allows operation in Bluetooth mode is obtained: gm�bt � 38 mS. It is achieved by reducing
the tailing current to 7 mA. In order to keep the same inductances and the same aspect
ratio of the transistor M1, a new value for Cgsext must be calculated. From (8.9), it is
obtained: Cgsext�bt � 747 fF. The capacitances C1 and C2 can be calculated based on (8.29)
and (8.28) under the assumption that the influence of the transistor M 3 is neglected.

C1 �Cgsext�bt (8.28)

C1 �C2 �Cgsext�dect (8.29)

The values of the capacitances C1 and C2 are: C1 � 747 fF and C2 � 690 fF. They are
implemented as MIM capacitors and due to their very high quality factor their contribu-
tion to NF is neglected. As mentioned, in the Bluetooth mode transistor M 3 is switched
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off. The bulk of the transistor M3 is connected to the ground. The capacitance between
source and ground of the transistor M3 consist of a parallel connection between the gate-
source overlap capacitance and source-bulk junction capacitance. Based on simulations
it is estimated that the capacitance between source and ground is equal to 111 fF. The
same is valid for the capacitance between drain and ground. When these capacitances
are included in the schematic of the LNA, analytically it can be shown very easily that
their influence is marginal. In the DECT mode, the transistor M3 is in the triode region.
The resistance between drain and source is determined by means of simulations and it is
equal to 7 Ω. The capacitance between source and ground consist of the parallel connec-
tion between gate-source overlap capacitance, source-bulk junction capacitance and half
of gate-channel capacitance [2]. Simulation shows that the total source-ground capaci-
tance is equal to 385 fF. The same is valid for drain-ground capacitance. Again, adding
the source-drain resistance and capacitances between source and ground, and drain and
ground to the schematic of the LNA, analytically it can be shown that their influence can
be neglected.

In order to get a functional packaged LNA it is necessary to take into account the
influence of the parasitic capacitances of the bond-pads (Cbp) and ESD diodes (Cesd) as
well as parasitic inductance (Lp) and capacitance (Cp) of the package. Fig. 8.5 shows the
schematic of the LNA where these parasitic capacitances and inductances are added. The
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Figure 8.5 Differential reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth LNA with
added parasitic capacitances of bond-pads and ESD diodes as well
as parasitic inductance and capacitance of the package

bond-pads of the LNA consist of two metal layers, which are connected with vias. In
order to reduce the parasitic capacitance toward the ground, fifth and sixth metal layers
are used. Using Afirma Bond-pad modeler, which is a part of the SpectreRF circuit sim-
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ulator, a parasitic capacitance toward the ground Cbp of 30 fF is simulated. A parasitic
capacitance associated with the ESD diodes (Cesd) of 20 fF is determined based on sim-
ulations. According to the model of the package (LLP44) L p and Cp are 0.6 nH and 150
fF, respectively. The influence of Cbp, Cesd , Lp and Cp to the input impedance of the LNA
is evaluated analytically. Based on (8.1) the impedance Z (see Fig. 8.5) can be expressed
as:

Z � sLs �
1

sCgst

�
gm

Cgst

Ls (8.30)

Due to the impedance matching at the input of the LNA the real part of Z is equal to 50 Ω.
Therefore, Z can be expressed as:

Z � 50� jX (8.31)

Next, impedances Z1 and Z2 (see Fig. 8.5) have to be calculated. Due to the influence of
the capacitances Cbp and Cesd the real part of the impedance Z2 is equal 47 Ω in the DECT
mode and 46 Ω in the Bluetooth mode. If the imaginary part of the impedance Z 2 is equal
to zero, then the quality of the impedance matching is still satisfactory. Basically S 11 has
to be lower that -10 dB. From the condition:

Im�Z2	� 0 (8.32)

a new value for Lg can be obtained. If Lg is equal to 2.8 nH, satisfactory values of S11 for
DECT and Bluetooth modes are obtained. Therefore, the die with the LNA circuitry is
placed in the package in such a way that the inductance of the bond-wires that connect the
input of the LNA is equal to 2.8 nH. The length of these bond-wires is around 3.1 mm.
Considering the influence of package as well as parasitic capacitance of the bond-pads
and ESD diodes to the voltage gain and noise figure of the DECT/Bluetooth multi-band
LNA, analytically it can be shown that that influence can be neglected.

The inductor Ls of 1.4 nH is designed using Afirma Inductor-Modeler software. The
layout of this inductor is presented in Fig. 8.6. The most important data related to the
layout of inductor Ls are the following: it has three turns, the conductors use forth and fifth
metal layers, the width of the conductor is 25 um, the spacing between the conductors is
2 um and the radius is 116.5 um. Polysilicon shield under the inductor is used to improve
the quality factor.

Assuming QLg � 10 and taking into account the influence of the package as well as
parasitic capacitance of the bond-pads and ESD diodes, the simulations results presented
in Table 8.1 are obtained. The simulated NF of the inductively-degenerated common-

NF �dB� G �dB� IIP3 �dBm� S11 dB I �mA�
DECT 2�5 14 2 -15 15

BT 2�8 13 2�7 -15 7

Table 8.1 Simulation results for DECT/Bluetooth (BT) multi-band LNA

source LNA which is designed to operate only for DECT (NFDECT ) is 2.25 dB. The power
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Figure 8.6 Layout of inductor Ls

consumption of this LNA is equal to the power consumption of the reconfigurable multi-
band LNA in the DECT mode. Comparing the simulated NF of the reconfigurable multi-
band LNA in DECT mode with NFDECT , the NF deterioration due to the transistor M3
is only 0�25 dB. Besides that, the reconfigurable multi-band LNA uses half of the power
when it operates in the Bluetooth mode while achieving a rather low NF . In this way the
third design goal (multi-band operation), which is the last one, is achieved.

8.5 Summary

An approach for the design of an inductively-degenerated common-source LNA, yielding
a minimum noise figure with a certain power budget has been presented. This design
procedure is straightforward and it allows to determine all the LNA design parameters.
In order to reduce the number of external components the trade-offs between minimum
noise figure and full integration have been discussed in detail. A good correspondence
between the theory and simulation results has been observed. Using the presented ap-
proach a reconfigurable differential multi-band LNA for DECT and Bluetooth has been
designed and its feasibility has been proven by simulations. This LNA is fully integrated,
it achieves a minimum NF for a given power consumption and the same coils are used
for the operation in the DECT and Bluetooth mode. Due to the coil reuse, occupied chip
area is minimized. This is beneficial because coils occupy a large amount of chip area
compared to the area occupied by the active components. The influence of the package,
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ESD ring and bond-pads to the performance of the designed LNA has been evaluated
analytically.

The simulation results show that the LNA achieves a NF as low as 2.5 dB in the DECT
mode and 2.8 dB in the Bluetooth mode while the power consumption in the Bluetooth
mode is reduced to half compared to the power consumption in the DECT mode. The NF
degradation due to the multi-band operation when compared with the NF of the single-
band LNA for DECT, is only 0�25 dB. This is acceptable value with respect to the NF of
the LNA achieved in the DECT mode.
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9

Reconfigurable multi-band RF front-end

�
O far, the building blocks in the signal path of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/
Bluetooth RF front-end have been designed. Also, some of them have been success-

fully implemented providing the technology feedback. Therefore, the aim of this chap-
ter is to summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the reconfigurable multi-band
DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end. Based on this summary, final considerations related to
the cost-effectiveness of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end are
presented and a possible application of this RF front-end is discussed.

The block diagram of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end is
presented in Fig. 9.1. It consists of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth LNA
and reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth complex mixer. The design of the LNA
is presented in chapter 8, while chapter 7 describes the design and implementation of
the complex mixer. The design and implementation of the stand-alone folded-switching
mixer with current-reuse, which is the core of the complex mixer is discussed in chapter 6.
Reconfigurable multi-band complex mixer and folded-switching mixer with current-reuse
are successfully implemented and a very good correspondence between the theoretical,
simulated and experimental results has been observed. The reconfigurable multi-band
DECT/Bluetooth LNA has been also implemented, but the performance have not been
acceptable due to the low quality factor of the integrated inductors. The reason for low
quality factor is partly the low-ohmic substrate, which is used and partly inaccuracy of the
software tool Afirma Coil Modeler. Also, the integration of the reconfigurable multi-band
LNA and reconfigurable multi-band complex mixer on a single chip has not been done.
Therefore, performance of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end
are evaluated based on the simulation results. This evaluation is valid because good cor-
respondence between the experimental and simulated results has been shown, apart from
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Figure 9.1 Block diagram of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth
RF front-end

the problem related to the low quality factor of the integrated inductors. This problem
can be alleviated by using a high-ohmic substrate and a software tools, which can give
accurate estimation of the quality factor and inductance value.

The layout of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end is pre-
sented in Fig. 9.2. The simulation results related to the reconfigurable DECT/Bluetooth
multi-band RF front-end are presented in Table 9.1. During the simulations the frequency
of the RF signal is chosen to be 1�9 GHz (DECT) and 2�4 GHz (Bluetooth). The Double-
Side Band (DSB) NF is simulated at an intermediate frequency (IF) of 0�85 MHz in the
DECT mode and at IF of 0�5 MHz in the Bluetooth mode. In the noise figure simulations,
the source resistance is set to a 100 Ω. A differential LO voltage swing of 800 mV p is
applied.

In order to make the final conclusion related to the cost-effectiveness of this reconfig-
urable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end the following qualitative analysis is of
interest:
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Figure 9.2 Layout of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF
front-end

system DECT DECT BT BT
IRR low high low high

28 dB 56 dB 28 dB 56 dB
NF 5.5 dB 6.5 dB 10 dB 13 dB
IIP3 -19 dBm -13 dBm -19 dBm -14 dBm
gain 33 dB 27 dB 25 dB 20 dB

I 39 mA 47 mA 21 mA 29 mA
Vdd 1.8 V 1.8 V 1.8 V 1.8 V

Table 9.1 Simulation results for reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth
RF front-end

� The main advantages of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-
end are increased hardware functionality and flexibility. Therefore, this reconfig-
urable RF front-end can be used in a non-concurrent and concurrent DECT/Bluetooth
receiver. When it is used in the non-concurrent DECT/Bluetooth receiver, the major
benefits are a reduction of the occupied chip area and increase of set-makers flexi-
bility on the market. Fig. 9.3 shows the block diagram of a possible non-concurrent
DECT/Bluetooth receiver. By programing the bit B1, the receiver can be set in the
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Figure 9.3 Block diagram of a possible non-concurrent DECT/Bluetooth re-
ceiver

DECT or Bluetooth mode. Bit B1 has to set the proper operation mode of the RFF,
LNA and complex mixer. It has been assumed that the Antenna Switch (ASW) and
SDC have the bandwidth that is enough wide to cover the frequency range between
1.8 GHz and 2.5 GHz. Bits E1, E2 and E3, which set the RF front-end in high
or low image-reject mode can be configured from the DSP. If the reconfigurable
multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end is used in a concurrent DECT/Bluetooth
receiver, then the benefits are design and layout reuse as well as reduction of time
that is needed for testing. These benefits improve time to market. The block dia-
gram of a potential concurrent DECT/Bluetooth receiver is presented in Fig. 9.4.
The purpose of the control bits B1, E1, E2 and E3 is the same as in the case of

RFF SDC
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B1 E1 E2 E3set in DECT mode

B1 E1 E2 E3

Transmitter

IF strip

DSP

ADC

DECT/Bluetooth RF front−end
reconfigurable multi−band

reconfigurable multi−band
DECT/Bluetooth RF front−end

Off chip

RFF SDC

On chip

set in Bluetooth mode

Figure 9.4 Block diagram of a potential concurrent DECT/Bluetooth receiver
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the non-concurrent DECT/Bluetooth receiver. A system, which consist of a Blue-
tooth headset and DECT cordless telephone is a clear example where a concurrent
DECT/Bluetooth receiver can be applied. Considering the voice application of this
system, the operation of the DECT and Bluetooth pipes can be multiplexed in time.
In such case, a non-concurrent DECT/Bluetooth receiver, which is shown in Fig.
9.3, can be used. It provides the same functionality as a concurrent one, while the
occupied chip area is significantly reduced.

� Considering the simulation results presented in Table 9.1 the following can be said.
By applying adaptive image rejection and changing the mode from a high to a low
image rejection for both DECT and Bluetooth, the NF improvement is between
1 and 3 dB, voltage gain improves for 6 dB and power consumption is reduced
for 8 mA. The reason for NF and voltage gain improvement in the low image
reject mode is bypassing of the RF polyphase filter in the (see Fig. 9.1). The power
consumption is reduced because two mixers are turned off. The advantage of having
high image rejection is improved reception quality. In this way RF front-end can
stand stronger interferer and can work in more congestive radio environment, which
can be expected in the future due the proliferation of new standards for the wireless
communications. Nevertheless, increase of power consumption is a consequence of
providing a high image rejection. The proposed concept of adaptive image rejection
is a solution that can alleviate this problem. RFamp2 and RFamp3 represent an
extra cost in terms of chip area paid for obtaining adaptive image rejection. In
order to evaluate this cost the following consideration is important. RFamp2 and
RFamp3 circuits are implemented as differential amplifiers. They consist of the
transistors and two load resistors. The multi-band complex mixer contains three
amplifiers, four single mixers, two RC polyphase filters that consist of the poly
resistors and the MIM capacitors. The MIM capacitors occupy large area because
they have relatively low capacitance per unit area. Hence, the area occupied by
RFamp2 and RFamp3 circuits is negligible compared to the area occupied by the
reconfigurable DECT/Bluetooth multi-band RF front-end (see Fig. 9.2).

� Comparing the simulation results presented in Table 9.1 with the starting RF spec-
ifications that have been calculated in chapter 5 (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2), it can be
seen that these specification are in principle satisfied. The simulated NF in the high
image-reject DECT mode is for 0.7 dB higher than required NF and the simulated
IIP3 in the low image-reject Bluetooth mode is for 2.5 dB lower than required IIP3.
Since a rather large margins have been taken into account during the calculation of
the RF specifications, these deviations from the required specifications can be tol-
erated. Apart from that, a very good simulated NF can be observed in Bluetooth
mode. This is the consequence of the fact that a rather low NF is required in the
DECT mode. Hence, in the design of the multi-mode RF front-ends it is necessary
to accept the fact that the obtained performance for each of the modes are influenced
by the total set of required specifications and not only by the required specifications
of that mode particularly.
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� The folded-switching mixer with current-reuse can be considered as a core of the
reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth complex mixer. The operation of this
mixer at low supply voltages, while providing satisfactory performance, is an im-
portant property with respect the the scaling of CMOS processes. It can allevi-
ate the redesign of the multi-band DECT/Bluetooth complex mixer in some new
CMOS process with smaller feature size compared to 0.18 µm CMOS technology.

� The benefit obtained by using fully integrated reconfigurable multi-band LNA is a
reduction of the assembly cost and occupied chip area. The disadvantage is an in-
creased NF of the LNA. The designed reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth
LNA has a NF that is in total for 1 dB higher compared to the NF of the single-band
LNA that achieves minimal NF having the same power consumption and using an
external inductor. The reported NF degradation is acceptable compared to the total
NF of the front-end.

� In order to make the discussion, which is related to the cost-effectiveness of the
presented reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end complete, the
performance comparison with already published DECT and Bluetooth solution has
to be done. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find publications of integrated DECT
and Bluetooth transceivers in which the power consumption of individual building
blocks is reported. Usually, only the total power consumption of the receiver and
transmitter is given. Nevertheless, there are a few of them that clearly report the
power consumption of individual building blocks. For example, a fully integrated
DECT receiver with high image rejection is described in [53]. It achieves sensitiv-
ity of -90 dBm, IIP3 of - 7 dBm and image rejection of 55 dB. The RF front-end
of this receiver consumes 92 mW. These performance are comparable with the per-
formance of the designed reconfigurable RF front-end, when it operates in high
image-reject DECT mode. Only the linearity of the designed RF front-end is for 6
dB worse. This can be explained by the fact that the receiver presented in [53] has
been designed to operate at a voltage supply of 3.3 V. This voltage supply provides
larger voltage headroom then a voltage supply of 1.8 V. Next, [70] presents a fully
integrated Bluetooth receiver. This receiver has a sensitivity of -88 dBm, IIP3 of
-17 dBm and image rejection of 27 dB, while its RF front-end consumes 54 mW.
These performance are almost identical to the performance of the designed recon-
figurable multi-band RF front-end, when it operates in low image-reject Bluetooth
mode. Even, the power consumption is for 16 mW lower than one reported in [70].
The results of these comparisons are promising. Nevertheless, in order to do a com-
plete benchmarking of the designed reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF
front-end, it is necessary to add the IF strip as well as the frequency synthesizer and
then to compare the obtained performance with the performance of already pub-
lished fully integrated DECT and Bluetooth transceivers.

Based on this discussion the advantages and disadvantages of the reconfigurable multi-
band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end can be summarized. The main benefits are increased
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hardware flexibility and functionality, increased immunity to interferers due to the pro-
vided high image rejection, improved performance when changing from high to low im-
age reject mode, reduced power consumption due the adaptive image rejection and re-
duced power consumption in the Bluetooth mode compared to the power consumption
in the DECT mode. The costs are an increased NF of approximately 1 dB in the DECT
mode because of multi-band operation and full integration as well as an increased chip
area due to the implemented adaptive image rejection. The costs are relatively negligi-
ble when compared with the total front-end NF and total chip area occupied by the RF
front-end. Also, in the design of the multi-mode RF front-ends it is necessary to deal with
the fact that the design space of this front-end can not be stretched in such a way that the
obtained performance for each of the modes exactly match to the required specifications.
It is important that they are at least better that the required specifications, which is the
case with the presented reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end. Hence,
comparing the benefits with the costs, the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF
front-end with adaptive image rejection seems to be viable solution when an image rejec-
tion of more than 30 dB is required.
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Conclusions

�
OWDAYS , the trends in the field of wireless communications, IC technology and
packaging are clear. In the world of telecommunications, companies try to meet cus-

tomers needs and also they strive for as large market share as possible. As a result, a great
number of applications have been developed and keep developing. They are supported
by different standards. Therefore, fast emerging of new standards for wireless commu-
nications is the main trend in this field. Considering the packaging and IC technology,
system on a chip (SoC) and CMOS technology are preferred choices. This means that a
full integration of the base-band and RF transceiver on a single die is an ultimate goal. If
the achieved performance of such solution are not satisfactory, which can be the case for
some very demanding standards, then system in package (SiP) becomes an alternative.
CMOS technology is an appropriate technology to implement digital circuits. For digital
circuits, CMOS technology scaling yields an improvement in power consumption, speed
and number of transistors per unit area. Hence, scaling down of CMOS technologies to
deep submicron processes is a clear trend in IC technologies.

There are few consequences of the mentioned trends. First, the market in the field
of wireless communications as well as potential applications change very fast and with-
out a rule. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the behavior of this market and choose
one standard as a target in order to go further with a design, implementation and produc-
tion. Second, users always try to avoid complexity and they choose for simple solutions.
Therefore, they would like to have one electronic device that is capable to provide access
to different services supported by various standards. Third, many devices that work for
different standards can be active at the same time. In this way they create very conges-
tive radio environment with a high level of interference. Fourth, the radio environment is
not constant. It can happen that at a certain moment a lot of devices are active, while a
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moment latter only a few are still working. Hence, the level of interference changes and
design for the worst case scenario is not optimal design. Fifth, the most severe conse-
quence of the scaling of CMOS technologies is the supply voltage reduction. Insufficient
voltage headroom causes that some circuit topologies can not satisfy the required spec-
ifications or even they fail to operate. Given these consequences, RF designers have to
work on multi-standard adaptive RF transceivers, which are robust with respect to inter-
ference, and on low-voltage low-power circuit topologies. In the design of multi-standard
RF transceivers, hardware reusability, reconfigurability, programmability, flexibility and
cost-effectiveness with respect to combined single-standard RF transceivers are the issues
that have to be addressed.

This thesis investigates solutions, benefits, limitations and costs related to multi-
standard operation of RF front-ends and their adaptivity to variable radio environments.
Next, it highlights the optimization of RF front-ends that allow achieving of maximal
performance with a certain power budget while targeting full integration. Also, it in-
vestigates possibilities for low-voltage low-power circuit topologies in CMOS technol-
ogy. Finally, the results and considerations presented in this thesis have been validated
through the design and implementation of the reconfigurable multi-and DECT/Bluetooth
RF front-end in 0.18 µm CMOS technology. The main benefits of this RF front-end are
increased hardware flexibility and functionality, increased immunity to interferers due to
the provided high image rejection, improved performance when changing from high to
low image reject mode, reduced power consumption due the adaptive image rejection and
reduced power consumption in the Bluetooth mode compared to the power consumption
in the DECT mode. This reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end with
adaptive image rejection is an appropriate solution when an image rejection of more than
30 dB is required.

The successful design and implementation of the reconfigurable DECT/Bluetooth RF
front-end is the result of systematic approach through all the steps in the design flow
of a multi-standard front-end. First, structuring of the architecture selection process has
been done. The selection of the double-quadrature low-IF architecture with adaptive im-
age rejection, which has been considered as the most suitable one for the reconfigurable
DECT/Bluetooth front-end, has been the outcome of that structuring. In the system level
design, the analytical expressions for the voltage gain, noise figure, IIP3 and total im-
age rejection of low-IF front-ends have been derived. The main properties of these for-
mulas are the following: they take into account the signals, noise and intermodulation
components from both I and Q paths, they include the influence of the input and output
impedances of the building blocks, the noise factors and IIP3 of the building blocks are
specified with respect to the resistance of a source that drives front-end. Therefore, they
represent an upgrade of the well known Friis formula and classical formula for the front-
end IIP3. Also, they are practical and convenient from designers point of view. In the
circuit level design, it has been shown that RC polyphase filters are an acceptable solution
for I/Q signals generation in the case of DECT and Bluetooth front-ends. Their imple-
mentation is straightforward, they are convenient for high frequency applications where a
high level of integration is required and the accuracy as well as the bandwidth of generated
I/Q signals are satisfactory. An image rejection of 27 dB can be achieved with two-stage
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RC polyphase filter in the frequency range from 1.8 GHz to 2.5 GHz assuming 2 % mis-
match between capacitors and resistors as well as worst case process spread. Consider-
ing low-voltage operation, the design and implementation of the folded-switching mixer
with current-reuse have shown that using the basic digital block (inverter), which is prop-
erly sized and biased, satisfactory performance of an analog block at low supply voltage
can be obtained. Next, the design and implementation of the reconfigurable multi-band
DECT/Bluetooth complex mixer has highlighted the fact that for a certain power bud-
get the noise figure can be minimized by choosing right values for the resistors in the
RC polyphase filter located in the RF path. Finally, the proposed design procedure of
inductively-degenerated common-source LNA has shown that the noise figure optimiza-
tion can be done in an efficient way by using the ratio of the inductances connected to the
gate and source of this LNA.

Based on the previous discussion, three generic conclusions can be drawn. First, the
design and use of multi-standard RF transceivers is the way to increase hardware flexibil-
ity and functionality, as well as to improve the flexibility of set-makers on the market. In
the future the efforts will be directed towards improvement of hardware reusability, recon-
figurability and programmability. This will result in the launching of a software-defined
radio. Second, since the radio environment is variable, the application of adaptivity in
RF transceivers results in the reduction of their power consumption. Eventually, it is rea-
sonable to believe that RF front-ends will be smart in the sense that they will be able to
monitor the radio environment and to adapt themselves to the changes in this environ-
ment. Third, the implementation of analog amplification at low supply voltages has to be
based on inverters.
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A

RF, system and building block specifications

Performance of a front-end is determined by linearity, selectivity, noise and gain. Linear-
ity is characterized by the input second intercept point (IIP2), input third intercept point
(IIP3) and 1dB compression point (A1dB). Noise performance of a front-end is described
by the noise figure (NF). IIP2, IIP3, A1dB and NF are called RF specifications. In the
process of front-end design, RF specifications are calculated based on system specifica-
tions. The following system specifications are used in front-end design: sensitivity at
a certain bit error rate (BER), inter-modulation performance, interference performance,
blocking signals and maximum input signal level.

Considering the linearity of a front-end, the third order inter-modulation products are
of a particular interest. Fig. A.1 shows a case when a weak wanted signal is accompanied
by two strong interferers. The frequencies of the interferers ( f 1 and f2) are very close to

1f 1ff2 f2f21f2 1ff f

Interferers

Front−end
Wanted signal

f2 − −2

Figure A.1 Degradation of a wanted signal by IM3 products
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the frequency of the wanted signal. Due to the third order inter-modulation distortion, two
new components at the frequencies 2 f1� f2 and 2 f2� f1 are generated at the output of
a front-end. They are called third order inter-modulation (IM3) products . Since the fre-
quencies f1 and f2 are very close to the frequency of the wanted signal, there is possibility
that one of the IM3 products falls in the band of the wanted signal. As a consequence,
the SNR will be degraded. The third order inter-modulation distortion is described by the
IIP3 [2]. A typical IIP3 plot is presented in Fig. A.2. Assuming that the amplitude of the

wanted signal

Output voltage (V)

3rd − order intermodulation
products

Input voltage (V)

IIP3

Output power (dBm)

products

Input power (dBm)                   

wanted signal

3rd − order intermodulation      I

IIP3

Figure A.2 Input third intercept point (IIP3)

wanted signal is denoted with A, then the amplitude of fundamental signal at the output
increases in proportion to A while the amplitude of the third order inter-modulation prod-
ucts at the output is proportional to the A3 [2]. Therefore, there is an intersection point
of these two curves. The x-coordinate of that point is called input third intercept point
(IIP3). Specifications related to inter-modulation performance are used to calculate the
IIP3 of a front-end.

The second order inter-modulation products can also influence reception quality. As-
suming that the frequencies f1 and f2 are very close to each other (see Fig. A.1), then due
to the second order nonlinearity a low frequency components will appear at the frequen-
cies f1- f2 and f2- f1. Before conversion to the digital domain, a high frequency wanted
signal has to be down-converted to a low IF. There is possibility that the second order
inter-modulation products fall in the band of the down-converted wanted signal. If that
happens the SNR will be deteriorated. The second order inter-modulation distortion is
described by the input second intercept point (IIP2), which is defined in the same way as
IIP3.

Inter-modulation performance can be characterized by two-tone test. The levels of
both signals in the two-tone test are equal and denoted with Ps. The level of third order
inter-modulation components, which is referred to the front-end input, is denoted with
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PIM3�in. The front-end IIP3 can be calculated if Ps and PIM3�in are known [2]:

IIP3 � Ps �
1
2
�Ps�PIM3�in� (A.1)

In the similar way IIP2 can be expressed as a function of Ps and the level of second order
inter-modulation components referred to the front-end input (PIM2�in):

IIP2 � 2Ps�PIM2�in (A.2)

Due to the nonlinearity of a front-end transfer function, the front-end gain depends
on the level of an input signal. In the case of a small signal gain, harmonics are small
and they can be neglected. When an input signal increases, harmonics become stronger.
Due to their influence, the front-end gain starts to drop and at a certain level of an input
signal it becomes equal to zero. In order to characterize this effect, RF engineers use 1
dB compression point (A1dB). This is the level of an input signal at which the front-end
gain drops for 1 dB compared to its small signal gain.

Specifications related to interference performance define levels of in-band interferers,
while blocking performance specify levels of out-of-band interfering signals. Front-ends
have to be designed in a way to handle these in-band and out-of-band interferers. Actu-
ally, specifications related to interference and blocking performance are used to determine
front-end selectivity.

NF is a quantity that describes the noise added by a front-end during the signal pro-
cessing. Hence, NF is defined as a ratio between SNR at the front-end input (SNR in) and
SNR at the front-end output (SNRout ).

NF � 10log�
SNRin

SNRout
� (A.3)

The NF shows a degradation of SNRin due to the additional noise added by a front-end.
The linear denotation of NF is noise factor F .

F �
SNRin

SNRout
(A.4)

In general, front-end gain is defined as a ratio between signal levels at the front-end
output and front-end input. Depending which quantities are used to characterize the sig-
nals at the front-end input and output, various gain definitions can be obtained. Usually,
voltage and power gain are most often used in the front-end design.

Quality of received signals at the output of the demodulator is evaluated by means of
BER. The BER has to be equal or better than a maximal allowed BER (BER max). BER
is a function of a signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the input of the demodulator. Typical
BER dependence on SNR is presented in Fig. A.3. So, for a required quality of reception
(BER�BERmax), it is necessary to provide a SNR, which is equal or greater than the SNR
that corresponds to BERmax (SNRmin).

Sensitivity of a front-end represents a minimum signal level (Psens) that can be received
and demodulated with BERmax. This means that a front-end has to process a received
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SNR (dB)

B
E

R

Figure A.3 BER as a function of SNR

signal in such way that at least SNRmin is provided at the input of the demodulator. Starting
from (A.3) and assuming power matching between the antenna and front-end, Psens can
be expressed as [2]:

Psens ��174 dBm�Hz�NF �SNRmin�10logB (A.5)

Using front-end sensitivity from system specifications and if SNRmin, and bandwidth (B)
are known, then the required front-end NF can be determined.

The distance between a receiver and a base station varies. Psens defines a maximal
distance on which communication between a receiver and the corresponding base station
can be established. When a receiver is very close to the corresponding base station, the
received wanted signal is strong. Pmax specifies a maximal level of the wanted signal at the
front-end input, which a front-end has to handle. In principle, the strength of a received
wanted signal is in the range from Psens up to Pmax.

Front-ends are subdivided into different building blocks (see Fig. 1.6). Building
blocks in a front-end are characterized with its own NF , IIP3 and power or voltage gain.
These quantities are called building block specifications. On top of that, each building
block has a power budget and chip area target. According to the multi-standard front-end
design flow (see Fig. 1.7), calculation of building block specifications is the last step in
the system level design. When building block specifications are calculated, two important
formulas are used. Noise factor of a front-end that consists of m cascaded stages can be
expressed as [2]:

F � F1 �
F2�1
Ap1

� � � �� Fm�1
Ap1 � � �Ap�m�1�

(A.6)

Fi and Api are the noise factor and available power gain of stage i. The equation (A.6)
is also known as Friis formula [2]. The most important implication from Friis formula
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is that a noise contribution from each stage is reduced by the gain of a preceding stage.
Therefore, if each stage in a front-end has a gain greater than unity, then the first few
stages contribute the most to the overall noise factor of a front-end. Similar, the IIP3 of a
front-end that consist of m cascaded stages can be approximated as [2]:

1
IIP32 �

1

IIP32
1

�
i�m

∑
i�2

∏n�i�1
n�1 A2

n

IIP32
i

(A.7)

An and IIP3i are the voltage gain and input third intercept point of stage i. IIP3 i is
expressed in V instead of dBm. Compared to Friis formula, (A.7) has an opposite impli-
cation. If each stage in a front-end has a gain greater than unity, then the linearity of last
few stages in a front-end determines the overall front-end linearity.
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B

Noise factor of a two-port network

A two-port network is presented in Fig. B.1. It is driven by a voltage source Vin with
resistance Rs. The total noise from a two-port network is transfered to the input. It is rep-

VI2in
Noiseless

circuit

2Vin

inV

Rs

out  

Figure B.1 Two-port network

resented by an equivalent voltage noise source V 2
in and an equivalent current noise source

I2
in [42]. The noise factor of a two-port network, with respect to the source resistance R s,

can be expressed as [2]:

F � 1�
�Vin � IinRs�2

4kTRs
(B.1)

k is the Boltzmann constant (k � 1�38x10�23 J�K) and T is the absolute temperature in
kelvins.
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The noise factor of a two-port network can be also expressed in an alternative way.
The total noise voltage per unit bandwidth at the output of a two-port network is equal to:

V 2
out � �4kTRs ��Vin� IinRs�2� �G�2 (B.2)

G is the voltage gain, which is defined as:

G �
Vout

Vin
(B.3)

Multiplying both, numerator and denumerator of (B.1) with �G� 2 and taking into account
(B.2), the noise factor of a two port network can be expressed as:

F �
V 2

out

�G�2 4kTRs

(B.4)

If the output referred noise voltage from the two port network is denoted with V 2
t p�out

(V 2
t p�out � �Vin � IinRs�2� �G�2) then the noise factor of a two port network can be written

in an another way:

F � 1�
V 2

t p�out

�G�2 4kTRs

(B.5)



C

Noise factor of a passive RF block

A passive RF block (PRFB), which is driven by the voltage source Vin with resistance Rs,
can be represented by the Thevenin equivalent circuit (see Fig C.1). R t is equal to the

Vin

A B

sR
dR

PRFB,outR

(a)

Vt

tZ

B

dR

(b)

outVoutVPRFB

Figure C.1 A passive RF block (a) Thevenin equivalent circuit for a passive RF
block (b)

output resistance of the PRFB:
Rt � RPRFB�out (C.1)

Vt is the voltage at the ouput of the PRFB (at reference point B) when it is unloaded:

Vt �
RPRFB�in

Rs �RPRFB�in
GPRFBVin (C.2)

RPRFB�in is the input impedance and GPRFF is the voltage gain of the PRFB.
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Insertion loss s (L) of the PRFB is defined as the ratio between the available source
power and the available power at the output of the PRFB [2]. Based on this definition L
can be expressed as:

L �
V 2

in

V 2
t

RPRFB�out

Rs
(C.3)

Taking into account (C.2), L can be written as:

L �
1�

RPRFB�in
Rs�RPRFB�in

GPRFB

�2

RPRFB�out

Rs
(C.4)

In appendix B (see (B.4)) it has been shown that the noise factor of a PRFB can be
calculated as:

FPRFB �
V 2

PRFB�out

�G�24kTRs
(C.5)

V 2
PRFB�out is the noise voltage at the output of the PRFB. It can be expressed as:

V 2
PRFB�out � 4kTRPRFB�out

�
Rd

Rd �RPRFB�out

�2

(C.6)

G is the voltage gain (G � Vout
Vin

), which can be expressd as:

G �
RPRFB�in

Rs �RPRFB�in
GPRFB

Rd

Rd �RPRFB�out
(C.7)

Combining equations (C.2), (C.6), (C.7) and (C.5), the final expression for FPRFB is ob-
tained:

FPRFB �
1�

RPRFB�in
Rs�RPRFB�in

GPRFB

�2

RPRFB�out

Rs
(C.8)

Comparing (C.8) with (C.4) it can be seen that:

FPRFB � L (C.9)

Equation (C.9) shows that the noise factor of a passive RF block is equal to its insertion
loss.
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Summary

Each electronic device that allows wireless communication incorporates a building block
that is called an RF transceiver. It consists of a receiver and a transmitter. The basic
function of a receiver is to down-convert high frequency signals to a lower intermediate
frequency, to convert them into the digital domain, and to demodulate them.

Some of the most challenging and key RF blocks can be found in the analog high-
frequency part of a receiver, which is called the RF front-end. Therefore, the focus of
this thesis and the core of research is related to the design and implementation of RF
front-ends. Nevertheless, RF circuit design is a delicate process involving many time
consuming steps. In industry whole design teams work on the radio. So, it is important
to limit the scope. Particularly, multi-band LNAs, multi-band RF filters and mixers have
been subjects of investigation.

This thesis starts with an introductory part. It provides an overview of the existing
standards for wireless communications and gives the state-of-the-art in multi-standard RF
transceivers. The most important part of the introduction is related to the discussion about
the trends in the field of wireless communications, IC technology and packaging as well as
about their consequences. Based on these consequences the objectives of this thesis have
been formulated. The primary goal is to investigate solutions, benefits, limitations and
costs related to multi-standard operation of RF front-ends and their adaptivity to variable
radio environments. The second goal is to highlight the optimization of RF front-ends that
allows to achieve maximal performance with a certain power budget, while targeting full
integration. The third goal is to investigate possibilities for low-voltage low-power circuit
topologies in CMOS technology. Finally, the results and considerations presented in this
thesis have to be validated through the design and implementation of the reconfigurable
multi-band multi-standard DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end in 0.18 µm CMOS technology.
At the end of the introductory part, the design flow of a multi-standard front-end has been
introduced and the steps in this flow have been discussed.

According to the multi-standard design flow, the selection of a suitable front-end ar-
chitecture is the first step in the system level design. The double-quadrature low-IF front-
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end architecture with adaptive image rejection has been selected as the most suitable
architecture for the DECT/Bluetooth multi-band front-end. The achievable maximal im-
age rejection in the double-quadrature low-IF architectures is directly dependent on the
performance of the RC polyphase filters. Therefore, in the next step the performance of
broad-band RC polyphase filters has been investigated. The last step in the system level
analysis has been to calculate RF and building block specifications. The calculation of
RF specifications is straightforward, while the distribution of the building block speci-
fications has been based on the analytical expressions for the voltage gain, noise figure
and IIP3 of low-IF front-ends. It has not been possible to guarantee that this distribution
will lead to a minimal power consumption or minimal occupied chip area of the on-chip
front-end. Nevertheless, its purpose has been to provide the starting point for the circuit
level design, where further design optimization has been done.

In the double-quadrature low-IF front-end with adaptive image rejection, the perfor-
mance of the down-conversion mixer has a great influence on the overall front-end per-
formance. Actually, the down-conversion mixer can be considered as the most important
building block in the double-quadrature down-converter. Therefore, the first step in the
circuit level design and implementation has been to design and implement the folded
switching mixer with current-reuse. The measurements results of this mixer have shown
very good performance even at a supply voltage of 1 V. After the successful implemen-
tation of the folded switching mixer with current-reuse, the design and implementation
of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth complex mixer with adaptive image
rejection has been the next step. The measured performance has been quite satisfac-
tory, while the cost introduced due to the adaptive image rejection have been accept-
able. The design and implementation of the reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth
LNA has been the last step towards the design and implementation of the reconfigurable
multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end. An inductively-degenerated common-source
LNA has been selected as the most-promising topology. The analysis of this LNA has
been presented and a rather efficient design procedure yielding a minimum noise fig-
ure with a certain power consumption has been proposed. Finally, the evaluation of
the cost-effectiveness of the designed reconfigurable multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF
front-end has been considered. It has been shown that the reconfigurable multi-band
DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end with adaptive image rejection is an appropriate solution
when an image rejection of more than 30 dB is required.

At the end of the thesis some concluding remarks have been given. The most impor-
tant are the following. First, the design and use of multi-standard RF transceivers is the
way to increase hardware flexibility and functionality, as well as to improve the flexibility
of set-makers on the market. Second, since the radio environment is variable, the applica-
tion of adaptivity in RF transceivers results in the reduction of their power consumption.
Third, the implementation of analog amplification at low supply voltages has to be based
on inverters.



Samenvatting

Elektronische toestellen voor draadloze communicatie bevatten een bouwblok dat RF
transceiver wordt genoemd. Dit bouwblok bestaat uit een ontvanger en een zender. De
omzetting van hoogfrequente signalen naar een tussenliggende frequentie en de omzet-
ting van deze laagfrequente signalen naar het digitale domein zijn de basisfuncties van de
ontvanger.

Sommige van de meeste uitdagende en belangrijkste RF bouwblokken worden in het
analoge hoogfrequent deel van de ontvanger gevonden. Dit deel van de ontvanger wordt
het RF front-end genoemd. Daarom zijn de focus van dit proefschrift en de kern van het
onderzoek verwant aan het ontwerp en de implementatie van RF front-ends. Desondanks
is het ontwerp van RF-schakelingen een delicaat proces dat veel tijdrovende stappen eist.
In de industrie werken complete ontwerpteams aan RF transceivers. Dus is het belangrijk
de scope te beperken. Speciaal zijn hierbij nader multi-band LNAs, multi-band RF filters
en mixers onderzocht.

Dit proefschrift begint met een inleidend gedeelte. Het geeft een overzicht van be-
staande standaarden voor draadloze communicatie en de state-of-the-art multi-standaard
RF-transceivers. Het belangrijkste gedeelte van de inleiding gaat over de trends op het
gebied van de draadloze communicatie, over IC-technologie en -behuizing en over de
gevolgen van deze trends. De doelen van dit proefschrift zijn gebaseerd op de gevolgen
van deze trends. Hoofddoel is het onderzoek naar oplossingen, voordelen, beperkingen
en kosten die in verband staan met multi-standaard toepassing van RF front-ends en hun
aanpassing aan de veranderlijke radio-omgeving. Het tweede doel is aan te geven hoe het
RF front-end kan worden geoptimalisatiseerd om een maximale prestatie te bereiken met
het beperkte vermogensbudget in het geval van de complete integratie. Het derde doel is
het onderzoeken van schakelingtopologieën in CMOS-technologie die kunnen werken op
lage voedingsspanningen en met een laag vermogen. Tenslotte moeten de resultaten en
overwegingen, die in dit proefschrift gepresenteerd zijn, door ontwerp en implementatie
van reconfigureerbare multi-band multi-standaard DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end in 0.18
um CMOS-technologie worden gevalideerd. Aan het einde van het inleidende gedeelte is
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het ontwerpschema van een multi-standaard front-end gegeven en worden alle stappen in
dit schema bediscussieerd.

Volgens het multi-standard ontwerpschema is in het front-end-ontwerp op systeem-
niveau de selectie van een geschikte front-end-architectuur de eerste stap. De dubbel-
kwadratuur laag-IF front-end architectuur met adaptive spiegelonderdrukkingsverhou-
ding is als meest geschikte architectuur voor de DECT/Bluetooth multi-band front-end
geselecteerd. De maximaal bereikbare spiegelonderdrukkingsverhouding in de dubbel-
kwadratuur laag-IF front-end architecturen is direct afhankelijk van de prestatie van het
RC-polyfase-filter. Daarom is bij het ontwerp van het DECT/Bluetooth front-end, het
onderzoek naar de prestatie van het RC-polyfase-filter de volgende stap geweest. De be-
rekening van de specificaties van het hele RF deel en van de afzonderlijke bouwblokken is
de laatste stap in het ontwerp van het front-end op systeemniveau. De berekening van de
RF-specificaties is eenvoudig, maar de distributie van deze totaalspecificaties naar de af-
zonderlijke specificaties voor de bouwblokken is gebaseerd op analytische formules voor
de spanningsversterking, ruisfactor (F) en derde-orde interceptie punt (IIP3) in het laag-IF
front-end. Het is niet mogelijk gebleken te garanderen dat deze distributie een minimaal
vermogen of minimaal chipoppervlak voor het front-end geeft. Desondanks levert deze
distributie het startpunt voor het ontwerp op schakelingniveau, waar de optimalisatie in
detailontwerp werd gedaan.

In de dubbel-kwadratuur laag-IF front-end architectuur met adaptive spiegelonder-
drukkingsverhouding heeft het gedrag van de mixer veel invloed op het gedrag van het
complete front-end. De mixer kan als het belangrijkste bouwblok in de dubbel-kwadratuur
omzetter worden gezien. Daarom is het ontwerp en de implementatie van de gevouwen
en geschakelde mixer met hergebruik van de stroom de eerste stap in het ontwerp op
schakelingniveau. De meetresultaten van deze mixer tonen goede prestaties, ook in het
geval van een lage voedingsspanning van 1 V. Na de succesvolle implementatie van de
gevouwen en geschakelde mixer met hergebruik van de stroom, volgde het ontwerp en
de implementatie van de reconfigureerbare multi-band DECT/Bluetooth complexe mixer
met adaptive spiegelonderdrukkingsverhouding. De meetresultaten van de geı̈mplemen-
teerde complexe mixer zijn goed en de kosten veroorzaakt door de adaptive spiegelon-
derdrukkingsverhouding zijn acceptabel. Het ontwerp en de implementatie van de re-
configureerbare multi-band DECT/Bluetooth LNA was de laatste stap op weg naar het
ontwerp en de implementatie van een reconfigureerbare multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF
front-end. Een inductief-gedegenereerde common-source LNA is als de meest geschikte
topologie geselecteerd. De analyse van deze LNA is gepresenteerd en een efficiënte ont-
werpprocedure die een minimale ruisfactor met beperkte vermogendisipatie oplevert is
voorgesteld. Tenslotte is de evaluatie van de kosteneffectiviteit van het reconfigureerbare
multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end gegeven. Het is aangetoond dat de reconfigu-
reerbare multi-band DECT/Bluetooth RF front-end met adaptive spiegelonderdrukkings-
verhouding een goede oplossing is, van de situatie waarbij een spiegelonderdrukkingsver-
houding van meer dan 30 dB vereist is.

Een aantal conclusies worden aan het einde van het proefschrift gegeven. De vol-
gende zijn de belangrijkste. Allereerst: het ontwerp en gebruik van multi-standaard RF-
transceivers is de manier om de flexibiliteit en functionaliteit van hardware te verhogen
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en de flexibiliteit van setmakers op de markt te verbeteren. Ten tweede: omdat de radio-
omgeving variabel is, resulteert de toepassing van adaptiviteit in RF-transceivers in een
verlaging van het gedissipeerde vermogen. Ten derde: de implementatie van de analoge
versterking moet in het geval van een lage voedingsspanning op inverters gebaseerd zijn.
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